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Ecosystem management has become an increasingly mainstream paradigm for natural

resource management. Nowhere is this more evident than on the public and private for-

estland of the Pacific Northwest. While ecosystem management has become a widely

accepted principle of resource management, substantial questions remain about its

implementation. A case in point is the conservation of biological diversity: within both

the scientific literature and the policy debate, it is unclear what are the best methods for

its conservation. In addition, the public goods nature of biological diversity limits the

ability of managers and policy makers to use economic information to prioritize biodi-

versity policy goals in making resource management decisions.

This study uses a choice experiment (CE) framework to produce utility theoretic esti-

mates of the welfare effects of changes in the level of biodiversity protection under dif-

ferent conservation programs. The sample frame for the study spans Oregon households,

with three regional strata (Eastern, Willamette Valley, and Coastal), allowing measure-

ment of regional preference heterogeneity. We present biodiversity policy as an amalgam

of four different conservation programs: aquatic habitat conservation, forest rotation

management, endangered species protection, and large-scale conservation reserves. The

study results indicate substantial support for conservation programs. While WTP is pos-

itive for initial increases above baseline levels of protection, results indicate that WTP for

large increases fall to zero or become negative, requiring monetary compensation for fur-



ther increases, substantial increases over the current baseline would generate increased

consumer surplus, though overallocation of land resources to biodiversity is perceived on

average as a welfare loss. The survey instrument included a dichotomous choice contin-

gent valuation WTP elicitation for the purpose of methodological comparison to the CE

approach. Results tentatively support the conclusion that the CE approach produces

more conservative (lower) estimates of consumer surplus. The study also indicated a

strong bias toward the management status quo, though the basis for this preference, and

its importance in the context of policy analysis, remains an important subject for further

research.
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A Choice Experiment Analysis of Public Preferences for Conservation of
Biological Diversity in the Oregon Coast Range

chapter 1: Introduction

1.1 Background

Recognizing the value of noncommercial uses of environmental resources in addi-

tion to more traditional uses, natural resource management in the Northwest has under-

gone a paradigmatic shift toward ecosystem management over the last decade. This is

evidenced by the President's Northwest Forest Plan and Governor Kitzhaber's Oregon

Plan for Salmon and Watersheds, and more generally by the current sustainability

emphasis in federal lands policy and a greater recognition of ecosystem service values of

private land. A principal objective of these initiatives is the conservation of biological

diversity on the landscape. Biodiversity as a scientific construct is complex, encompass-

ing the genetic and functional diversity within and amongst species and communities,

and the physical and biotic complexes that comprise ecosystems. As a management

objective, this complexity is compounded by the inescapable necessity of setting priori-

ties. While the conservation of biological diversity has emerged as a policy and manage-

ment objective in part because of pressure from the public as well as the scientific

community, the complexity of this endeavor requires the continuing engagement of all

constituents in identifying options and setting priorities. An understanding of public

preferences plays a crucial role in this process. This thesis documents one attempt to

measure public preferences for biodiversity using an economic framework.

The discipline of economics highlights the role of markets and prices in the identi-

fication of priorities. Price signals act as powerful and precise indicators of consumer

preferences, and both private firms and public entities use these signals to identify

demand for goods and services. Firms use prices to identify profit maximizing allocations
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of productive assets and, in the context of benefit cost analysis (BCA), public agencies

use the same information to identify management alternatives that maximize public wel-

fare. This broader mandate of public agencies, however, requires a broader conception

of benefits and costs than that considered by private firms. Agencies are charged with the

provision of goods and services that by their nature are not provided by private firms or

traded in markets, services which include regulation and monitoring of the activities of

firms and individuals to protect assets held in the public trust. The increasing role of

BCA in public resource management and regulatory policy has motivated the develop-

ment of valuation techniques to measure the preferences of beneficiaries of nonmarket

goods and services in terms commensurate with those expressed in prices of private

goods.

Measurement of the total economic value (TEV) of environmental assets has been

the focal point of the development of nonmarket valuation techniques. The TEV con-

cept represents a taxonomy of the values provided by environmental assets. These values

include consumptive and nonconsumptive direct use benefits such as commodity extrac-

tion and recreation, indirect use benefits provided by ecosystem services, such as water-

shed protection and waste assimilation, and passive use benefits. The latter identify

values that individuals hold for the preservation of environmental assets, either for the

satisfaction gained from simple existence or from a sense of responsibility for maintain-

ing natural heritage as a bequest to future generations. What is fundamental in this clas-

sification is the recognition that the value of natural assets is not fully captured by direct

uses that give rise to marketed goods and services measured by their attendant prices.

Passive use values (PUV's) present a particularly difficult valuation problem in that

they typically do not engender any behavioral response independent of research attempts

to measure them. To address this, economic researchers have adapted and refined an

array of survey and interview techniques for eliciting these values from individuals.

Known broadly stated preference (SP) techniques, these variously attempt to create a



1. Superseded in 1994 by President Clinton's Executive Order # 12866 (The White House 1994), which
extends the role of BCA in regulatory review and explicitly recognizes passive use values. Also see (0MB
1996), the report of the advisory panel convened by 0MB to establish "best practices" for economic
review pursuant to EQ # 12866.
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hypothetical market for public goods and elicit their value from respondents, either

through direct statements of willingness to pay (WTP) or willingness to accept compen-

sation (WTA), or by inference from stated choices in hypothetical decision scenarios. In

the traditional reliance on real and observable transactions, markets and price responses,

known collectively as revealed preference (RP) techniques, economist apply a fundamen-

tally behaviorist approach to understanding human behavior individually and in aggre-

gate. Consequently, the development and application of SP techniques has met with

much criticism from both economists and many outside the discipline, providing the

context for what is perhaps the most vigorous methodological debate in economics

(Portney 1994; Kopp and Pease 1997; Diamond and Hausman 1993).

The application of nonmarket valuation arises in both the policy analysis context, as

a component of BCA, as well as in a legal context in assessment of natural resource

damage awards in court proceedings. Assessment of PUV's arose in the BCA context ini-

tially in federal agency rulemaking subsequent to President Reagan's 1981 Executive

Order 12291 1 which directed agencies to conduct BCA as part of a regulatory impact

analysis of all significant regulatory initiatives. Two federal laws, the 1980 Comprehen-

sive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act (CERCLA) and the

1990 Oil Pollution Prevention Act, directed agencies (specifically the Interior Depart-

ment and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, respectively) to assess

compensable damages to injured parties resulting from the release of hazardous sub-

stances and, specifically in the case of the latter, oil spills. It was in this context that two

important milestones in the development of passive use value measurement and stated

preference methods occurred: (1) the federal court's rejection of Interior's proposed rules

on grounds that failure to measure and compensate lost passive use values violated con-

gressional intent in the passage of CERCIA (Ohio v. Dept. oflnterior, 1989), and (2) the
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publication of a comprehensive review of the state of the art in nonmarket valuation and

recommended standards and procedures by a high-level panel convened by NOAA and

chaired by Nobel Laureates Kenneth Arrow and Robert Solow (Arrow, Solow et al.

1993). These events', along with publication of an important volume on nonmarket val-

uation techniques by Mitchell and Carson (1989), precipitated a massive growth in the

empirical application and methodological investigation and critique on non-market val-

uation, most particularly the contingent valuation method (CVM).

The CVM has been applied extensively to estimation of passive use values for ele-

ments of biodiversity. The context of most of these studies has been the potential loss of

individual threatened species, though some studies have looked at habitats more broadly

and collections of threatened species populations within a given geographic area2. In

these applications it must be at least plausibJe that the effects of resource management

can be isolated to one or a few changes in the complex amalgam comprising the biolog-

ical diversity of a given landscape, or perhaps that all relevant elements of biodiversity

are affected uniformly. In most cases, however, both the policy context and the ecologi-

cal conditions are more complex. Thus, the piecemeal analysis of social and ecological

changes associated with resource management of any significant geographic or temporal

scale will fail to address important dimensions of multiple, often competing objectives

and unavoidability of trade-offs. A more effective tool for examining preferences for

biodiversity conservation alternatives, therefore, must permit the consideration of mul-

tiple elements or attributes simultaneously.

The conjoint analysis technique, which has been employed extensively in the mar-

keting and transportation fields (Louviere 1988) for well over a decade, offers the advan-

See Kopp and Pease (1997) for an insightful review of the details of these events and other proceedings
in the definition of the role of SP techniques and passive use values in agency and judicial decision mak-
ing.

See Jakobsson and Draguri (1996, Ch. 5) for a review.
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rage of permitting valuation of multiple attributes. Conjoint survey instruments are

designed to identify distinct attributes of a composite good. Using experimental designs

to compose sets of alternative specifications of the composite (analogous to experimental

treatments in multiple factor dose-response studies), this method elicits respondent pref-

erences between two or more alternative composites, framed as consumer goods or policy

scenarios. As in GyM, conjoint methods vary in the format of the elicitation. The choice

experiment variant of conjoint analysis is very similar to the referendum format in

dichotomous choice CVM (DC/CVM). In DC/CVM, the respondent is presented with

a hypothetical good or policy scenario which includes a specified cost to the respondent,

who is asked to "vote" by either accepting or rejecting the good and the associated cost.

Thus in the DC/CVM, two alternatives are offered - the specified alternative or status

quo. In the choice experiment analysis (CEA) approach, which encompasses the DC!

C\M, two or more alternatives are offered, one of which may or may not be the status

quo. In addition to permitting multiattribute preference elicitation, the greater flexibility'

and richer scenario descriptions permitted in CEA allow the investigator to address some

methodological concerns raised by the CV method.

The recognition that the value of natural environments is complex and multidimen-

sional is reflected in criticisms of the CVM focussing on its unidimensional expression

of value for noncommodity elements of natural resource values. Biological diversity is a

strong case in point. While most previous attempts to measure biodiversity values have

focused on single species or occasionally groups of species and associated habitat, the

multiattribute nature of the management problem requires a multiattribute measure of

preferences. The recent introduction of conjoint methods to the nonmarket valuation

literature addresses an important shortcoming in more familiar techniques. The research

undertaken for this thesis exploits this recent development in attempting to measure

public preferences for biodiversity conservation efforts.



1.2 Research Purpose and Objectives

The research described in this thesis was conducted as part of a broader study of land

use change in the Oregon Coast Range Physiographic Province. The Coastal Landscape

Analysis and Modelling Study (CLAMS, 1999) is a multi-year, interdisciplinary study

to model the social, economic, and ecological effects of alternative forest management

and land use policy scenarios involving the full array of ownership classes on the land-

scape. Using advanced applications of geographic information systems (GIS,) remote

sensing, spatial modeling of landowner behavior, vegetation dynamics, and species-hab-

itat relationships, as well as regional economic impacts, the ClAMS project attempts to

provide tools for policy analysis and primary research in landscape management and

logical change. The study documented herein is motivated primarily as an ancillary

model to the larger CLAMS study, to provide measures of economic value for potential

biodiversity outcomes of alternative policy simulations in terms commensurate with

values of recreational, commodity and other economic outputs of the Coast Range land-

scape.

In the investigation of preferences of Oregon residents for the conservation of bio-

logical diversity in the Oregon Coast Range, this study addresses three research objec-

tives:

Estimate demand curves which measure consumer willingness to pay for marginal
changes in distinct attributes of biological conservation in the Coast Range.

Identify and test for regional preference heterogeneity in biodiversity preferences.
Regions of concern are communities within the Oregon Coast Range, the Wi!-
lamette Valley and the western slope of the Oregon Cascades, and Eastern Oregon.

Evaluate characteristics of choice experiment analysis relative to those of the contin-
gent valuation method for estimating preferences for biodiversity conservation. Spe-

cific criteria include relative sensitivity of each method to biases arising from scope
and endowment effects.

6

In the course of this research, four attributes of biodiversity conservation were iden-

tified as important and distinct elements in an overall conservation strategy for the
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Oregon Coast Range. These are: the amount and distribution of forest in different age

classes, including newly established stands as well as old growth forests; the protection

of coastal salmon populations and aquatic and riparian habitat; protection of threatened

and endangered species habitat on federal as well state and privately owned land; and the

designation and reservation of large land areas principally for the purpose of biodiversity

protection and ecological function. While these four elements are indicative of the com-

plexity of biological conservation and forest landscape management, they clearly do not

encompass the full range of relevant characteristics that individuals may value. Nonethe-

less, the relative value of these elements, compared amongst these four, as well as relative

to other public and private goods, is important information for management of public

and private resources in the Oregon Coast Range.

1.3 Organization of the Thesis

Chapter 2 of the thesis provides a review of two bodies of literature relevant to this

research. The scientific and institutional background of biological conservation is briefly

covered to set the context of the valuation exercise upon which the research is focused.

The total economic value typology (TEV) and fundamental elements of applied welfare

economics as applied to nonmarket valuation are reviewed. A brief survey of nonmarket

valuation techniques is followed by a more detailed review of the evolution and current

state of the contingent valuation method. Given the astonishing volume of CVM

research, this thesis can only offer a shallow review, though the intention is to provide

sufficient background for a comparative analysis of CYM with the more recently intro-

duced choice experiment framework. After reviewing the key arguments regarding the

validity and reliability of CVM, the structure of the CEA approach and it's potential

advantages in light of these arguments is presented. This is followed by a review of the

small body of published CEA studies applied to estimation of passive use values. Chapter

3 presents the derivation of the statistical models used to interpret the discrete choice

data produced by dichotomous choice CVM and CEA survey instruments. Chapter 4
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presents the details of the survey design process and the implementation and administra-

tion of the survey. This includes a discussion of experimental design principles for con-

joint analysis studies as well as the sampling design of the study. Chapter 6 presents the

data analysis and results of the study. This includes cross tabulations of survey responses

to a set of attitudinal questions by regional strata, as well as econometric estimation of

consumer surplus and compensated demand curves for the biodiversity measures dis-

cussed in the survey. The analysis of the CEA and DC/GYM data are presented sepa-

rately and compared in the last section of the survey. Discussion of the results in Chapter

7 provides some interpretive insights gained in the analytical exercise and suggestions

regarding the use of the results of the study in the context of the ClAMS model as well

as more generally in planning for biological conservation. A review of key results and

conclusion is presented in Chapter 8, along with suggestions for future research. Samples

of all materials sent to respondents and the experimental design of the study are provided

in the appendices.



Chapter 2: Theoretical Background and Literature Review

2.1 Ecosystem Management and an Operational Definition of
Biodiversity

Along with "sustainability," the term "biological diversity," or "biodiversity," has

become part of the popular vernacular. Perhaps as a consequence of the popularity of the

term, nearly every publication addressing the topic offers a definition, with varying

degrees of novelty1. The key elements of the concept have been broadly defined as: the

variety and variability among living organisms and the ecological complexes in which

they occur. Diversity so defined functions at three levels: genetic, species and ecosystem

diversity (OTA 1987).An alternative typology provides abit more definition: (a) genetic

diversity; (b) within-ecosystem species diversity (so-called alpha species diversity); (c)

among-ecosystem species diversity (beta species diversity); (d) within-ecosystem struc-

tural diversity; (e) among-ecosystem structural diversity; and (f) temporal diversity

(Kimmins 1992), cited in Duinker 1993). While both definitions provide some intu-

ition of the complexity inherent in the meaning of the term, they mainly suggest how

difficult it is to provide a fully operational definition of biodiversity. Going beyond

simple definition, (Noss 1990) extends and operationalizes the above conceptualization

to identify a hierarchical typology of biodiversity indicators. This typology integrates

Franklin's three primary attributes of biodiversity - composition, structure and function

(Franklin 1988) with four spatial scales to create a matrix of indicators that are suggested

as practical measurement variables for biodiversity monitoring at appropriate scales.

Franklin's three attributes of ecosystems, which are described as constituting the biodi-

versity of a system, are the following:

1. Baydack, Campa et al. (1999, Ch. 1) identify 19 different definitions, illustrating that the useful defi-
nition of the term depends on the context in which it is used.

9
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Composition: identity and variety of elements in a collection, e.g., species lists and
measures of species diversity, and genetic diversity (represents the focus of most
biodiversity monitoring and evaluation work to date)

Structure: physical organization and pattern of system from habitat complexity (on

community scale) to patches and other elements at landscape scale

Function: ecological and evolutionary processes

Noss combines the above with four spatial/biological levels of biodiversity to define

the following nested hierarchy of indicators:

1. Regional-Landscape

Composition: identity, distribution, richness and proportion of patch and landscape

types

Structure: heterogeneity, connectivity, patchiness, and pattern of habitat layer distri-

bution

Function: disturbance processes, nutrient cycling and energy flow rates, geomorphic
and hydrological processes, human land use trends

2. Community-Ecosystem

Composition: identity, relative abundance, frequency, richness, and diversity of spe-

cies and guilds; numbers and proportions of endemic, exotic, threatened and endan-

gered (T&E) species

Structure: abundance and distribution of physical features and structural elements,

slope, aspect, vegetation biomass, canopy characteristics

Function: productivity, colonization and local extinction rates, predation rates, dis-
turbance and nutrient cycling rates, rate and intensity of human intrusion

3. Population-Species:

Composition: absolute or relative abundance, frequency or cover value, 5 key catego-

ries of species/populations to monitor - ecological indicator, keystone, umbrella,

flagship, and vulnerable species

Structure: dispersion and range, population structure, Despite liabilities, indicator

species. approach is important

Function: demographic processes, metapopulation dynamics, population genetics

4. Genetic

Composition: allelic diversity, presence of rare alleles and dominant recessives

Structure: census and effective population size, chromosomal/phenotypic polymor-

phism



Function: inbreeding depression, outbreeding rate, genetic drift

'While recognizing the need for indicators, Noss criticizes the common use of indi-

vidual species as the sole indicators of ecosystem health and diversity in a given system.

The above broadens the use of indicators to provide valid and reliable measures of diver-

sity. To illustrate the use of such a schema, Noss proposes a ten step process to assess the

status and trends in biological diversity in the PNW:

Define "what and why:" policy determination of what aspects of biodiversity to
promote and monitor
Gather and integrate existing data
Establish "baseline" conditions; should include data on stressors

Identify hotspots and ecosystems at risk
Formulate specific questions to address with monitoring
Select indicators -structural, functional and compositional elements at appropri-
ate levels

Establish controls and treatments
Design and implement sampling scheme
Validate relationships between indicators and sub-endpoints

Analyze trends and recommend management options

Number I is described as the necessary first step in which primary and secondary

goals are identified, which is a matter of policy rather than science. In the context of the

Oregon Coast Range (OCR), (Noss 1993) identifies four fundamental objectives for

biological conservation:

Represent all native ecosystem types and seral stages in a system of reserved areas

Maintain viable populations of all native species in natural patterns of abundance

Maintain ecological and evolutionary processes, including disturbance regimes,
hydrological processes, nutrient cycles, biotic interactions, and genetic differentia-
tion of populations

Manage with responsiveness to short- and long-term environmental change

Objectives 1 through 3 also outline approaches to conservation that, while comple-

mentary, are often portrayed in the literature as substitutes, particularly in an institu-

tional sense. The question has been framed thus:

11



"What are the best strategies? Are approaches based
on protecting individual species the most effective
tools, both from a pragmatic and from a scientific point
of view? Or would approaches that focus on habitat or
ecosystem function represent a more scientifically
defensible, and more politically practical, alterna-
tive?" (Levin 1993, pp. 201)

Franklin (1993) has argued that an ecosystem approach is necessitated by the sheer

number of species to manage for at the landscape scale, particularly when invertebrates

are considered. Attempting to manage on a species-by-species basis, he argues, faces seri-

ous limitations of time, financial resources, societal patience, and scientific knowledge.

To achieve broad biological conservation goals which encompass ecosystem function

and species other than vertebrates and vascular plants, landscape and regional perspec-

tives are required. In addition to the siting of reserves, it is essential to alter the condi-

tions on land used for commodity production to both buffer effects of extractive uses on

reserve function as well as to improve the dispersal of populations through improved

connectivity, apart from specific dispersal corridors. 'XThile recognizing the value of a

species approach to motivating public opinion, it is argued that it cannot ultimately be

successful if the objective is to preserve biodiversity more broadly defined.

In an associated article, Orians (1993) points out that the difficulty in defining an

institutional response to ecosystem conservation is the difficulty in defining a taxonomy

of ecosystems. Noting that the endangered species act (ESA) has been widely criticized

for, amongst other things (Rohlf 1991), an "emergency room" approach that is triggered

only when a species population is very small and recovery efforts are expensive if not

futile, it is suggested that an ecosystem approach would compliment the ESA. The

author argues that the chief failure of the ESA is attributable to the single species focus.

Orians also argues that the ESA has failed in part due to inadequacy of funding and

intransigence on the part of agencies in discretionary listing decisions, recovery plan

development and implementation. He seems to argue, nonetheless, that an "Endangered

Ecosystems Act" would complement the ESA and address its many shortcomings. The

12
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author's points regarding the biological shortcomings of the ESA and the need for an

ecological classification system may be cogent, but they seem to disregard the importance

of institutional reasons for failure of the species approach.

In another companion article, Wilcove (1993) provides a counterpoint in the spe-

cies/ecosystem debate by arguing from a pragmatic perspective that existing federal leg-

islation provides many of the needed levers to protect vertebrate species on large parts of

the landscape. With limited augmentation of existing institutions, and careful use of the

umbrella function of vertebrates in protecting other elements of biodiversity, conserva-

tion objectives could be advanced considerably. Key institutional advances would: (1)

strengthen the ESA and extend the National Forest Management Act (NFMA) species

protection mandates to other agencies; (2) extend the classification of research natural

areas (RNA's) and areas of critical environmental concern (ACEC's) to classifr and pro-

tect multiple examples of natural communities on all federal land units; and (3) imple-

ment the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act and Clean Water Act mandates to protect the

integrity of freshwater ecosystems. This latter point is taken up by Naiman, Decamps et

al. (1993), who argue that aquatic habitats and riparian corridors represent concentra-

tions of species and ecological diversity due to the sharp environmental gradients and

dynamic disturbance regimes which they contain. Due to the strong influence of activi-

ties throughout the watershed on conditions in the riparian corridor, landscape scale

management is necessary to maintain the diversity and function of freshwater and ripar-

ian systems.

The above is a brief review of some of the literature relevant to operationalizing bio-

logical conservation and ecosystem management on a landscape scale. Though the liter-

ature is vast, the above identifies four key approaches to conservation1:

1. Also see (Haufler 1999) for a recent review of the literature on strategies and approaches to biodiver-

sity conservation; the author develops a list rather similar to that provided above.
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Species-based ("fine filter") approaches: focus on protection of umbrella and key-
stone species as indicators of general ecosystem health and biological diversity

Reserve based approaches: focus on siting networked reserves within which ecologi-
cal processes, including natural disturbance regimes, are allowed to function largely

free from constraints inherent in commercially managed areas

Freshwater and riparian zone protection: focus on protection of corridors, both to
provide connectivity to facilitate species dispersion over the landscape, and to protect
diversity "hotspots" given characteristics of riparian zones as steep environmental

gradients and loci of disturbance processes

Integrated management of unreserved land ("coarse filter"): focuses on integrating
diversity objectives into management of developed and semi-developed land to
increase resident diversity and improve connectivity function ofmanaged portions of

landscapes

Each of the above is discussed in the literature largely in terms of their scientific

attributes. Each of these techniques, however, also defines the core element of an insti-

tutional response to conservation and each is represented by managenient initiatives that

are currently being implemented within the OCR by various agencies and jurisdictions.

Both the federal and state endangered species processes have been invoked and federal

recovery plans for listed species have been adopted, as well as numerous Habitat Conser-

vation Plans (Service 1982; Service 1983; Service 1986; Service 1991; Service 1992; Ser-

vice 1997). The reserve based approach is represented by the network of designated

Wilderness Areas, areas of critical environmental concern (ACEC's), research natural

areas (RNA's) , and late successional reserves (LSR's) designated under the Northwest

Forest Plan (USDA Forest Service 1994),. Other elements of the N''FP are comprised

of riparian zone management and integrated management of unreserved land. The

Oregon State Plan for Salmon and Watersheds (OWPSW) (Oregon Coastal Salmon

Restoration Initiative 1997) is also focussed on aquatic and riparian habitat in the OCR.

The OSPSW was arguably initiated as an alternative to endangered species listing of

coastal coho salmon and constituted a species based approach focussed on salmon and

associated habitat. Finally, the structure-based management approach being imple-

mented by the State of Oregon on its holdings in the northern OCR (Oregon. Dept. of

Forestry 1998) is focussed in part on maintaining representation of a diversity of forest
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age classes and structures, including late seral conditions, on land actively managed for

timber production.

The process of defining a landscape scale strategy for conserving biodiversity thus

defined is clearly extraordinarily complex and demanding in terms of required time,

expertise, and public expenditure. 'While different approaches are advocated by the

authors cited above, all advocate an integrated approach that employs a variety of meth-

ods, and all advocate clear definition of goals and objectives. It seems essential, then, that

Noss's first step - setting priorities and identifring objectives - incorporate the interests

of stakeholders if the outcome of planning efforts are to be useful in terms of managing

resources in the public interest.1 In discussing what are identified as ten key "themes" of

ecosystem management, Grumbine (1997) concludes by emphasizing the need for sci-

entists and resource managers to step away from purely technical considerations and

confront the nature and variety of human values that principally drive nianagement deci-

sions. The research documented in this thesis is intended to provide one measure of

(public) stakeholder preferences to assist policy makers in setting objectives for manage-

ment in the OCR.

2.2 Methods for Amenity Resource Valuation

2.2.1 Elements of Total Economic Value

There is an extensive literature on the values that people, individually and collec-

tively receive from natural resources, ecosystems and their constituent elements. Typol-

ogies of these values are manifold (Krutilla 1967; Edwards and Abivardi 1998; Pearce,

1. Though the point is overlooked by Noss, there is likely to be some endogeneity between step 1 and the

successive steps in the process, particularly with Steps 4, 5, and 6, and most especially, with Step 3. As

discussed in Chapter 7, public preferences tend to anchor on the status quo.



Adapted from Pearce, Moran et al. (1994, p. 20),

derived from the active use of the resource, either through extraction and consumption,

such as timber harvest or mining, or nonconsumptive use such as recreational activities

1. (Turner 1999) provides a detailed discussion for the motivation for existence values, as well as a

broader classification of ecosystem values than those cited above.
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Moran et al. 1994; Jakobsson and Dragun 1996; Brown 1990; Freeman 1993, Ch. 5,

amongst many others), but the central theme is typically that benefits can be classed as

either direct- or indirect-use, benefits, or non-use benefits.1 Direct use benefits are those

Figure 2-1. Elements of Total Economic Value
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or genetic prospecting Indirect benefits are those which contribute to the production of

goods and services which provide direct uses. Many ecosystem services, such as carbon

cycling and waste assimilation fall into this class. Option value is the value of maintain-

ing capacity and access to the flow of goods and services for future direct or indirect use,

though no such use may be occurring in the present period. Thus, option value is in

essence a risk premium when there is uncertainty about future demand or suppiy of a

good.1

Non-use benefits are those benefits which do not arise from any physical contact

with a good or with other goods derived or produced therefrom. The insight that eco-

nomic value could be attributed to the essentially psychological benefits in this class of

goods was crystallized by Krutilla (1967). Three sources of non-use value were identified

in his seminal article: existence, bequest, and scientific. Existence value is the value that

iridividuals derive from simply knowing that some desirable state, e.g. the existence of a

species or grove of ancient trees, is maintained, without any anticipation of actually vis-

iting or using them in the future. Bequest value is the altruistic value of maintaining the

resource for the benefit of future generations. Charitable giving to organizations like the

World Wildlife Fund or Nature Conservancy is often cited as evidence of the validity of

the existence value construct. A third element of non-use values discussed by Brown

(1990) in the context of biodiversity is the scientific value of public knowledge that may

derive from study of a species or ecosystem function in the future, which the author dis-

tinguishes from the option value of potential future use noted above. Freeman (1993)

further distinguishes between pure existence value and non-use value. Given tolerance

thresholds for renewable resources that are subject to irreversible loss, such as species

extinction, pure existence value is the value for maintaining the resource just above the

threshold. Non-use value is that which is derived from levels of the resource above this

1. The concept of option value and the related but distinct quasi-option value, are enmeshed in the liter-

ature on the economics of uncertainty, Useful discussions in the context of biodiversiry valuation can be

found inJohansson (1993, Gb 8-9.), Freeman (1993, Ch. 8), and Walsh and McKean (1999).
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threshold. Thus, given this distinction, non-use value is lost due to degradation of a

resource, whereas pure existence value is lost only when existence of a species or other

valued resource is eliminated. Though Freeman is concerned mainly with the additivity

of the various elements of TEV in the consumers utility function, the distinction relates

also to the existence of substitutes for a exhaustible good in the utility function. In the

case of a species, for example, individual representatives of the species are essentially fun-

gible at levels above viability thresholds1, though consumers may regard the last remnant

of a species as having only imperfect substitutes.

2.2.2 Utility Theoretic Foundation of Welfare Estimation

The estimation of non-use values typically has the intent of identifring the welfare

impacts of changes in the level of environmental services. The fundamental construct of

welfare theory is the consumers' utility function and the optimization problem:2

max U(G, Q)s.t. m PG (24)

where U is the consumer's utility expressed as a function of G=(g1,. . .g), a vector of

market goods, and Q=(qj.... qM), a vector of environmental goods and service flows. P

is a vector of market prices and m is the consumers income. For simplicity it is assumed

that all elements of Q are unpriced. The solution to this problem is the consumers indi-

rect utility function (where conditional demand functions for the goods are implicit):

V= V(P,Q,in) (2-2)

Inverting Equation 2-2 for m yields the consumers' expenditure function, which is

the dual of the maximization problem in Equation 2-1:

Though, perhaps many of the fans of Keiko the killer whale and TsingTsing ard Ling Ling the giant

pandas would balk at characterization of these icons as fungible.

See Johansson (1993) and Freeman (1993, Ch3) for more complete exposition.
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V1 (P, Q, m) = E(P, Q, U) mm PG s.t. U( G, Q) (2-3)

Thus, the expenditure function minimizes cost subject to a utility constraint. By

replacing U in the expression for E with the indirect utility function, we can express util-

ity entirely in observable terms in what is known as the indirect money metric of utility:

m0 = E( P, Q°, V( P, Q0, m0)) = E( Q°, V( Q°, m°))

where, for simplicity P is suppressed on the assumption of constant prices.

Given a change in the level of environmental services, holding prices and income

constant, the change in utility (welfare) for a given individual can be described as

A V = V(P, Q1, m) - V( P, Q0, m) (2-4)

Given that utility is unobservable, measurement of the welfare impact of the change

in environmental service from Q to Q, requires money measures of utility change for

empirical analysis. The most common measures are the Hicksian utility measures of

compensating and equivalent surplus (Hicks 1943). Compensating surpius is defined

such that:

V(P,Q1,mCS) = V(P,Q°,m) (2-5)

CS = jm0 E(Q', U°)I (26)

where CS is the adjustment to income required to maintain constant utility as Q

changes from to Q. CS assumes that the initial state, Q, is the reference point.

Thus, if the change from Q to Q1 is an improvement, CS is the maximum willingness

to pay (WTP) for the change, and if the change is a deterioration in environmental ser-

vices, then CS is the minimum willingness to accept compensation (WTA) for the

change. Equivalent surplus is defined such that:



V(P, Q°, m ES) = V(P, Q1, m).

ES = m1 - E( Q°, U1 )I

In contrast to CS, ES assumes that the subsequent state, Qj, is the point of reference.

Thus, if the change from Q to Qi is a decrement in environmental services, ES is the

maximum willingness to pay to avoid the loss. In the event of an environmental

improvement, ES is the minimum WTA to forego the improvement and maintain level

Qo. Thus, CS measures the income change (positive or negative) associated with main-

taining the initial utility level given the subsequent (post-policy change) level of environ-

mental services; ES measures the income change (+1-) that maintains the subsequent

level of utility given the initial level of environmental services. Choice of an appropriate

measure depends on the reference level inherent in the policy question at hand and

hinges largely on the presumed allocaxion of property rights. This can often be a matter

of considerable controversy as private property rights and environmental resources in the

public trust can often be in conflict (Bromley 1995) and the choice of appropriate mea-

sure can have significant implications for the magnitude of the measured welfare change

(Hanemann 1989). This issue is taken up further below.

2.2.3 Valuation Techniques

Non-use benefits of species and ecosystems. as well as some indirect and non-con-

sumptive use benefits such as some types of recreation are pure public goods manifesting

both nonrivalry in consumption and nonexcludeability properties.1 As a result of these

properties, markets for these goods do not develop and there is, therefore, no basis on

which market prices can be observed as indicators of marginal social values. Lacking mar-

1. Nonrivalry denotes the property that the amount of a good consumed by one individual does not

appreciably effect the amount that is available to others. Nonexciudeability refers to the practical impos-

sibility of rationing a good by denying access to it.
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(2-7)

(2-8)
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kets, public goods are externalities which must be provided through extramarket mech-

anisms, typically by government or other collective choice institutions (Ostrom 1990).

To the extent that either markets or benefit cost analyses influence management deci-

sions, failure to consider the value of public goods in this calculus will underallocate

resources to the maintenance and provision of public goods. This has long been recog-

nized in the economics discipline (Ciriacy-Wantrup 1947)(Krutilla 1967), and develop-

ment and refinement of techniques for estimating the values of public goods has been a

defining stream of research in resource economics. Methods for estimating values for

non-marketed goods have been broadly classed as revealed preference approaches (RP),

which use observable market transactions and other behavior to make inferences about

the value of associated non-market amenities, and stated preference (SP) methods which

utilize a variety of survey based methods to elicit statements of individuals' value for a

nonmarket good. Mitchell and Carson (1989, pp 74-87) further stratify non-market

techniques along two dimensions: whether the observation is based on actual behavior

(as in RP) or responses to a hypothetical market specified in a survey context (SP), and

whether the technique measures value directly or indirectly through inference.

Observed/Indirect methods include hedonic price (HPM) and travel cost methods

(TCM). The HPM utilizes the prices of private goods in determining the values of some

public goods. Price of a private good is specified as a function of attributes of the good

(one or more of which are unpriced amenities), and implicit prices for attributes are

inferred. Thus, in the market for real estate, attributes of property include public good

elements such as air quality, proximity to open space, and other amenity values. By com-

paring sales prices of homes which are differentiated by different levels of a given ame-

nity, its value can be inferred. The chief limitation of this method that it only applies to

certain public goods for which there are associated private goods to use as indirect sur-

rogates of value. Operationally, the large number of attributes that determine value of

complex goods like homes, and the difficulty of gathering sufficient sales data to effec-

tively control for variation in all of the relevant attributes make it difficult in practice to
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identify the value of the public good attribute of interest. Further, buyers must have per-

fect information on the level of the amenity good associated with the surrogate good, and

must not have subjective (unobservable) expectations regarding the level. Finally, Free-

man (1993, Ch 11) reviews further results on the identification problem associated with

the endogeneity of the indirect price and quantity chosen of the public good attribute.

The travel cost method, initially implemented by Clawson (1959) uses the differen-

tials in access and travel costs that individual users of an amenity resource pay in order

to construct a demand function for the resource. TCM is used primarily for estimating

site-specific recreation benefits. In the simplest "zonal model" form of TCM, distance

zones from a site are defined, number of visits from each zone to the site for a given time

period are counted, and per capita visits are then estimated as a function of travel dis-

tance and other control variables. To express the value of the site in monetary terms, it

is then necessary to impute a cost to travel time and distance. While the cost of distance

is typically measured simply as the cost of whatever mode of travel is employed, the

opportunity cost of travel time is more difficult to gauge. Rules of thumb have been

applied to associate opportunity costs of travel time as some fraction of the wage rate,

but these are largely arbitrary. Mitchell and Carson (1989) cite a number ofstudies that

have found that, at least in scenic areas, the opportunity cost of travel is negative, i.e.

travel itself generates positive utility. Multi-site models have been developed that incor-

porate the effect of substitute sites, though the large number of substitutes in many cases

can make estimation difficult. See Freeman (1993) for a review. To address some the

limitations of TCM, Brown and Mendelsohn (1984) introduced the hedonic travel cost

method, which integrates the TCM and HPM. Not surprisingly, however, use of the

method is hampered by the compounding of liabilities associated with TCM and HPM,

particularly data intensiveness and the identification problem on HPM noted above.

Fundamentally, the chief limitation of all Observed/Indirect, and RP methods generally,

is the very limited range of values that can be estimated, namely direct use benefits asso-
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ciated with recreation, and to some extent ecosystem service benefits. Estimation of

broader classes of non-market goods requires more flexible methods.

Mitchell and Carson (1989) discuss a variety of hypothetical approaches to valua-

tion. The principal advantage of these methods is in the flexibility to estimate values for

virtually any class of goods, and they are the only methods capable of estimating non-use

benefits.1 As with the revealed preference methods discussed above, the authors partition

hypothetical methods into direct and indirect methods. The authors describe a number

of direct methods, though only the contingent valuation method is commonly employed

in natural resource valuation applications. Indirect hypothetical methods discussed

include contingent ranking, allocation games, priority evaluation techniques, and con-

joint analysis. Though not included explicitly in this listing, choice experiments are

another indirect hypothetical method closely related to contingent ranking. All hypo-

thetical methods attempt to simulate a decision-making scenario to elicit the behavioral

intentions of respondents. As such, these methods uniformly depend on the consistency

of responses in real and hypothetical scenarios, the lack of any strategic responses, and

the ability of the process to collect data without inducing distortions.

2.2.3.1 The Contingent Valuation Method

The contingent valuation method was originally proposed by Ciriacy-Wantrup

(1947) and implemented by Davis (1963). The method underwent a period of height-

ened scrutiny due to a series of events spanning from 1989, with the publication of

Mitchell and Carson's book (1989), which provided a reference manual for CVM and

precipitated a small explosion in the number of GYM studies performed, to the publi-

1. However, (Larson 993) argues this is only in the (implausible) case of pure existence values which

don't enter the budget constraint and are weakly separable from demand for other goods. If these assump-

tions are relaxed, the author argues, indications of existence values can be identified in normal consumer

spending decisions.
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cation of the NOAA Blue Ribbon Panel Report on CVM (Arrow, Solow et al. I993)1

The NOAA Panel's report identified a set of baseline standards for the practice of GYM

which included five "burden of proof' criteria which, if failed, would render the results

unreliable in the Panel's judgement. These include:

High instrument or item nonresponse

Insensitivity to scope of environmental change

Lack of understanding of choice task

Lack of belief in full restoration scenario

Yes/no votes not supported in follow up questions by reference to cost/benefit of
program

General guidelines also included the following:

Probability sampling

Personal interview survey

Detailed reporting

Careful instrument pretesting

Conservative design

Willingness to pay/referendum elicitation format

Accurate description of policy/program

Pretesting of photographs

Reminder of substitutes

No-answer option

Open ended follow to referendum question to identify invalid responses

The conclusion of the panel was that, conditional on high standards for survey

design and administration, the GYM is capable of producing valid estimates of WTP for

existence values as well as direct use values. Many of the Panel's guidelines apply to

survey research in general and are required to maximize the reliability and validity of ana-

1. (Portney 1994) provides a synopsis of the events leading up to the formation of the Panel and its con

clusions regarding the use of CVM in damage assessment and BCA.



1. A number of the Panel's guidelines not listed above specifically addressed issues pertaining to assess-
ment of damages in a litigation context.
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lytical results in any survey context. Key elements that apply to elicitation of non-market

values are the WTP/referendum format and the inclusion of reminders to prompt con-

sideration of budget constraints and substitutes for the goods under consideration.1 Sub-

sequent to the Panel's prescriptions, debate over the validity of the method has

continued unabated. Jakobsson and Dragun (1996, Ch. 6) provide a review of the recent

literature on methodological concerns in GyM. "Embedding" remains a prominent

concern, though the authors find that the term is used in the literature to describe a

number of different effects. Hanemann (1994) and Carson, Flores etal. (1993) are cred-

ited with identifring three main themes in the literature on embedding effects: scope,

sequencing and subadditivity effects. The scope effect describes the failure of respon-

dents to distinguish differences in the amount or scale of environmental change. The

sequencing effect describes the tendency of respondents to indicate different WTP values

depending on whether a hypothetical good is offered at the beginning of a list of possible

goods than if it appears at the end of the list. The subadditivity effect is in evidence 'hen

non-use values elicited separately for different goods sum to a larger amount than if

values are elicited jointly. Both the sequencing and subadditivity effects are argued to be

consistent with utility theory and represent substitutions and diminishing marginal util-

ity (Hanemann 1994). Since these effects arise in the valuation of any sequence of goods,

regardless of method, they are endemic to the analysis of the welfare effects of a contin-

uum of public goods.

Diamond and Hausman (1994) cite four studies which find respondents' answers to

WTP elicitations are insensitive to scope, including Kahneman and Knetsch (1992),

which originally identified the embedding effect in the CV literature. However, Carson

and Mitchell (1995) and Hanemann (1994) identify numerous severe flaws in all of

these studies, which fail to meet many of the NOAA Panel's guidelines intended to

maintain validity of results. Subsequent to the Kahneman and Knetsch (1992) study and
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it's echoing in Diamond and Hausman (1994), CV researchers have responded strongly

with a series of studies which demonstrate a pervasive sensitivity to scope. Carson (1997)

demonstrates that, in three of the four papers cited in Diamond and Hausman (1994),

sensitivity to scope is indicated using more appropriate statistical tests. He also identifies

a large number of studies (contrary to the claim of Diamond and Hausman) in the CV

literature that perform split sample tests of scope and find that nearly all reject scope

insensitivity with high p-values. Other meta-analyses with similar implications include

Hanemann (1995), Walsh, Johnson et al. (1992), and Smith and Osborne (1996).

Noting a claim by Desvousges, Johnson et al. (1993) that non-use values are particularly

insensitive to scope, Carson finds that 19 out of 31 studies he reviewed included sub-

stantial non-use components, all of which were sensitive to scope. Several other papers

are cited which demonstrate that survey respondents are sensitive to other subtle speci-

fications in the value elicitation context. A notable example is a study valuing water level

changes at Mono Lake (Jones and Stokes Associates 1993) which found that over three

level increases, respondents expressed increasing WTP over the first two levels, but a

decline in preference for the third and highest level to very near the baseline water level.

The third level was described as having ambiguous effects on species overall and loss of

some visual features of the lake. Thus, rather than having a simple "more is better"

response, the survey found that preferences were sensitive to specifics of the scenario.

In addition to the embedding issue, Jakobsson and Dragun (1996) review several

additional sources of bias inherent in hypothetical methods. Two key issues are whether

or not respondents know and can express their willingness to pay for the specified

change, and whether or not they express their WTP truthfully. The latter gives rise to

the question of strategic bias. Strategic bias arises if there is an incentive to misrepresent

preferences. In the context of public goods, this is typically manifested as an opportunity

to free ride. The empirical evidence cited suggests that, particularly where the referen-

dum format is employed with a tar based payment vehicle, there is little indication that

strategic bias is common in CVM studies. Despite the common conclusion that the ref-



1. Convergent validity is de fined as the tendency of two measurement instruments to produce similar
empirical measurements of the object of study.
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erendum format is incentive compatible, i.e. no respondent has an incentive to misrep-

resent her preferences, Sugden (1999) argues that, to the extent that respondents

understand the nature of the hypothetical referendum, the survey offers a costless way to

make a point. Ultimately, however, the author observes that strategic incentives are weak

and that any divergence between stated and actual WTP is more likely to be attributable

to difficulty respondents have defining preferences for public goods.

The issue of hypothetical bias is somewhat more problematic in that it is generally

only possible to test in situations where actual payments can be collected. Bishop,

Champ et al. (1997) refer to this as the criterion validity of CVM studies. Several studies

have appeared in the recent literature that tend to support the criterion validity of CVM,

particularly in the context of use-values of public goods. A particularly notable study by

Carson and et al. (1996) identifies 83 studies that contained both stated preference and

revealed preference estimates of WTP for a given environmental change, which yielded

616 possible comparisons of SP and RP WTP. Overall, this study found that CVM stud-

ies pr6duced lower estimates of WTP than comparable SP estimates, though the ratio

was very close to one, indicating a high degree of convergent validity'. Studies which

have tested for hypothetical bias in statements of preferences for non-use values, how-

ever, are largely inconclusive.

Although the criticisms of Diamond and Hausman (1994), Kahneman and Knetsch

(1992), and others in the same vein appear to have been largely refuted by the large pre-

ponderance of empirical evidence, the issues they raise regarding the nature of prefer-

ences for public goods and non-use values particularly, bears further consideration.

Sugden (1999) discusses the theory of public goods and a number of theoretical attempts

to explain voluntary contributions in terms of rational self interest. The phenomenon of

free ridership and the result of the Prisoner's dilemma game are well known examples
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from economic theoiy that suggest that socially suboptimal outcomes will be jointly

achieved by individually utility maximizing individuals. Attempts to explain voluntaiy

contributions to public goods use the device of including a private good benefit to vol-

untary contributions. Thus, contributions to public goods have instrumental, non-rival

value to the contributor insofar as the contribution increases the provision of the public

good. In the case of large social goods funded by many contributors, the instrumental

value is proportional to the increase associated with the individual and is therefore very

small. It is hypothesized, therefore, that voluntary contributions must have some private

value, which Sugden terms expressive value, which enhances the individual's self-image.

This is the motivation for the "warm glow" effect, which Kahneman and Knetsch (1992)

suggest as motivating existence values with the implication that responses to elicitations

of the value of non-use goods reveal more about expressive value than they do about

instrumental value. 'While the case is somewhat different in referendum voting than in

voluntary contributions, Sugden cites theorists who argue that the act of voting itself

cannot be explained in terms of instrumental value, at least not where electorates are

large and costs of voting are nonnegligible. Given this, Sugden infers that decisions

expressed on the ballot are not motivated wholly by instrumental values, and turns to the

notion offairness as contributing an essential motive in voting behavior. As evidence for

this, the author cites a common result in CVM studies using a willingness to accept com-

pensation ('WTA) format to elicit the amount of private benefit an individual requires to

accept a decrease in provision of a public good. The high rate of protest responses com-

monly observed in these studies suggest that respondents reject this conception of prop-

erty rights that allows exchange of public benefits for private benefits. Sugden argues that

such protest responses reveal respondents' sense of fairness rather than their preferences

in an instrumental sense. 'While Sugden admits that the expressive/instrumental dichot-

omy is imprecise and that purchases of some private goods may be motivated as much

by expressive value as by instrumental value, his argument is the logical extension of rea-

soning put forth by the strongest critics of the use of hypothetical techniques to measure

existence values. It is worth pointing out, that the implication of the above is that
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because preferences for public goods cannot be purely instrumental and preferences for

existence values are insensitive to scale, therefore expressive values must be insensitive to

scale. Apart from the large body of empirical results that refute the second proposition

above, the argument appears to be a false syllogism. Even accepting the notion of expres-

sive value as describing preferences for existence values, it is an empirical question

whether these preferences are sensitive to scale.

2.2.3.2 Choice Experiment Analysis

The choice experiment analytical technique is one variant of the conjoint analysis

approach to preference elicitation.1 Conjoint techniques in general use multiattribute

specification of a good coupled with experimental designs to vary the attributes and

create different "treatments" or alternative specifications of the good. By observing indi-

viduals' preferences over alternative treatments, it is possible to estimate "part-worth

utilities" to the individual attributes. The conjoint technique was developed in the mar-

keting research literature and was originally conceived as a tool for pretesting the market

performance of alternative product designs.2 Other variants of conjoint analysis have

appeared in the economics literature, including contingent ranking, contingent ratings

and paired comparisons (Mackenzie 1993), though the choice experiment method has

emerged as the most common.3 In terms of Mitchell and Carson's typology of non-

market valuation techniques, the choice experiment analysis (CEA) approach is most

See Louviere (1988) for an extended treatment of the theory of complex decision making that under-

lies conjoint approaches, as well as the experimental design and analysis of multiattribute decision mod-

els.

Louviere cites Green and Wind (1973) and Green (1971 #365) as the earliest references to conjoint

analysis.

The focus herein in the comparison of the choice experiment method to dichotomous choice CVM.

See Mackenzie (1993) and Adamowicz, Boxall etal. (1999) for a review of alternative conjoint methods

in economics.
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consistent with the indirect hypothetical methods, though it employs the referendum

framework and random utility model (RUM) specification of dichotomous choice GYM

(Hanemann, 1984) with the multiattribute specification employed in the hedonic travel

cost framework (Bockstael, McConnell et al. 1991).

In the CEA method, respondents are presented with panels of choices (choice sets)

with two or more alternatives each, where each alternative is a bundle of attributes which

are specified at different levels in each alternative. The inclusion of a price or cost

attribute permits estimating the effect of cost on the respondents' choice. For example,

a recreationist may choose from a number of different sites in her choice set, each of

which exhibits variation in an array of attributes such as scenic quality, congestion, travel

distance, and access fee (where the latter two are price components). The recreationist

chooses the site to visit on any given trip depending on the balance of preferences for

different attributes and the degree to which they are represented at a given site. In a

survey context, the researcher identifies the essential attributes and levels of the environ-

mental good in question and designs the choice question to reveal the structure of the

respondents preferences1.

Using a RUM framework2 to estimate the effect of the attribute levels on the prob-

ability of choosing or rejecting a given alternative, it is possible to estimate Hicksian

measures of surplus associated with changes in individual attributes (Ben-Akiva and

Lerman 1985; Hanemann 1984). Because multiple levels of each attribute can be

included in the choice set, the CS/ES values can be estimated for a continuum of changes

in the attribute, thus estimating a "valuation function" and by differentiation, compen-

Hanley, Wright etal. (1998) cites the "characteristics theory of value" (Lancaster 1966) as providing a

theoretical foundation for the attribute-specific depiction of utility.

The random utility model is rigorously defined in Chapter 3. In short, the RUM assumes that an indi-

viduals utility, though known to the individual with certainty" is only measurable by an observer, up to a

known (estimable) distribution. Thus, the individuals utility function can be specified as the sum of fixed

and random components.
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sated demand functions.1 Methodological advantages of CEA relative to GYM are dis-

cussed further below, but two principal advantages are readily apparent: given the

complexity of natural resource decisions, the CEA method can provide important infor-

mation on preferences over a number of decision attributes or variables as well as over

continuous variation in each of the attributes. Thus, the greater flexibility afforded by

this technique potentially renders it a much more powerful tool for policy analysis appli-

cations of non-market valuation.

Adamowicz, Boxall et al. (1999) review the components of a CEA study:

Identification of relevant attributes
Selection of measurement unit for each attribute
Specification of the number and magnitude of the attribute levels

Experimental design
Model estimation
Use of parameters to simulate choice.

Steps 1-3 closely parallel the initial phase of design for a CVM study, where the focus

is on developing a concise and sufficiently complete representation of the valuation sce-

nario which will provide the survey respondent with an appropriate information set on

which to base statements of preference. This phase uses information from secondary

sources and experts in fields relevant to the decision scenario, focus groups and personal

interviews, and pretesting to refine the informational content of the survey instrument.

Step 4 is much more complex in CEA in that the experimental design is critical to pro-

ducing a data set that will yield estimable parameters for the attributes in an econometric

model of preferences. In dichotomous choice GyM, the only appreciable experimental

design issue is the specification of the bid vector, i.e. the set of bid levels to include in

alternative specifications of the referendum.2 Carson, Louviere et al. (1994) illustrate the

2. Noting that in most CVM studies experimental design is approached in an ad hoc fashion, Krisrrom

(1997) reviews several recent papers on optimal design theory as applied to GyM.
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issue of experimental design by considering the problem of a choice experiment with

four three-level attributes, generating 34 potential alternatives. Assuming choice sets

comprised of three alternatives each results in 85,320 possible triples. If the design is

specified to contain 54 choice sets, the problem then becomes selecting which of

85,320!/54!(85,320-54)! designs to employ, which is a very large number. More com-

plete discussion of statistical issues and techniques of experimental design are is provided

below in Chapter 4. Louviere (1988) provides a comprehensive discussion of the funda-

mentals of experimental design in CEA. Kuhfeld, Tobias et al. (1994) provide a more

recent review and discuss alternative design selection criteria. Given the importance of

experimental design in the CEA, a common refrain in many publications is the need for

extending statistical insights into the properties of alternative design criteria.

Steps 5-7 are again similar to the CYM process, although the specification of multi-

ple alternatives and choices renders these tasks more complex in a CEA study. In partic-

ular, the instrument design phase involves decisions about the number of attributes to

include in each alternative, the number of levels for each attribute to include in the

experimental design, and the number oi alternatives to include in each choice scenario.1

Determination of these limits is principally determined by the analyst's judgement

regarding the cognitive capacity of respondents and the complexity and familiarity of the

choice context. Carson, Louviere et al. (1994) suggest that the average CEA survey

employs seven attributes, four choice sets and four alternatives per set, though they note

that there is a great deal of variability and this average does not constitute a best practice.

Swait and Adamowicz (1996) investigate the effect of respondents' learning and fatigue

over successive choice sets and find that both effect the variance of responses for the

choice task at either end of the choice section of a survey. Thus, warm up questions

which allow the respondent to become familiar with the choice task and to refine their

internal preference map are recommended. Carson, Louviere et al. (1994) claim to have
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successfully administered surveys with up to 32 choice tasks, though this requires scaling

down the number of alternatives and attribute levels accordingly. Adamowicz, Boxall et

al. (1999) cite evidence that suggests that respondents can endure large numbers of

choice sets but sets with more than 6 alternatives tend to exceed cognitive limits. Addi-

tional bounds to be considered are the plausibility of attribute levels and combinations

thereof: alternative specifications which are perceived by the respondent as implausible

are unlikely to be treated seriously by respondents and may degrade the quality of the

data on successive choice tasks. It is also important to avoid presenting choice tasks

where a preferred alternative is obvious in that it dominates other alternatives, i.e. one

alternative has greater benefits and lower cost. These observations reveal nothing about

the marginal effect of attribute level on the choice probabilities.

An additional design consideration is the inclusion of a constant status quo alterna-

tive which appears in all choice sets. The liability of including a status quo alternative is

that respondents may use it as a means of limiting cognitive effort. Boxall, Adamowicz

et al. (1996) and Mazzotta et al. (2000) specify a status quo alternative and represent it

with an alternative-specific constant (ASC) in the econometric model. Both studies find

that the ASC is significant, suggesting that, ceteris pan bus, respondents have some pref-

erence for or against the status quo that is not attributable to the values of the respective

attributes1. Though this result has not been highlighted in the literature, it does have

implications for isolating the component of preferences which is insensitive to scope vis-

a-vis the embedding effect discussed above. That is, since CEA is structured to identify

the effect of variation in attribute levels on the choice probabilities, it automatically mea-

sures sensitivity to scope. However, as the dichotomy between instrumental and expres-

1. Adamowicz, Boxall et al. (1999) and Hanley, Wright et al. (1998) speculate that CEA avoids the "yea
saying" bias exhibited in DC/CVM (Brown and et al. 1996) because it avoids the stark 'all or nothing"
contrast inherent in the latter. Since the choices presented are between alternative specifications of envi-

ronmental improvements, there is no unambiguous "pro-environment" alternative and responses are
therefore more likely to express preferences rather than environmental attitudes. However, as these stud-
ies indicate, neither yea- or nay-saying are eliminated in the CEA approach, but the structure of the
method permits isolating these effects.
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sive values discussed above illustrates, there may be some component of preferences

which is insensitive to scale. The capacity todistinguish this component from prefer-

ences that are scale sensitive offers the ability to defuse the debate over the embedding

effect that has characterized the CV literature. Apart from these advantages and liabili-

ties, in the referendum context, the status quo alternative represents a "no" vote and

therefore must be included to realistically represent an actual voting scenario.

2.2.3.3 Advantages of CEA Relative to DC/GYM

Several advantages of CEA have already been noted:

A common utility theoretic foundation with DC/CVM and hedonic travel cost
models;

The ability to estimate compensated demand functions (i.e. marginal values) for dis-
cretely or continuously variable attributes of a good, and therefore the capacity to
evaluate more complex decision scenarios. Natural resource decisions typically con-
cern changes in attributes of natural environments rather than wholesale gains or
losses in environmental resources;

Tests for scope are built into the structure of the method as well as the ability to test
for a component of preferences that is insensitive to scope (i.e. yea- and nay-saying
effects);

An experimental design phase that permits structuring choices to identifr attribute
effects.

There is also a considerable advantage in avoiding the juxtaposition inherent in

GYM of the trade-off between a public (environmental) good and money. As Kahn

(1995) has pointed out, many respondents perceive this trade-off as one between money

and an ethical principle. Spash and Hanley (1997) and Stevens, More et al. (1991) find

that stark trade-offs between money and biodiversity prompt reactions based on ethical

considerations rather than preferences in the neo-classical sense, and find that these

expressions can be interpreted as lexicographic preferences1. As Kahn (1995) points out,

the GEA skirts this problem by presenting alternative states of the world which are char-
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acterized by an array of attributes which include cost, rather than the stark contrast of

DC/CV. By portraying the decision scenario as more complex than a simple ethics/

money trade-off, respondents may engage in the more complex task of considering their

preferences. An associated advantage is the ability of the method to measure compensat-

ing amounts of attributes for changes in a given attribute. This is particularly advanta-

geous in the damage assessment context, where it has been suggested that compensating

goods, e.g. restoration and mitigation at the damaged site in addition to environmental

improvements at other sites, rather than monetary compensation is a potential means for

defusing the controversy over disbursement of damage compensation (Mazzotta,

Opaluch et at 1994).

An additional advantage is the greater data gathering efficiency of CEA. While most

CVM studies collect a single data point, the CEA produces as many data points from a

given respondent as alternatives included in the survey instrument. Though this is less

of a methodological advantage than the others noted above,considerable cost savings can

result, permitting improved quality in other elements of the survey process.

2.2.3.4 Empirical Applications of CEA in Environmental Valuation

Compared to the number of published studies using GYM, there is a small handful

of CEA and other conjoint-based studies in the published environmental economics lit-

erature. Recent papers include Layton, Brown et al. (1999), Roe, Boyle et al. (1996),

Opaluch and et al. (1993) and Mackenzie (1993) which employed a conjoint rating elic-

1. Lexicographic preferences over a pair of goods implies that the goods are perfect compliments and

thus that efficient consumption occurs in fixed proportions. When a WTA elicitation reveals a refusal to

accept money compensation for decreases in an environmental amenity, lexicographic preferences imply

that income and the amenity are perfect compliments and therefore any change in their relative propor-

tions decreases total utility resulting in a refusal to accept the compensation offer.
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itation techniques, and Champ and Loomis (1998), Loomis and et al. (1998), and Peter-

son and Brown (1998) which employed paired comparison techniques.

Adamowicz, Louviere et al. (1994) employed a CEAto evaluate preferences for alter-

native flow regimes on two rivers in Alberta in recreationists' site selection decisions.

Choice sets were constructed which included ten site attributes: travel distance (used as

proxy for cost), water quality, fish size and catch rate and others, as well as attributes spe-

cific to either standing or running water. Other design elements included 16 choice sets

per survey and a constant "other" alternative which allowed the respondent to abstain

from the hypothetical market. A key element in this study is the inclusion of a revealed

preference (travel cost) model and a model which pools revealed and stated preference

data for site demand. All estimated parameters in the CEA study were significant,

though not in the revealed preference model, and it was found that CEA data could be

pooled with RP data control problems with collinearity in attributes in the latter. While

the CEA produced welfare estimates 2-5 times greater than the RP model, the pooled

model estimates were very close to those from the RP.

Boxall, Adamowicz et al. (1996) report the use of a CEA to measure recreation values

for moose hunting sites in Alberta. Six attributes of the design included distance trav-

elled, moose population size, grade of roaded access to and within the site, congestion,

and timber harvest operations at the site. Three alternatives were specified per choice set,

one of which was a constant status quo alternative. With the exception of road quality

and timber harvest, all attributes were significant and of the expected sign. A DC/GYM

elicitation was included in the instrument design to measure 'WTP (in terms of increased

travel) for increases in moose populations. The DC/GYM produced WTP estimates 20

times higher than the CEA. Possible explanations for the disparity are respondents' fail-

ure to understand the choice task, yea-saying in the DC/CV, and respondents' failure to

consider substitute sites when replying to the DC/GYM query. The authors provide

some statistical evidence that the latter is the chief cause.
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Xu (1997) performed a CEA to estimate values for ecosystem management in west-

ern Washington State amongst timber-rural, other-rural and urban households.

Attributes of ecosystem management were identified as: aesthetics, biodiversity, rural

unemployment, dominant management strategy, and cost to households. Aesthetics

were characterized visually with photographs and charts as forest age class distributions.

Biodiversity is described in terms of a biodiversity restoration index (a weighted version

of the Shannon Index) with a baseline level of 50 and a historical-norm value of 100.

Management strategies (three alternative strategies - preservation, commercial, and mul-

tiple-use) are described in terms of principle focus and pros and cons, thus nesting addi-

tional attributes which are not individually valued. Cost is specified as increases in wood

products costs with a payment vehicle of increased product costs and sales taxes. The

study included a DC/CVM question regarding WTP for increases in the biodiversity

index, and results were compared to the CEA to test for an "omitting information"

effect, i.e. the effect of omitting the information on trade-offs and substitutes that is built

into the CEA elicitation. Other statistical tests included an independence of irrelevant

alternatives (hA) test and a test for anchoring using split sample bid vectors, both of

which present favorable results. The author follows the utility-balance approach to

experimental design advocated by Huber and Zwerina (1996). This approach uses prior

information on attribute utilities (gained from a pretest of the survey instrument) to

compose sets of experimental contrasts (choice sets) that are very close in utility. In the-

ory, this permits more statistically efficient estimation ofpreferences, though Xu recog-

nizes that significant cost is incurred in terms of unrealistic alternatives which he

speculates may have impeded carefully considered responses. It may also assume a greater

precision in preferences over passive use goods than is realistic. Survey results indicate a

maximal total willingness to pay (TWTP) of nearly $1300/year for increases in mature

and overmature forest to 60% of the forest age class distribution amongst urban house-

holds and $400 and $700 annually for timber-rural and other-rural households, respec-

tively. Values for biodiversity increases range up to $680/year and $400/year amongst

urbanites and other-rural communities for a BRI level of 75. Timber-rural residents
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expressed an intermediate value of $580/year, which is maximized at a slightly lower BRI

level than that preferred by the other regions.

In the first published application of CEA to measurement of non-use values,

Adamowicz, Boxall et al. (1998) study public preferences for old growth forest preserva-

tion and protection of threatened caribou populations in Alberta1. The survey instru-

ment incorporates both CEA and DC/CVM WTP elicitations or comparison purposes.

The survey design specified three alternatives in each choice set, one of which was the

status quo, and eight choice sets in each instrument. Five attributes describe each alter-

native (with four levels for each attribute): (1) wildlife populations (caribou and moose),

(2) wilderness area, (3) recreation restrictions, (4) forest industry employment, and (5)

tax increases. Attribute levels also spanned the status quo, thus allowing estimation of

both WTP for increases and WTA for decreases in the attributes. Random digit dialing

was used to identif,r 900 individuals who agreed to receive the survey, which was then

mailed and self-administered.

Data analysis included models estimated on both the CEA and CVM datasets as well

as a pooled dataset. In the pooled and CEA data, a status quo alternative specific constant

(ASC) is estimated, and both linear and quadratic functional forms are estimated for all

three data sets. The authors discuss the inclusion of demographic covariates in the

model, but note that only environmental group membership and income were signifi-

cant (with the latter only in the quadratic specification) and do not present this with the

model results, leaving demographic effects for further investigation. With the exception

of employment, all attribute parameters are significant and of the expected sign. In the

CEA, the quadratic model outperforms the linear specification, while the opposite result

was found for the GYM models. The status quo ASC was negative and significant, indi-

cating a disutility for varying from the status quo condition. When allowing for hetero-

1. Though not yet published in a peer-reviewed journal, (Xu 1997) appears to be a concurrent applica-
tion of CEA to passive-use values.
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geneous error variance between the data sets, the CEA and GYM were not significantly

different in the bid parameter. Comparisons over other attributes are made on the basis

of welfare estimates. Given the linear specification, the CEA produced more conservative

WTP estimates for the caribou program. In the quadratic specification, the opposite was

true, although inclusion of the status quo ASC lowered the CEA estimate to below that

of the CVM. Marked nonlinearity in 'WTP for caribou population improvements

observed in the quadratic model is attributed to characterization of an intermediate pop-

ulation level as a minimum viable population (MVP). Thus individuals expressed high

marginal values up to the MVP, and low marginal values thereafter. The authors inter-

pret the status quo term as indication of an endowment effect, and conclude that the

welfare estimates based on the quadratic model which incorporate the status quo effect

are likely the most accurate measures. Using effects codes for above and below baseline

levels of the caribou, wilderness and cost attributes, the authors identifr further evidence

of endowment effects analogous to a WTA/WTP disparity. Negative marginal utilities

for decreases in the wilderness and caribou attributes are found to be much larger in mag-

nitude than the marginal utility of increases above baseline. This suggests that there

should be a kink in the compensated demand curves at the baseline level, though the

authors fail to discuss the implications of this disparity for welfare estimation.

Hanley et al. (1998) employed a CEA study to estimate willingness to pay for desig-

nation and implementation of Environmentally Sensitive Areas (ESAs), a program used

in Scotland to improve biodiversity conservation in agricultural areas. Five attributes of

ESA designation were identified: woods, heather moors, wet grasslands, dry stone walls,

and protection of archeological features, in addition to a cost attribute. The design

included eight choice pairs per respondent and the response format offered either of the

choice pair (choice A/choice B) neither (i.e. status quo), or "don't know". The instru-

ment used visual characterizations to describe changes in attributes as part of the survey

design, though depicted changes were qualitative rather than quantitative. Attribute

levels under with/without ESA scenarios were predicted using ecological models. All
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attributes were statistically significant with parameters of the expected signs in the choice

models. Linear and quadratic forms were estimated (only a quadratic term for tax was

included) with the latter exhibiting superior fit, and ASC's were estimated but not found

to be significant. Parallel surveys were conducted using both dichotomous choice and

open-ended CVM elicitation formats and results of the DC/CVM and CEA were not

found to be significantly different, though both produced higher estimates than the

open-ended CV. The authors conclude with a discussion of the use of CEA attribute

values in benefit transfer analyses, suggesting that, insofar as the value of environmental

changes can be decomposed, the flexibility of CEA measures render benefits transfer

much more viable.

Finally, Mazzotta et al. (2000) presents a CEA study of public values for protection

of the Peconic Bay Estuary on eastern Long Island. Attributes of the bay environment

included in the study were acres of: farmland, undeveloped land, wetlands, safe shellfish-

ing areas, and eelgrass communities. The latter was included as a proxy for fish and shell-

fish populations because of the close association of the two and given the recognition of

unpredictability in the fish populations. The survey was administered using convenience

intercept sampling at high visitation locations around the bay. The instrument was

designed with five choice sets, each of which features a status quo scenario and two con-

servation alternatives, where the status quo was a 20-year projection under the current

management regime. The design specifies three levels for each ofthe attributes - the pro-

jected baseline level and two increases relative to the baseline projection. Three alterna-

tive modeling techniques are use to analyze the data, a standard conditional logit with-

and without ASC's for each of the non-baseline alternatives, and a nested logit model

which specifies the status quo as one branch and the two other alternatives within a sep-

arate branch. All attribute coefficients in all three model specifications are significant

with expected signs. Both the nested and conditional model with ASC's indicate a ceteris

pan bus inclination to choose a non-baseline alternative, which the authors interpret as a

yea-saying bias reflecting respondents' symbolic value for environmental protection.
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Welfare estimates from the two models are not significantly different, though attribute

values are 1/2 to 2/3 the magnitude of those estimated based on the conditional logit

that fails to control for yea-saying. It is interesting to note that the authors regard it a

matter of course that the yea-saying effect should be controlled for and excluded from

the welfare calculation. This effect is essentially the same as that observed byAdamowicz,

Boxall et al. (1998), though in this instance it has a positive value versus a negative value

which the earlier paper interprets as a status quo bias or endowment effect. Adamowicz

et al. apparently interpret the value as a legitimate expression ofpreferences in that they

judge welfare estimates with a deduction for status quo effect to be the most accurate of

the alternative specifications. While it remains ambiguous which perspective is correct

(i.e. inclusion or exclusion of the SQ value), it should be pointed out that the interpre-

tation of a yea-saying bias in Mazzotta et al. appears to be erroneous. Because the speci-

fication of the status quo in their design was a 20-year projection of current trends,

whereas the levels under the conservation scenarios would maintain conditions closer to

the present day baseline relative to the 20-year projection, the observed status quo effect

appears to be the same as that observed by Adamowicz et al. and interpreted as an

endowment effect.

Again, the above is only a brief review of a vast literature on nonmarket valuation

techniques and applications. Though the published literature on CEA is currently very

limited, the apparent advantages offered by the method in terms of flexibility, potential

for benefits transfer, and measurement of multiattribute preferences presage a growth in

this literature similar to that observed in the CVM over the last decade. As public and

private land managers increasingly confront the complexities and implications of ecosys-

tem management, multiattribute methods such as CEA are likely to become increasingly

necessary. The research documented in this thesis identifies some important advantages

of CEA as well as significant areas for future development.
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Chapter 3: Theory

3.1 Random Utility Models

Statistically, both the DC/GYM and choice experiment models in this survey are of

the class of multinomial choice models used to analyze the discrete response data pro-

duced by the survey instrument. The principal alternative method of WTP elicitation is

using open ended questions to which the respondent provides a direct statement of the

amount they would pay to gain an economic benefit, or alternatively, accept in compen-

sation to forego. Although this elicitation method is much simpler to analyze from a sta-

tistical perspective, it has been shown to be problematic in eliciting accurate responses

(Arrow, et al. 992). The advantages of closed-ended, discrete response elicitation ques-

tions with respect to realism and incentive compatibility are purchased at the cost of

greater statistical complexity. Both the DC/GYM and the choice experiment methods

rely on the random utility model (RUM) framework to provide a utility theoretic inter-

pretation of the discrete responses observed from the respondents.

Given a set of alternatives A, presented to an individual n, the probability that any

one alternative i is chosen is given by:

P(ijA) = Pr(U UJ,VJEA) (3-1)

where U is the utility that individual n achieves by choosing alternative i. The prin-

cipal insight of random utility theory (Ben-Akiva and Lerman 1985; Hanemann 1984

from which the following derivations are adapted) is that utility, which is not directly

observable, can be partitioned into a deterministic component and a random compo-

nent. The accompanying assumption is that the individual knows their utihy function

with certainty, but due to unmeasured attributes of the good being valued, variations in

tastes, and other measurement errors, from the perspective of the investigator, utility is

stochastic:
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= (3-2)

where l/ is the mean and E the random disturbance of the stochastic random util-

ity function. The specification of V,7 includes a vector of attributes of alternative i,

which includes a price or bid variable, and a vector of characteristics of the respondent,

R, including income. Thus:

Uin = 1'ftX, R) + (3-3)

where the deterministic component is here specified as linear in parameters, though

the function f(.) can be nonlinear. While it is possible to specify a non-linear in param-

eters statistical model, this becomes much more complicated to estimate and interpret.

With the indirect utility specified as above, the individual seeks to maximize utility such

that

P(ijA) = P(13'J(XI, R) + > ri'flX1, R) +
= P( 'flX, R )-3 'J(X, R) r ) ) ;i, jE A, i

Notice that, unless R enters the function fl') nonadditively, it appears identically

on both sides of the inequality and cancels out of the equation. Thus, R must enter non-

additively if the effects of respondent characteristics on choice are to be measured. If

and are assumed to be extreme value independently and identically distributed (lID)

with scale parameter t, then =s1-,2 is logistically distributed (Ben-Akiva and Lerman

1985, pp. 104-106). This distributional assumption approximates the normal and is

used for mathematical convenience as P(itA,) is an indefinite integral if the normal dis-

tribution is used. This distributional assumption leads to the multinomial logit (MNL)

model for the choice probabilities (McFadden 1974; Ben-Akiva and Lerman 1985):

P(iIA) = e7"/ e" e1" RJ/ e1" R,,)
(3-5)

JEA,, jEA,,

(3-4)



= (sIP(i))(fiXk,Rfl)) = O,k = 1,...,K
= 1iEA,,
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Since t appears as a multiplicative constant on every parameter of the model, it is

not identifiable. A common assumption employed by users of MNL models is that the

scale parameter, t, is equal to one, which connotes homoscedastic disturbances. While

this assumption is sufficiently innocuous for a given set of observations, it can confound

the comparison of parameters estimated on different sets of observations if the data give

rise to different scale parameters such that IM N where M and N denote datasets

1,...,m and 1,...n, MN. Empirical observations in similar studies have found that this

ratio was no.t significantly different than one (Xu 1997; Adamowicz, Boxail et al. 1998),

and we adhere to this assumption in this study.

The log likelihood function for the MNL model above is

lnL = sP(iIA) = s.'flx, Re) in 'fl4 Rn)) (3-6)

ii tEA,, n SEA,, JEA,,

where s = 1 if alternative i is chosen by individual n, else s=O. The necessary first

order conditions to maximize the likelihood function are obtained by setting the first

derivative of Equation 3-6 with respect to the parameter vector equal to zero:

Rn)(J(Xth, R))\

lnL = R) = 0 (3-7)

JEA,,

or in more compact form

(3-8)
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+

and first order conditions

N

lnL = [sP(iflf(Xflk,Rfl)
1k

WTPIWTA estimation: Estimation of Hicksian welfare effects from the MNL

choice probabilities follows the method outlined by Hanemann (1984) and Hanemann

and Kanninen (1999). Given a quantity change in the level of a public good from X0 to

X, the compensating surplus which exactly offsets the utility gain of the change is the

level of C which solves the equality:
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McFadden(1 974) demonstrates that, under relatively weak conditions, lnL in

Equation 3-6 is globally concave so that a solution to Equation 3-7, if it exists, is unique.

Thus the ML estimator of f3 is consistent, asymptotically normal, and asymtotically effi-

cient. Also note that the binary logit used in the DC/GYM component of the analysis is

a special case of the multinomial logit, where there are two elements in the set A and

Equation 3-5 collapses to

(3-11)

LP'jtX,,,, R)
e 1

(3-9)

(3-10)

P(i) =

with log likelihood

N

InL
= ni{1

R)
+ e1''R) = 1 + e'

function:

t'fiX,, R)

+

R)flX, Re))

X%R))
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v(p,X1,yC,R,) = ,y, R, ) (3-12)

where v is indirect utility,p is the vector of market prices (hereafter assumed constant

and left implicit for simplicity), aXis vector of attributes other than the bid level C,y is

income, R is a vector of sociodemographic characteristics, and E is a random error term.

The objective is to solve for the expected value of C=C(p,X0,X1,y.R,E), which is the max-

imum WTP for the change from X° to X1. Assuming the additive separability of the cost

attribute of the good in the individual's indirect utility function, we can express the

deterministic part of utility as

v,,, = 3'flX, R) +

where Cis the specified bid level for alternative i, and a is associated parameter. The

following measures TWTP/TWTA for a change in the attributes of a good from state i

to state j aggregated over all observations (adapted from Hanemann (1984), see also

Adamowicz, Fletcher et al.(1994) and Xu (1997)):

TWTPj TWTA = CS = _{In e" in
jEA

= - {in
R)

+

{Ine1'R) + czCp}

If the mean value of TWTP/TWTA for the change in all attributes from state i to

statej is of interest, Equation 3-13 simplifies to

TWTPI TWTA = CS = _! (a ( C - 1Y(t(X, )-flx, R))) (3-14)

(3-13)
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where fi'X,R) is evaluated at the sample mean value of R, recalling that R drops out

of the equation if it enters fi.) additively. The TWTPIT\XITA for the "part-worth" of

the change of an individual attribute k from state i to state j, holding other attributes

constant, further simplifies to

TWTPI TWTAk = CSk (flk' R) flk' )) (3-15)

Finally, the Hicksian compensated demand curve, depicting marginal WTPJWTA

for attribute k at level i, is given as:

MWTPIMWTAk CS f(X, R) (3-16)

(Hanemann 1991; Beenstock, Goldin et al. 1998; Li, Lofgren et al. 1996)

3.2 A Note On Measures of Central Tendency

Hanemann and Kanninen (1999, ppi8-l9.) make an important distinction between

the conventional regression techniques used in analysis of open ended WTP data and the

limited dependent variable models used in conjunction with discrete choice elicitation

methods. With the former, the investigator obtains an estimate of the mean WTP con-

ditional on the regressors. The latter estimates the entire conditional cumulative distri-

bution function (cdf) of the dependent variable. The preferred measure of central

tendency by which to summarize the estimated cdf is therefore at the discretion of the

investigator, and its selection can significantly alter the results of the analysis. This is dis-

tinct from the selection of central tendency in the sample, i.e. whether to evaluate WTP

at the sample mean, median or other quantile values of the covariates.
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Given a linear specification of the regression modelJ(), the mean and median of the

logistic distribution coincide, though this is not the case with other, e.g. log-linear, func-

tional forms. Generally, therefore, it is important to note that the mean is more highly

sensitive to the tails of the distribution. Thus, for example, in instances where the tails

are not well defined given a high proportion of yes responses to the highest bid level spec-

ified in the survey design, the investigator must be cautious about using the mean WTP

to summarize the distribution.

It is customary to use the sample mean to represent aggregate welfare effects for the

purpose of benefit cost analysis. The economic foundation of the BCA decision rule is

the Kaldor-Hicks potential compensation criteria, which compares the aggregate gain to

aggregate losses over the entire population (Johansson 1993, pp. 117-120). Kaldor-

Hicks is in fact a social decision rule that states that, if a given policy initiative results is

sufficient aggregate net benefits that gainers could compensate losers and still achieve a

net gain, i.e. if the policy creates apotential Pareto improvement, then the policyis con-

sidered to improve social welfare. Hanemann (1989) restates a point that has been made

repeatedly: as a social decision rule, the Kaldor-Hicks criteria is inadequate as on ethical

grounds', and suggests that a more acceptable decision rule in many contexts is a major-

ity voting rule, which is equivalent to the sample median WTP. That is, the sample

median is equivalent to the level of policy cost at which 50% of the population would

vote yes. The essential point is that, by choosing a measure of central tendency bywhich

to summarize the analytical results, the investigator makes a decision that may strongly

influence the conclusions of the study, and which has important ethical dimensions vis

a vis the operative social decision rule. While the objective of a given nonmarket valua-

tion study may be to obtain welfare estimates strictly for the purpose of BCA, consider-

1. Amongst other objections, the K-H criteria is criticized on the grounds that it would approve a
resource reallocation that benefits wealthy individuals at the expense of the poor, so long as the beneficia-

ries' gain outweighs the total losses of those who bear the costs.
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ation of the appropriateness of BCA in a specific context is not beyond the domain of

economic analysis and should not be ignored in any complete study.



Chapter 4: Survey Development and Design

4.1 Definition of measurement objectives and techniques

Development of the valuation survey began in March, 1998. The initial planning

consisted of several meetings with collaborators in the Coastal Landscape Analysis and

Modeling Study (CLAMS) to determine the informational needs of the larger modeling

project. These meetings identified an extensive list of biodiversity indicators which

would be produced by the CLAMS models and for which economic values were desired.

This initial list was determined to be far too extensive to incorporate into a standard val-

uation exercise. Through consultation with ClAMS scientists and review of the conser-

vation biology and forest management literature, it was determined that most

biodiversity indicators of interest in CLAMS could be nested within five themes: game

management, aquatic habitat and anadromous fish, threatened and endangered species,

forest structural and age-class diversity, and biological reserve networks. Each of these

themes represents both a key element in the biodiversity literature as well as distinct pro-

grams of management institutions operating on the Coast Range landscape (see

Section 2.1 for further detail).

Amongst the range of valuation techniques available, the choice experiment method

was identified as offering the greatest potential to address the range of valuation issues

identified for analysis, specifically the need for continuous value estimates (i.e. demand

functions) rather than point measures, the multiattribute nature oî the valuation prob-

lem, and the largely passive-use nature of biodiversity benefits. It was also determined

that a mail survey would be necessary given the need to present a relatively large infor-

mation set to survey respondents. Despite liabilities of mail surveys associated with non-

response problems (Arrow, Solow et al. 1993), the need for visual aids rendered

telephone surveys infeasible and time and budget limitations precluded a personal inter-

50



1. Redmond and Klamath Falls (Eastern Oregon); -Portland (Willamette Valley), and Coos Bay and

Newport (Coast Range).
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view approach with sufficient sample sizes. The survey was carefully designed, tested and

administered to minimize problems of nonresponse.

4.1.1 Focus Groups and Preliminary Survey

During July and August of 1998, a series of six focus groups were conducted, two in

each of the three principal geographic regions of the state1. The initial round of three

focus groups were principally ethnographic investigations to determine the level of

familiarity of the lay public with environmental issues, and the appropriate vernacular

for conveying forest management concepts in a survey instrument (Carson, Louviere et

al. 1994). Questions addressing participants' use of Coast Range resources and relative

importance of attributes were posed to prompt discussion. In importance ratings, all five

of the elements discussed above were rated as moderately to very important. In ranking

the elements, game species were universally identified as least important, although

responses varied between the remaining four attributes. The game species attribute was

subsequently dropped from the survey design. Responses to written material indicated a

need for more simplified terminology.

Prior to the second round of focus groups, additional consultations with CLAMS

investigators were conducted to identifr hypothetical scenario descriptions and a simpli-

fied information set to present to focus group participants. Portions of a preliminary

survey instrument were developed describing the management situation, factors influ-

encing elements of biodiversity, and alternative metrics for describing change in each of

the attributes. Due to inability to predict changes in salmon population levels, a deter-

mination was made to express changes affecting coastal salmon populations in terms of

quantity of habitat protected. Subsequent focus groups were used to pretest a number of
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potential survey questions and formats. Acceptability of policy scenarios, specifically

payment vehicle, was addressed and it was found that, though generally unpopular,

respondents felt that income taxes were the most appropriate funding source for biodi-

versity protection. It was thus concluded that this payment vehicle would not generate

an excessive level of protest response. Graphic elements were pre-tested including pie

charts, icons and photographs used to illustrate changes in attribute levels, and found to

be perceived as neutral.

4.1.2 Mail pretest

A pretest survey was sent out on November 10, 1998. A random stratified sample of

Oregon households was generated by a professional sampling firm, with 40 households

each in the Coast Range, the Willamette and Umpqua Valleys, and Central and Eastern

Oregon regions. Strata were identified on the basis of postal zip code boundaries to con-

form as closely as possible to the Coast Range physiographic provincial boundary and

the Eastern Oregon congressional district (Figure 4-1). The survey was administered

according to a modification of Dillman's Total Design Method (Dillman 1978), with a

cover letter describing the survey and its purpose, a $1 bill and a postage paid return

envelope. A reminder postcard was sent one week later, followed by a second copy of the

survey instrument after an additional week, accompanied by a cover letter reiterating the

Focus group location Date Number of participants

Redmond 7/13/98 11

Newport 7/15/98 9

Portland 7/22/98 12

Portland 8/12/98 7

Kiamath Falls 8/19/98 6

Coos Bay 8/20/98 3
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importance of representing the respondents' views. A final reminder postcard was sent

December 3. Forty-two respondents returned partially or fully completed questionnaires

and 20 surveys were returned as undeliverable. Phone calls to nonrespondents indicated

that the relatively low effective response rate of 42% was due primarily, to the holiday

season, and did not represent a systematic effect due to particular disinterest or views on

biodiversity amongst the nonrespondent group. The cover letter for the pretest mailing

noted that it was a preliminary version and requested comments from respondents on

the content and design of the survey instrument, and several respondents provided

extensive comments. Of particular concern was the high rate of item nonresponse in the

choice experiment section, given that a majority of respondents completed only the first

of three elicitation questions.

As a result of information gained from the pretest, significant revisions were made to

simplifr the design of the survey. Examples of changes include simplification of the
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forest age class description from four to three classes, reconfiguration of the choice exper-

iment section to improve clarity of alternative descriptions and decrease item nonre-

sponse, and a change in the endangered species attribute from probability of species

extinction to percent of endangered species habitat under protection, the same metric

used to express changes in salmon protection.

A subsequent draft of the survey was reviewed by a public school science instructor,

who suggested several changes to address the questionnaire at a 7th-grade reading level.

Additional reviews by valuation practitioners Drs. Stephen Swallow, Rebecca Johnson

and John Loomis suggested numerous changes in phrasing, layout and experimental

design. After incorporation of these changes, a draft questionnaire was tested in 10 per-

sonal interviews using a verbal protocol analysis (Schkade and Payne 1994). Interview

participants included a shop owner, a blacksmith, a retired farmer, and a waiter, and

spanned a broad array of income and education levels. Results were quite satisfactory,

with respondents able to independently understand the informational content and the

choice tasks. Respondents typically completed the survey in approximately 25 minutes,

although many suggested that they would go slower if they had received the survey at

home and were not in an interview setting. After minor corrections, the final draft of the

survey was mailed using the same protocol as for the pre-test survey, with a stratified

sample of 1000 households in each of the three regional strata. Details of the survey

administration are provided below. A copy of the final draft of the survey instrument and

accompanying cover letter and reminder postcards are included in Appendix A.

4.1.3 Instrument Design

The survey instrument is composed of four sections. An introduction and informa-

tional section review the background and purpose for the survey, introduce the concept

of biodiversity and ask the respondents to identify personally important benefits of

Oregon forests. Five pages of the survey booklet are devoted to describing the four
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attributes of biodiversity protection, identifying causal factors for decline, and current

state, federal, and private actions to improve their status. Each of the attributes is

described in terms of a programmatic mechanism for protecting one of the elements of

biodiversity and the baseline level of implementation is specified. Thus, for example,

salmon protection is described as the extension of the current level of habitat protection

on federal land encompassing 15% of Coast Range streams (see Appendix A for conser-

vation program descriptions). Color graphics are used extensively throughout to main-

tain respondents' interest. Graphic icons are presented for each of the conservation

programs which visually depict quantitative changes in the program by incorporating

either a pie chart or histogram with a representative image of the program. These are

designed to be used in the choice questions to present variation of the attribute levels in

visual as well as textual terms.

The information section is followed by a summary in which the four biodiversity

programs are contrasted, and the choice situation is motivated. Creation of a biodiversity

trust fund is identified as a mechanism to pay for improvements in biodiversity protec-

tion, to be paid for through income taxes paid by the general public as well as fees paid

by industrial and recreational forest users. Questions that ask the respondents to rate and

then rank the four programs are posed, followed by a question that asks the respondents

to compare the biodiversity programs' importance to other social programs requiring

public funding, e.g. education, crime prevention, rural development, et cetera. A DCI

CVM question asking the respondent's willingness to pay is presented for one of the con-

servation programs (where the design specifies one program in each of our versions of

the survey instrument) preceded by a brief paragraph exhorting the respondent to con-

sider trade-offs to biodiversity in the Coast Range and constraints on household spend-

ing.

A brief passage precedes the CEA section which provides instructions, specifically

emphasizing the importance of answering all of the choice questions. The choices are
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described as hypothetical ballots in a state referendum and the income tax payment vehi-

cle is reiterated. Each of four choice scenarios asks the respondents to express their first

choice of three alternatives: a status quo alternative and two alternatives which include

variations in the levels of the four conservation attributes and a bid level described as an

annual cost to the household. The choice questions include a follow-up asking the

respondent to briefly describe the reason for their selection. The CEA section is followed

by a set of demographic questions and an open page for comments.

Principles of conservative design: As noted above, the design of the survey offered

the opportunity to incorporate both choice experiment and dichotomous choice contin-

gent valuation elicitation questions. In addition to empirical objectives of identifring

welfare measures and relative preferences for changes in biodiversity conservation, meth-

odological development is achieved by comparative analysis of alternative measurement

techniques.

Following the NOAA Panel's recommendation, the design of the survey instrument

incorporated a number of measures to control instrument effects and other biases, tend-

ing to produce conservative welfare estimates. The selection of the CEA framework was

motivated in part by the suggestion of the NOAA Panel and several other authors that

the CEA will tend to produce more conservative estimates of WTP. By portraying nat-

ural resource decision making in light of complex trade-offs, the existence of substitutes

is emphasized in the framework of the elicitation question (although in most applica-

tions the range of substitutes portrayed is narrowly restricted to attributes of the good,

rather than alternative goods). To the extent that respondents are inclined to respond

positively to referendum questions due to a yea-saying or symbolic bias, the multiple

alternatives in the CEA render the "symbolically superior" alternative ambiguous. Since

the status quo alternative is described in terms of the baseline level of the attributes, each

of which is a positive value, it is less starkly contrasted to the other alternatives and the
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relative "symbolic value" of the latter is diminished. Thus, arguably, the choice experi-

ment is less prone to yea-saying. Additional conservative design elements include:

Use of willingness to pay welfare measure rather than willingness to accept1, which is

frequently demonstrated in the literature as generating much higher welfare esti-
mates than 'WTP (Knetsch 1990; Hanemann 1989)

The elicitation of household WTP rather than individual WTP, the latter of which
has been demonstrated by Quiggin (1998) to be subject to double counting due to
within-household altruism;

Questions prior to the WTP elicitations that prompt the respondent to rank and
rate the biodiversity attributes. To remind respondents of budget constraints and
other substitute public goods, a question is included that asks respondents to rate the
importance of a number of public goods programs, including the biodiversity mea-
sures in the survey as well as public education, crime reduction, health care and oth-
ers. These exercises prepare the respondents for the prioritizing exercise encountered
in the choice experiment section of the instrument. Carson, Louviere et al. 1994)

speculate that warm-up exercises such as these reduce the error variance of theWTP
estimates as respondents refine their preference mapping. Loomis, Gonzalez-Caban

et al. (1994) also finds that reminders of substitutes and budget constraints tend to
decrease estimated WTP by controlling hypothetical bias.

The potential for interviewer bias inherent in telephone and in-person interview sur-
veys is eliminated by use of a self-administered survey instrument delivered by mail.
The mail format presents some liabilities in terms of high nonresponse rates. This is

outweighed, however, by the ability to gather large amounts of data affordably with a

well-designed and thoroughly pretested instrument.

Tests of the effect of the order of presentation of the attributes in the information
section and the DCCV and CEA elicitations on choice probabilities are included to

identifr anchoring biases.

As a final note, it is widely recognized in the valuation literature that the validity and

reliability of hypothetical values are in opposite proportion to the familiarity of the

respondent with the subject of valuation. Ajzen, Brown et al. (1996) provides evidence

1. The CEA elicitations in the survey instrument are always expressed as ''TP, i.e. bid amounts are all

positive. However, other attributes include levels that are below baseline. It is possible, therefore, to iden-

tify how much less the average individual is WTP for an alternative which is characterized by a decrease

from the baseline level for a given attribute, relative to a alternative with no decreases and which is other-

wise identical. In effect, this measures WTA for decreases below baseline without directly asking the indi-

vidual to accept money compensation for a decrease in biodiversity protection.
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that unfamiliarity increases variance of estimates and, if the survey instrument invokes

an altruistic response, WTP is biased upward. The survey instrument designed for this

research attempts to present a balanced view of resource management of the relative

trade-offs required in identifying a conservation strategy for the Coast Range. The long

history of resource use and controversy in Oregon and the prominence of the public

debate and media coverage concerning natural resource use and policy has resulted in a

population that has an uncommonly high degree of familiarity with these issues. Thus,

it is likely that respondents do not regard the choice scenarios presented as purely hypo-

thetical, as there have been comparable precedents on recent state ballots and in policy

and management decisions at all levels of jurisdiction.

4.2 Experimental design

A key element of choice experiment analysis and conjoint methods generally is

experimental design. Conjoint methods are essentially experiments in which the investi-

gator measures the effect of experimental factors on choice probabilities. Thus, the spec-

ification of choice scenarios is analogous to experimental contrasts of alternative

treatments represented by composite goods. Composites are distinguished by differences

in attribute (factor) levels. The interface of the conjoint analysis literature with the exper-

imental design literature is much greater than that of CVM. In the latter, the bid vector

is typically the only attribute which is subject to variation, and the relative simplicity of

the design issue in CVM studies has been typically treated in anad hoc fashion (Kristrom

1997). As noted in Section 2.2.3.2, the potential number of contrasts in an experiment

as large as the one executed in this research is huge. The problem of selectingwhich con-

trasts to specify in the design is critical to minimizing the variance of parameter estimates

in the choice modelling.

Central design questions in a CEA are the number of attributes to identify, the

number of alternatives to present in each choice set (i.e. contrast), and the number of
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choice sets to present to a given respondent. These effectively define the parameters of

the experimental design and are determined largely on the basis of the investigator's

judgement with respect to respondent's cognitive limits and the complexity of the deci-

sion scenario. Carson, Louviere et al. (1994) suggest "average" designs feature seven

attributes, four alternatives per choice set and four choice sets per survey instrument,

though they note that there is considerable variation in the published literature1. As

described above, the design used in this research included four attributes to describe

biodiversity conservation. With the addition of the bid attribute, there are five factors

specified in each choice alternative. Given the complexity of the subject and the length

of the questionnaire booklet, it was determined that four choice sets would be included

in each questionnaire. Each choice set is composed of three alternatives - one constant

status quo alternative which does not vary between choice sets, and two alternatives

which vary in attribute levels. In the survey instrument, alternatives are labelled Alterna-

tive A, Alternative B and Alternative C: No Charrge. Carson et al. note the advantages

and liabilities of specifying a status quo alternative. Advantages are the added realism that

the SQ alternative adds given that in most purchase or referendum decisions the no-pur-

chase or no vote are available choices, as well as defining a baseline for comparison of

relative values. In a nonmarket valuation context, the status quo alternative is particu-

larly useful for identifying an element of choice probability that is insensitive to changes

in the attribute levels. The principle liability is the potential that respondents will choose

the SQ simply to avoid the cognitively demanding task of weighing alternatives. Inclu-

sion of the SQ alternative requires a somewhat more complex choice probability model,

though its effect can be captured quite simply using an alternative specific constant

(ASC) in the utility model.

1. Many of the studies reviewed were marketing analyses for consumer goods with which respondents are

likely to be much more familiar than is the case with public goods and passive-use amenity resources.The

number of alternatives and choice questions that are feasible is generally in opposite proportion to the

unfamiliarity and complexity of the goods being valued.
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The reviewed literature suggests that quadratic effects of all attributes are potentially

significant. Thus, a minimum of three levels for each attribute are required to permit

estimation of linear and quadratic effects. Statistical efficiency of the design is enhanced

by specification of the minimum number of levels necessary to estimate all terms of

interest. For a linear model, for example, an optima! design will feature two levels of each

factor, set at the upper and lower extreme of the relevant range. Statistical efficiency not-

withstanding, valuation practitioners strongly recommend use of 5-9 levels for the cost

attribute, to permit identification of nonlinear effects of cost on choice and to minimize

the chance of poorly defined tails in the choice distribution (Swallow, personal commu-

nication; Loomis, personal communication). Boman, Bostedt et al. (1999) also point

out that maximizing the number of points of the bid vector is the most important design

criteria for nonparametric methods, since the proportion of yes responses at each bid

level is the sole basis for estimation of the WTP distribution. Thus, eight levels of the

bid factor are specified in the design for the CEA and DC/GYM portions of the survey

instrument. The range of bid levels was adapted from those used in the study by Xu

(1997) and adjusted based on the results of the survey instrument pretest. Design levels

are listed in Table 4-2 along with the description of the conservation programs from

which alternatives were composed. In order to permit estimation of willingness to accept

(WTA) for decreases below the baseline level of the respective conservation programs,

below baseline levels are specified in the design. For the forest age program this is repre-

sented by an elimination of the estimated 5% of old growth remaining in the OCR as

well as a decrease in the amount of forest in the <50 year age class, supplanted by a

increase in the middle age class. Above baseline levels were selected based on the range

of management proposals appearing in a survey of both the published and gray literature.

The upper levels are intended to represent "extremes" and the lower levels represent

more broadly acceptable alternatives as indicated in responses to the preset survey. Base-

line levels for salmon and endangered species habitat are the percent of land in the OCR

federally owned. Biodiversity reserves comprising the baseline level of 10% of the OCR

are the contiguous areas of land under federal ownership that are designated in protected
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status (i.e. areas of critical environmental concern, wilderness areas, research natural

areas, and Late Successional Reserves, identified using digital maps of ownership and

management status in the CLAMS database. The baseline age class distribution is taken

from Wimberly, Spies et al. (2000). Two bid vectors are defined based on results from

the pretest that indicated the Willamette Valley stratum expressed a schematically higher

WTP than the Coast Range or Eastern Oregon strata. Thus, the bid vector for the WV

stratum is shifted up from the values for the other strata as indicated in Table 4-2.

Table 4-2. Design levels for biodiversity attributes

Design of Choice Sets: Each survey questionnaire includes four choice sets, each

composed of two variable alternatives plus the constant status quo alternative. A bal-

anced incomplete block (BIB)1 design was used to select the set of alternatives (termed

runs in the design literature) from the universe of possible factor-level combinations and

attribute description below baseline level baseline level above baseline levels

Salmon habitat-% of coastal streams man-
aged at highest level of protection for coastal
salmon

5% 15% 40%, 90%

Endangered species:% of Coast Range land
covered by recovery plans for endangered
species

5% 15% 25%, 75%

Forest age class:% of Coast Range Forests in
<50 year, 50-150 year and >150 year age
classes

55%/45%I0% 70%/25%15% 33%134%/33%,
25%I25%/50%

Biodiversity reserve:% of Coast Range land
placed in network of large scale reserves set
aside for biodiversity and natural processes
and functions

5% 10% 20%, 40%

Annual cost in increased income taxes 0 CR, EO:10, 22, 45,
86, 145, 236, 365,
648;
WV: 22, 45, 86, 145,
236, 365, 648, 1272
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arrange them into blocks of four choice sets of two runs each. To each pair of runs was

added the constant status quo alternative to compose the choice sets. A design of 64 runs

was specified to permit estimation of all linear and quadratic effects of the five attributes.

The SAS OPTEX procedure was used to generate efficient designs according to the D-

efficiency criteria' (Kuhfeld, Tobias et al. 1994) using the technique outlined in Kuhfeld

(1996). The OPTEX procedure iteratively selected sets of 64 runs from a candidate set

of 640 runs representing a full factorial design. By iteratively selecting design sets and

testing their efficiency, the OPTEX procedure identified sets of 64 runs blocked into 16

blocks of four pairs each, that achieved the same level of D-efficiency as the full factorial

design2. In a second phase, the procedure selects balanced designs from the most effi-

cient designs identified in the first phase. Ten maximally efficient, balanced designs were

generated using this process and then manually inspected to identify dominating and

dominated aiternatives in each choice pair. The least dominated design included four

out of 64 pairs which included a dominating alternative. In each of these, the bid levels

were swapped to eliminate the dominance. The resulting design was tested again using

the OPTEX procedure (Kuhfeld 1996, p. 69) and found to exhibit no loss in efficiency.

The final choice set design is listed in Appendix B.

1. The BIB design is balanced in that each level within each attribute appears in the design set an equal

number of times, resulting in minimal design pairs in which a given attribute has the same level in both

alternatives. Incomplete block refers to the blocking of the design set into subsets such that each respon-

dent responds to only eight choice sets, in four pairs. In an unblocked design, respondents would be

exposed to all 64 alternatives in the design simultaneously. Thus in the incomplete block design

employed in this study, respondents are exposed to triplets of alternatives - two design alternatives and

the constant SQA - rather than the entire design set simultaneously. Individual respondents receive differ-

ent blocks of choice sets, and therefore do not receive the hill set of blocks which comprise the complete

design. See (Kuhfeld 1996) for further detail.

D-efllciency is quantified as the determinant of the information matrix 1)0(1 of the design. See Carson

(1994) and Kuhfeld,Tobias et al. (1994) for further discussion of this and alternative efficiency criteria.

D-efficiency levels of 33.56% were achieved by both the 640 run full factorial and balanced incom-

plete blocks designs of 64 runs. As D-efllciency is a relative measure of design efficiency, the design

employed in the study achieved 100% efficiency relative to the full factorial design.



4.3 Sample and survey administration

The sample for the final survey was selected at random from the population of

Oregon households by Affordable Samples, Inc., drawing from a database compiled

from a variety of sources and updated monthly using postal service and telephone com-

pany change of address records. A sample of 3000 households was drawn, stratified by

region with 1000 records in the CR, WV and EO strata, respectively. The survey was

administered using the same process as that for the pretest survey. A copy of the survey

booklet with an accompanying cover letter, business reply envelope and an attached $1

bill was mailed on June 2nd, 1999. A reminder postcard was sent one week later on June

8th. Difficulties in reproduction of the survey booklet delayed the third mailing until

July 16th. This mailing contained a second copy of the survey booklet (which matched

the version of the booklet sent to each respondent in the first mailing), a cover letter and

a business reply envelope. A second reminder postcard was sent one week later on June

23. The pattern of survey returns is plotted in Figure 4-1, which indicates that 79% of

the responses were received prior to the mailing of the second survey copy.

Of the original 3000 surveys mailed, 460 (15.3%) were returned as undeliverable by

the postal service. Of the deliverable surveys, 1372 were returned either fully or partially

completed representing an effective response rate of 54%. Of these, 1090 surveys pro-

duced usable results, with 20% of those returning the surveys failing to complete the val-

uation questions or providing unusable responses.
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Many of the design and administration principles that have been developed over the last

decade for CVM studies are directly applicable to CEA studies. However, this newer

technique introduces several new elements to survey development and design for which

there is little published research on which to draw. Definition of attributes in the multi-

attribute framework is likely to remain something of an art. This component of CEA

research must balance informational needs of managers and policy makers (and possibly

other technical analysts in the case of integrated policy analyses), which may be quite

narrowly defined, with the interests and cognitive limits of the lay public. The number

and complexity of choice tasks presented to respondents is also determined largely on the

basis of the investigators' judgement, though some empirical work has recently been

undertaken to attempt to define some of these limits. Similarly, criteria for selection of

experimental designs that will minimize the variance of parameter estimates and permit

estimation of sufficiently flexible econometric models is an additional area ripe for

research. If the vigor of research in CEA applications in nonmarket valuation resembles

that seen in CYM research, many of these issues are likely to be addressed with consid-
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erable insight in the short term, though new controversies are likely to erupt just as rap-

idly.



Chapter 5: Analysis and Results

The focus of this research is the estimation of simulated prices for biodiversity con-

servation. Analysis of willingness to pay data collected in this survey is presented in this

chapter. In addition to the elicitation questions, the survey design included questions to

investigate respondents' attitudes regarding each of the four conservation programs, gen-

eral attitudes regarding alternative uses for Oregon's coastal forests, and rating and rank-

ing questions of the four programs relative to public programs which are alternative

targets for public expenditures. These latter questions were intended to set both the DC!

CYM and CE elicitation questions in the context of public referenda and to remind the

respondent of constraints on personal and public budgets and the existence of substitutes

for the goods being valued (Loomis, 1994; Arrow, Solow et al. 1993). The following sec-

tion presents the analysis of data collected with these questions. This is followed with the

results of the WTP modeling analysis and a comparison of the CEA and DC/CVM

results.

5.1 Attitudes

Table 5-1 presents cross tabulations of response data for four questions regarding

respondents' familiarity with and attitude toward biodiversity conservation and salmon

restoration. The uniformly high proportion of respondents stating that they have read

or heard the term "biodiversity" and are aware of the decline in salmon populations

reflects the generally high rate of literacy on environmental issues of the Oregon public

(OFRI 1999). While the data do not reveal the degree of familiarity or the level of under-

standing of conservation issues, it is likely that most survey respondents will have some

prior information about the policy context of the survey instrument. With the exception
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of a slightly lower level of familiarity of Eastern Oregon (EO) residents with the Gover-

nor's salmon restoration initiative and importance rating of Coast Range biodiversity

loss, there is little difference in the regional strata.

Table 5-1. Respondent familiarity and attitudes regarding biodiversity conservation
and salmon restoration

Survey question

Have you read or heard of the term
"biodiversity" before?

Do you think that loss of biodiver-
sity is an important issue in the Ore-
gon Coast Range?

Have you read or heard about the
aecline or !.Jregon s native saimon
populations?

Have you heard or read about the
s salmon restoration pian

Figure 5-1 presents responses to questions intended to probe respondents' attitudes

toward wild versus hatchery salmon, and compensation of landowners for restrictions on

land use for conservation purposes. With respect to use values for salmon, specifically for

sport fishing and culinary uses, respondents tended not to have strong preferences with

the neutral response generating the highest proportions. It should be noted that the

phrasing of the question regarding recreational fishing renders the response somewhat

Response
Coast
Range

Willamette
Valley

Eastern
Oregon

no 20% 18% 20%

yes 71% 76% 72%

not sure 8% 6% 8%

no 14% 1% 11%

yes 66% 71% 62%

nor sure 20% 20% 27%

no 1% 2% 3%

yes 98% 98% 96%

notsure 1% 0% 1%

no 21% 21% 26%

yes 67% 66% 59%

not sure 12% 13% 15%



Figure 5-1. Attitudes toward landowner compensation and wild salmon

Owners of private land near
salmon streams may be asked to
restrict activities on their land
that are harmful to salmon
habitat. Do you think that the
general public should pay
private landowners for the
costs of these restrictions?

When I fish for salmon, I
prefer to catch wild salmon.

When I buy salmon in a store or
restaurant, I prefer wild
salmon to hatchery or farm
raised salmon.

Are hatchery salmon an
acceptable substitute for wild
salmon?

Strongly Disagree 5

4

3

2

Strongly Agree 1

Not Applicable

Strongly Disagree 5

4

3

2

Not Applicable

Strongly Disagree 5

4

3

2

Strongly Agree 1

Not Sure

Strongly Disagree 5

4

3

2

Strongly Agree 1

10 20 30 40

% of Respondents
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ambiguous in that the respondent may have interpreted "strongly disagree" as either no

preference or a preference for catching hatchery fish. The only marked difference

between the regions on either of these questions is the lower rate of recreational fishing

in the Willamette Valley (WV), as exhibited by a somewhat higher rate of N/A

responses. Views on substitutability of hatchery versus wild salmon were much more

polarized, both within and across regions. Eastern Oregon and Willamette Valley resi-

dents differed most strongly 44% of Willamette Valley residents regarded hatchery fish

as poor substitutes compared to 30% who held the opposite view. By almost exactly

opposite proportions, Eastern Oregonians regarded hatchery fish as an adequate substi-

tute. Amongst Coast Range (CR) residents, similarly strong views were expressed,

though they were more equally divided. Regarding the compensation of riparian land-

owners, residents in all three regions tended to favor compensation, though 'WV resi-

dents tended to be somewhat more ambivalent: EQ and CR residents responded with

both strong agreement or strong disagreement at higher rates than 'WV residents.

Figures 5-2 and 5-3 present cross tabulations of respondents' importance ratings of

the four conservation programs identified in the survey. There is a notable difference

between 'WV residents rating of endangered species protection and biodiversity reserves

(Figure 5-2): 'W\T residents regarded endangered species protection as highly important

and reserves as unimportant, whereas both CR and EO residents tended to take the

opposite view. For both of these programs, however, the largest proportion expressed a

neutral view. In contrast, a much larger proportion of respondents across all regions of

the state expressed a high importance rating for salmon habitat protection'.The most

striking result of the forest age class question (Figure 5-3) is the large proportion of

respondents across all strata that prefer an even distribution (33%/34%/33%). 'Whether

1. The 1998 Oregon Population Survey [Vaidya, 1999 #131] found that 14% of the state's residents felt
that salmon protection was unimportant. A population weighted average of the stratified importance rat-
ings in the lower panel of Figure 5-2 indicates that 14.6% of survey respondents felt salmon habitat pro-
tection is unimportant.
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this indicates a strong evaluation of the merits of this choice or a heuristic response is

uncertain. Also of interest is the relatively higher approval amongst CR residents for the

status quo alternative. CR residents also had approximately equal proportion (9%) pre-

ferring the maximal old growth alternative as preferred the alternative with zero old

growth.

Figure 5-2. Attitudes toward conservation program importance

not important 5

Is it important to you to 4
extend greater protection and
recovery efforts to 3
endangered species on private
and state (non-federal) land? -2

important 1

not important 5

Is it important to you to expand
4

the network of 40-180 square 3
mile biodiversity reserves?

2

important 1
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Figure 5-4 depicts the relative ranking of the four programs by region. Across all

three regions, increasing forest age and salmon habitat protection were ranked as most

important, and endangered species recovery was identified as least important. Biodiver-

sity reserves were regarded as intermediate in importance. Overall, there was strong

agreement amongst the three regions in the ranking scores, with salmon habitat protec-

tion having a slightly higher mean ranking by CR residents than by the other two strata.

To set the policy context for respondents and reinforce the existence of budget con-

straints and substitutes at both the household and social level, respondents were asked to

rate the importance of several other government and social services as well as the four

conservation programs. The results of these ratings are presented in Figure 5-5. The

most marked result is that CR and EO residents regarded conservation programs as less

important that any other social program; whereas WV residents rated two of the conser-

vation programs as more important than social programs other than crime reduction and

education. Generally the results are consistent with the results of the conservation pro-

gram rankings in Figure 5-4, though there is some reversal regarding the relative impor-

tance of salmon conservation and forest age, though probably not at a significant level.

On the whole, the comparison of the results in Figures 5-4 and 5-5 is evidence of stable

preferences.
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Figure 5-3. Rating alternative forest age class distributions
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Figure 5-5. Rating of conservation and other social program
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5.2 Preference Modelling

As discussed in Section 4.1.3, the design of the survey instrument included two sep-

arate groups of WTP elicitations: a standard dichotomous choice contingent valuation

question eliciting willingness to pay for an increase in one of the four conservation pro-

grams from the level identified as the status quo, followed by a set of four choice exper-

iment questions which were structured to simultaneously elicit preferences for all four

programs. The DC/CVM and CEA analyses are discussed in the next two sections, and

comparison of the two will be presented later in this chapter. For responses to both the

DC/C\TM and CEA questions, observations were censored from the data set under the

following conditions:

observations of yes responses to bid levels exceeding 5% of the respondent's reported
income

respondent indicated a failure to understand the question

A total of 20 yes responses and 54 no responses out of 1327 observations were cen-

sored from the data set based on these criteria.

This chapter presents the results of these models. Comparison of model results is

presented in Section 6.1.3.

5.2.1 Choice Experiment Analysis

Multinomial Logit (MNL) was used to analyze data collected in the CEA section of

the survey instrument, using the PHREQ procedure in SAS (Kuhfeld 1996). Numerous

alternative model specifications were tested and included terms for the attributes in the

choice experiment, alternative specific constants (ASC's) and demographic terms. The
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final model specification which appeared to achieve the best fit to the data included both

linear and quadratic terms for the attributes, as well as a subset of the demographic terms

for which data were collected, and an ASC term for the status quo alternative1:

'Xk + aCkI + tQ + y'RIZk,
(5-1)

where Pk(iJA) is the probability that respondent k chooses alternative i from elements

j of choice set A; Xk1 is the vector of linear and quadratic terms for the four conservation

program attributes and 3kt is the vector of associated regression coefficients; Ck is the

bid level and a is the bid coefficient; Qk1 is a binary term with value set to zero for the

status quo alternative and set to unity for the other two alternatives in the choice set, and

r is the associated coefficient2; and Rk is a vector of demographic terms describing the

respondent and Zk7 is the linear component of the vector Xk such that RkZk is a vector

of interactions between the demographic terms and the program attributes, and y is the

associated vector of coefficients on these terms.

Because of the linear-in-parameters structure of the MNL model, demographic and

other terms which do not vary across alternatives within a choice set for a given respon-

dent simply cancel out of the equation, which can be seen by inspection of Equation 5-

1. It is necessary, therefore, to enter these terms in such a way that they do not cancel or

to stratifr the data by demographic group and estimate separate models. The method

A specification with logarithmic transformations of the four attribute level variables replacing the lin-

ear and quadratic terms was tested. Results indicated that the logarithmicmodel exhibited highly signifi-

cant parameter estimates on the attribute levels for the Coast Range strata, but performed very poorly for

the other two strata. This may indicate that different functional forms may be appropriate for the differ-
ent strata, but this was not tested in the analysis.

As a point of clarification, it is noted that this is a somewhat unusual way to treat the coding of
dummy variables. Though it would be more standard to code the status quo term equal to unity when
the condition is true, i.e. the alternative in question is the status quo, the convention used herein is con-
sistent with the published literature that focuses on the status quo issue.
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used in this analysis was to interact demographic variables with the attribute terms in

order to measure the effect of respondents' characteristics on choice. This offers the

advantage of providing estimates of the relative preferences amongst different demo-

graphic groups for the individual attributes without unnecessarily complicating the sta-

tistical analysis with numerous pairwise t-tests or sacrificing degrees of freedom.

Table 5-2 describes the variables entered into the model and Table 5-3 presents the

results of the analysis stratified by region, for both a quadratic and linear utility model

specification. Additional demographic interaction terms were considered in the analysis

but were found to be insignificant and were dropped from the final model. These

included income and regional length of residence. It should also be noted that the vari-

ables F and F2 describe the proportion of old growth forest in the coast range forest age

class distribution. However, the alternative depictions included pie charts for the distri-

bution which also identified the proportion of young and mid-age forest. Due to insuf-

ficient degrees of freedom in the experimental design, it was not possible to estimate

more than ten parameters for attribute effects. The specification of a simple index func-

tion which would capture the effect of all three age classes was explored, however, none

could be devised that would have a unique value for each of the four age class distribu-

tions offered in the choice sets without excessively abstracting from the information pre-

sented in the survey instrument. Though it would have been desirable to capture the

effect of all three age classes, only the linear and quadratic effect of old growth are

included in the final model. Further discussion of alternative model specifications with

respect to forest age class as well as the other conservation programs is included in

Section 6.1.2.



Table 5-2. Description of Model Terms

Attribute levels identified as status quo are denoted by
Responses were coded as forest products employees if the indicated occupation fell into SIC codes 081,

083, 085, 241, 242, 243, 261, 262, 263 (Budget 1987)
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Variable Description5

C Bid level: two bid sets were specified in the design, [0*, 22, 48, 86, 145,
236, 325, 648, 12721 for the Willamette Valley, and [0*, 10, 22, 48, 86,
145,236, 325, 6481 for the Coast and E. Oregon regions

S % of coastal salmon habitat protected at highest protection standard: [5,
15*, 40, 901

S2 squared value of S to capture quadratic effect of salmon program

E % oi endangered species habitat in the Coast Range in which species are
protected at highest protection standard: [5, 15*, 25, 75]

E2 squared value of E to capture quadratic effect of endangered species pro-
gram

F % of forest age class distribution> 150 years [0, 5*, 33, 50]

F2 squared value of F to capture quadratic effect of forest age program

B % of Coast Range land designated as Biodiversity Reserves [5, 10*, 20, 40]

B2 squared value of B to capture quadratic effect of reserve program

STATUSQ dummy variable for status quo alternative

SXOCCN, EXOCCN,
FXOCCN, BXOCCN

dummy variable indicating forest products occupationb multiplied by S. E,

F, and B

SXGRN, EXGRN,
FXGRN, BXGRN

dummy variable indicating environmental group membership multiplied
byS,E,F,andB

EXLOR, FXLOR,
BXILOR,

quantitative variable indicating length of residence in Oregon multiplied
by E, F, and B (the interaction with S could not be estimated due to col-
linearity in the model)

SXPOL, EXPOL,
FXPOL, BXPOL

interaction Likert scale rating for political alignment multiplied by S,E, F,
and B; 1=Iiberal...5=coriservative; response values 1-2 recoded to -1, and 4-

5 recoded to 1.

SXED, EXED, FXED,
BXED

quantitative variable for years of education multiplied by S,E, F, and B

SXAGE, EXAGE,
FXAGE, BXAGE

quantitative variable for age of respondent multiplied by S,E, F, and B
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Results in Table 5-3 generally have expected signs and high degrees of significance.

For all three strata, the null hypothesis Ho: f3 = 0 for all 13 is rejected with p=O.000l,

and the Pseudo--I?2 statistics are quite high'. Most of the conservation program attributes

are significant in the quadratic model, with the exception of the linear effects of salmon

and old growth forest amongst Coast Range residents, and the linear effect of reserves

across all three regions. All quadratic-term effects were significant at the 95% level and

10 out of 12 are significant at the 99% level. The linear and quadratic effects of attribute

levels were retained in the model if either were significant at 95%. The demographic

covariates were grouped as sets of interaction terms as indicated in Table 5-2. Statistical

significance of these terms was determined by testing the null hypothesis that all four

(three, in the case of length of residence) coefficients were equal to zero on the basis of

the likelihood ratio test and retained in the model if found jointly significant at pO.O5.

The effects of demographic interaction terms for income and regional (i.e. CR, 'WV,

EO) length of residence were found to be insignificant (though length of residence in

Oregon was significant) and were dropped from the final model. The effect of the bid

amount is highly significant and negative, as expected. The status quo effect is also neg-

ative and significant, indicating a significant tendency amongst respondents to refuse

any of the actions offered as alternatives for increasing or decreasing biodiversity conser-

vation, regardless of the degree of increase or decrease. The interpretation of this effect

raises important methodological questions and is discussed further below. With the

exception of the effect of salmon amongst CR residents, all of the linear effects are pos-

itive with negative quadratic effects, indicating respondents regard the four conservation

programs as positive economic goods which generate declining marginal utility. As the

level of the program activity increases, however, the negative quadratic effect in some

1. Pseudo-Ri is used as a somewhat analogous measure of model fit to the R2 (coefficient of determina-
tion) measure used in linear regression models (Greene 1993), though it does not measure the proportion
of variation in the dependent variable explained by the regressors as the I?2 does. The Pseudo-R2 values
reported in the studies reviewed in Section 2.2.3 ranged from 0.04 to 0.354, and 8 of the 12 models
reported had values of 0.17 or less. Noting, as Hanemann and Kanninen (1999) point our, that there is
no standard threshold that indicates a satisfactory model fit, the values derived form the estimation per-
formed in this analysis are relatively high.



Table 5-3. Results of MNL Analysis of Choice Experiment Data
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Para-
meter

Term Estimated Coeflicientsa

Coast Range Willamette Valley E. Oregon

Quadratic
model

Linear model Quadratic
model

Linear model Quadratic
model

Linear model

a C 0.003214** 0.003153** 0.002153** 0.002l34** 0.004297** 0.004304**

Isi S -0.006982 0.03l761** 0.016116 -0.00144 0.034209** 0.012636

13S2 52 0.O00278** 0.000193** 0.000226**

E1 E 0.037968** 0.015436 0.058958** 0.00567 0.044707** 0.008389

E2 0.000251* 0.0O0638** 0.O00415**

F1 F 0.026838 0.030927* 0.06135** 0.015521 0.037894* -0.004812

f3F2 F2 -0.001 198** O.00O904** 0.000837**

t3BJ B 0.026756 -0.003711 0.034725 -0.008161 0.019884 -0.027302

tB2 B2 0.000692* -0.000871 0.001054**

tQ STATUSQ 0.77643l** 0.903957** 0.30116* -0.472129 0.745023** 0.884193**

YSxO SXOCCN 0.003812 0.003359 -0.002281 -0.002331 -0.00102 -0.000214

ExO EXOCCN 0.016453** 0.0l58l4** -0.00103 -0.002117 -0.00747 -0.007584

)'FxO FXOCCN 0.01244l* 0.012001* -0.014782 -0.013177 -0.007399 -0.007305

?BxO BXOCCN 0.006422 0.005192 -0.0078 -0.005321 -0.01366 -0.013445

SxG SXGRN 0.002325 0.003424 0.005406 0.005106 0.003889 0.003797

YExG EXGRN -0.003116 -0.003734 0.004046 0.002927 0.010723 0.0 10086

'(FxG FXGRN 0.005829 0.005019 -0.004745 -0.002803 0.007948 0.007762

YBXG BXGRN 0.003473 0.003393 0.016448 0.015586 0.023427* 0.020778*

"ExL EXLOR 0.000l4* 0.000125* 0.000105 0.000090 0.00001560 0.00000881

1FxL FXLOR 0.00026* 0.00024* -0.000144 -0.000127 0.000342** 0.000327**

BxL BXLOR 0.00009194 0.00004092 -0.000129 -0.000109 0.00000899 0.00001336

'(SxP SXPOL -0.000651 -0.000752 -0.001983 -0.00189 -0.003053 -0.0028

ExP EXPOL 0.004939* -0.0048l1 -0.001225 -0.00141 0.000361 -0.000183

YFxP FXPOL 0.00691** 0.006467** 0.008663** 0.007916** 0.005904* -0.004807

BxP BXPOL 0.010671* 0.009914* -0.007922 -0.008209 0.00997* 0.009161*

YSxE SXED 0.002344** 0.002233** 0.000436 0.000378 0.000272 0.000207

YEE EXED -0.000122 -0.000166 0.000165 0.000135 -0.00057 -0.000503



Table 5-3. (Continued)Results of MNL Analysis of Choice Experiment Data

a. significant at 95% level; significant at 99% level

cases causes marginal benefit to become negative, potentially overwhelming the linear

effect and causing total utility from the increase to be negative. This effect is illustrated

by the estimated willingness to pay functions in the next section.

Across the three sample strata, forest products occupation, political alignment,

length of Oregon residency and age all had predominantly negative effects, though indi-

vidual terms were significant in only a few cases. Coast range residents exhibited a neg-

ative interaction effect between both forest products occupation and length of residency

and the endangered species and forest age programs. Politically conservative CR resi-

dents exhibited a negative preference for both old growth protection and biodiversity

reserves. Amongst WV respondents the only significant negative demographic effects -

age and political alignment, occur with respect to the forest age program. EQ residents
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Para-
meter

Term Estimated Coeflicientsa

Coast Range Willamette Valley E. Oregon

Quadratic
model

Linear model Quadratic
model

Linear model Quadratic
model

Linear model

YFxE FXED 0.003414** O.003323** 0.001612* 0.001602* O.002236** 0.002319**

YBXE BXED 0.000425 0.00055 -0.000254 0.00001392 0.001371 0.001294

?SXA SXAGE 0.000185* 0.000155 -0.0000323 -0.00004068 o.000199* 0.0O0195*

?E,.A E)(AGE -0.000147 -0.000125 -0.0000950 -0.000103 0.0000059 0.00001743

YExA FXAGE 0.0000255 0.0000390 ØØØØ35fi* 0.0O0324* -0.0000168 -0.00001 84

'IBxA BXAGE -0.0000915 -0.000104 0.000258 0.000237 0.000131 0.000133

Obs 3987 3987 3303 3303 3756 3756

LogL -1239.4455 -1280.308 -1010.687 -1081.056 -1041.901 -1176.76

771.013** 689.288** 417.179** 351.146** 429.456** 650.19**

Adj. R2 0.24862672 0.2222490 0.18624905 0.1528479 0.18559813 0.2274487
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exhibited a less consistent pattern of preferences, with significant negative interactions

between old growth and length of residency, biodiversity reserves and political align-

ment, and salmon habitat and respondents' age. The lack of significance for forest prod-

ucts occupation may have been due to the low proportion of respondents in all three

strata who reported being employed in this sector, particularly in the WV and EO sam-

ples. Forest products occupation, length of residency, and political alignment were con-

sistently and negatively associated with preferences for biodiversity conservation across

all programs and regions, though not uniformly significant. The lack of significance of

linear effects of both salmon and old growth forest conservation programs in determin-

ing CR residents' choices in the quadratic model is interesting and contrary to expecta-

tion. The large and positive, and significant values of the SXAGE and SXED terms,

however, exert a strongly offsetting effect to the negative value of the S term.

In contrast, age and education had a significant positive effect on preference for

salmon habitat amongst CR respondents, as well as a positive association between edu-

cation and preference for old growth protection. Interactions between the salmon habi-

tat attribute and environmental group membership, and forest age and education,

identified positive and significant preferences amongst WV residents. Endangered spe-

cies protection/environmental group membership, and old growth/education interac-

tions acted positively in EO residents' preferences. Overall, education and

environmental group membership were largely associated with positive preferences, and

the insignificance of the latter is probably due to the low rate of membership reported in

all three regions. Age had a less consistent effect on preferences across regions and pro-

grams, perhaps indicating a more complex relationship between age and preference for

biodiversity conservation.



5.2.1.1 Model Selection

Status quo term

Carson, Louviere et al. (1994) point out that inclusion of a status quo alternative

(SQA) is desirable in that it increases the realism of the choice scenario. In both public

referenda and most consumer choice situations, the no-change alternative is present. In

a consumer context, it also avoids eliciting preferences of individuals who are not actually

in the market for the goods being studied. However, as the authors point out, the SQA

also has the liability of offering an "easy out" for the respondent, impeding accurate mea-

surement of preferences. This is particularly problematic where evaluation of choice sce-

narios is cognitively demanding. Results of the analysis reported herein strongly indicate

that respondents are inclined to choose the SQA. There are several possible explanations

for this, with implications for comparison oi DC/CVM and choice experiment results,

and for interpretation of passive-use valuation studies in general. These broader consid-

erations will be taken up in Section 6.1.1. It should be pointed out, however, that inclu-

sion of the status quo effect in the calculation of welfare estimates may bias these

estimates downward to the extent that individuals choose the status quo alternative to

avoid the more cognitively demanding task of weighing the merits of the other two alter-

natives.

Carson, Louviere et a1. (1994) also note that inclusion of a status quo alternative has

implications particular to the MNL framework. Citing Olsen and Swait (1993), the

authors observe that decision processes are quite different when a no-action alternative

is present. The assumption of independence of irrelevant alternatives implicit in the

MNL framework does not likely hold in the presence of a no-action alternative and is

directly analogous to the red bus/blue bus1 problem common to MNL (Ben-Akiva and
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Lerman 1985; Hanemann and Kanninen 1999). The authors suggest using a nesting

structure or other modeling technique to control for dependence amongst alternatives.
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Inclusion of the status quo parameter is analogous to imposing a nested structure, where

the no-change alternative is one branch and the other two alternatives (Alternatives A &

B) are the other branch (Figure 5-6) (Train 1986, pp. 69). Since the status quo dummy

is set equal to one for the Alternative A/Alternative B branch of the nesting structure, the

reference level of the parameter becomes the inclusive value of the SQA. As in a nested

model, inclusion of ASC's permits the probability ratios to change between nests,

though hA is not maintained within a nest. Thus, nested models or ASC's are oniy a

partial solution for the hA problem generally, but in the current problem, with only two

alternatives in the largest nest, hA is maintained both within and across nests.

Figure 5-6. Choice structure

1. The red bus/blue bus problem is commonly used to illustrate the hA property of MNL: if an individ-
ual has a choice of using a private car or a red bus to commute and chooses each with a probability of 1/
2, such that the ratio of probabilities between the two mode choices is 1/2 to 1/2 = 1, the hA property
requires that the ratio of choice probabilities is unchaged by the addition of an addtional alternative.
Thus, if a blue bus becomes available as a third commute alternative, hA requires that the ratio of choice
probabilities between the red bus and the private car must remain equal to one, i.e. 1/3 to 1/3. Since
there is most likely little difference between the two buses in terms of choice probability, a more likely
scenario is that the original probability of choosing the bus versus car would remain 1/2 and 1/2, respec-
tively, and the choice probability of each color bus would be split evenly, such that the choice probabili-
ties would become 1/2 car to 1/4 red bus to 1/4 blue bus. This, however would violate the hA
assumption by changing the ratio of choice probabilities of the original two choices. from 1/2 to 1/2 =
to 1/2 to 1/4 = 2. It may well be that the choice between consevation alternatives Aand B is the survey
instrument relative to the status quo is similar in nature to the choice between a red bus or a blue bus rel-

ative to the private auto in this example.



Quadratic terms

Specification of quadratic terms in the model seems to capture an essential feature of

preferences for the biodiversity programs. Without these terms, it would be impossible

to estimate the slope of the compensated demand functions and, by implication, the x-

intercepts that identifr levels in the programs associated with zero marginal utility

(seeFigures 5-7 and 5-8 below). The quadratic shape of the TWTP function is to some

degree an artifact of the functional form of the specified model, which is very limited in

its flexibility. This gives rise to a non-standard result from the perspective of neoclassical

consumer theory, which holds that marginal utility values are non-negative and TWP is

nondecreasing (i.e. demand is nonsatiated) (Varian 1984, pp. 39). Apart from limita-

tions in model flexibility, two observations may explain this result. Nonsatiation is pred-

icated on the assumption of free disposal.' The standard assumption of free disposal in

consumer theory doesn't necessarily apply in the case of public goods: a correlate of the

nonexciudeability characteristic of public goods is that in many cases they are non-refu-

seable (Hanemann 1994), thus violating the assumption of free disposal. Beyond some

satisfactory level, then, it is plausible that increasing levels of the conservation programs

are associated directly with disutility. Alternatively, and probably more likely, respon-

dents infer increasing opportunity costs as resources are increasingly allocated to conser-

vation programs: allocation of land in the Coast Range to one particular conservation

purpose necessarily requires that other activities be reduced. Although the instrument

instructs respondents that the cost of the alternatives includes compensation of affected

land owners, respondents may anticipate additional externalities of over-allocation of

land to conservation purposes, giving rise to threshold levels where compensated

demand curves cross the x-axis. Both of these effects are at play to some degree in any

decision regarding public goods provision, and welfare effects such as those described in

this study (with total utility not monotonically increasing), are likely characteristically

1. In consumer theory, free disposal is defined as the ability to dispose of any quantity of a good at zero
cost.

84
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sensitive to threshold effects1 (the term 'threshold' is used here to refer to the level of the

conservation programs where demand falls to zero and beyond which WTP is negative).

This having been said, it is possible that a less restrictive specification than the quadratic

model used here would generate qualitatively different results. As noted in the discussion

of the research below, introducing greater flexibility is a primary objective for further

research2. In future applications of CEA, it seems critical that experimental designs have

sufficient resolution to permit flexible model specifications and identification of thresh-

olds with adequate precision, including quadratic and, possibly, cubic terms as well as

ASC's.

Demographic terms

In the brief CEA literature in resource economics, there are few instances of inclu-

sion of respondent specific effects in the model analysis (Boxall, Adamowicz et al. 1996).

An alternative approach, used by Xu (1997), is stratification of the data and estimation

of separate models for different demographic groups. As noted above, the approach used

here has the advantage of simplifying the analysis and preserving degrees of freedom. An

alternative specification was tested which interacted the demographic variables with

ASC's for each alternative instead of with the linear terms for the respective conservation

This is an untested hypothesis. It has been uncommon in the nonmarket valuation literature to esti-
mate demand functions for environmental amenities, and thus the issue of thresholds does not seem to

have appeared widely in the literature. Further investigation with the use of CEA and similar techniques
may shed more light on this question.

Options to explore for increasing the flexibility of the model are inclusion of a cubic term for some or
all of the conservation programs, use of the Box-Cox specification (Hanemann 1999), or a semiparamet-
nc specification such as that suggested by Creel and Loomis (1997). The use of functional forms has not,
as of this writing, been addressed in the published literature on CEA in nonmarket valuation.
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programs. While this method also avoided cancellation of the demographic terms from

the probability response equation (Equation 5-1), it was not found to significantly

improve model fit. While this approach would be preferred if there is a desire to isolate

the demographic effect from the scale of the conservation program, the demograghic/

program interactions seemed to provide useful insight to this analysis.

5.2.1.2 Validity and Reliability

Considerable effort was invested to ensure the validity and reliability of the survey,

from the instrument and experimental design, to survey administration and data analy-

sis. These procedures were discussed in previous chapters. This section focuses on a vari-

ety of statistical tests and comparisons to identify any potential biases in the results

presented herein.

Anchoring Bias and Order Effect

Insofar as possible, it is important in valuation survey design to capture cognitive

effects of the survey instrument itself on the respondent's replies, and to attempt to iden-

tify and correct any biases that may result (Arrow, Solow et al. 1993; Hanemann and

Kanninen 1999; Carson, Louviere et al. 1994)1. The design of the survey instrument

included a contingent valuation elicitation prior to the choice experiment section of the

survey. There is, therefore, the potential that the size of the DC/CVM bid level provides

an implied value cue to the respondent. This effect, widely recognized in the CVM

CVM literature, is termed the anchoring effect and is driven by a cognitive bias originally

1. The broader classes of bias effects important in survey research and revealed preference valuation tech-
niques in particular are reviewed in Section 2.2.2 and Section 2.2.3. The literature on survey bias is
extensive and the distinction between different bias effects can be subtle (Mitchell and Carson 1989, pp.
235-260; McLeod 1994, Gb. 2). This exposition does not attempt to provide a detailed catalog of bias
effects but identifies prominent effects.
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identified by Tversky (1974; see also Giraud 1999). Other elements in the instrument

design, such as the conservation program specified in the GYM scenario or order of pre-

sentation of the conservation programs, may provide additional value cues. If the bias is

shown to be present, this is indication that individuals do not consult a stable preference

ordering to identif,r prefered alternatives, but rather use information presented in the

survey instrument to spontaneously construct a preference ordering (Payne, Bettman et

al. 1992; Schkade and Payne 1994). As Hanemann (1994) has argued, the theory of con-

structed preferences is not inconsistent with neoclassical unity theory, so long as con-

structed preferences are stable. If individuals adjust their 'WTP responses in the choice

questions depending on the relative size of the CVM bid, this bias effect would suggest

that respondent's preferences are in fact unstable and would call into question the valid-

ity of the WTP estimates as approximating a global preference ordering.

There are three tests for anchoring bias and survey context effects effect built into th

structure of the survey instrument. One is the specification of thebid amount in the DC!

CVM section of the instrument prior to the choice experiment section. If the specifica-

tion of the GYM bid amount induces an anchoring effect, then WTP estimated in the

choice experiment model will be positively correlated with the GYM bid level. This is

tested by including interaction terms for each program with the CVM bid level. With

the null hypothesis H0: IBxCVBID = I3ExCVBID = I3FxCVBID = I3SxCVBID = (d4), the

likelihood ratio test (LRT) results are displayed in Table 5-4. For all three regional strata,

the null hypothesis is not rejected at the 95% level.

The second test is the effect of the program specified in the DC/CVM scenario. The

hypothesized effect is that respondents will be prompted to react more strongly to the

program specified in the GYM scenario than the other programs in responses to the GE

questions. To measure this effect, four dummy variables are created in the data vector,

one for each program, and coded = 1 where the corresponding program appears in the

GYM scenario. The linear term for level of each program in the GE model is interacted



For example, CVProgB = I where the biodiversity reserve program is specified in the DC/GYM sce-
nario, and = 0 otherwise. The parameter on the interaction term BxGVProgB therefore measures the
effect that the GYM scenario alters the respondents' valuation of the respective programs.

Sequence 1: Salmon, Forest Age, Biodiversity Reserves, Endangered Species; Sequence 2: Salmon,
Endangered Species, Forest Age, Biodiversity Reserves. Note that salmon always appeared first due to for-
matting restriction is the survey instrument.
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with the respective program dummy to create four interaction terms: BxCVProgB,

ExCVProgE, FxCVProgF, and SxCVProgS.' The null hypothesis for this test is H0: IBx-

CVProgB = I3ExCVProgE = PFxGVProgF = I3SxCVProgS = 0. The LRT results are also depicted

in Table 5-4. The results of both tests do not reject the null hypotheses. Thus, there is

no statistical evidence of anchoring on either the bid level or the program specified in

the DCICVM scenario.

Table 5-4. Likelihood ratio test results for anchoring effect

The third test for context effect designed into the instrument uses alteration of the

order of presentation of the programs in both the information section of the survey and

in the choice sets. The hypothesis implicit in the order effect is that respondents take the

sequence of presentation of informational elements in the survey as somehow implying

the relative importance of the conservation programs. Two sequences are specified2, and

a Oil dummy variable is created in the data vector to represent the sequence presented

to a given respondent. Interaction terms are coded and entered in the regression model

Region LRT Critical
Value (p=.95,
df=4)

2*LogLike

lihood
Restricted
Model

Test: GYM Bid Level Test: GYM Program

2*LL_Unre_

stricted
Test Statistic 2*LL_Unre_

stricted
Test Statistic

Coast Range 9.49 2252.308 2248.877 6.999 2245.309 3.431

Willameue 9.49 2013.942 2007.85 7.882 2006.06 6.092

E.Oregon 9.49 2124.881 2119.962 7.458 2117.423 4.919
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in the manner discussed above. Results of the likelihood ratio test for the order terms as

a group are presented in Table 5-5. The null hypothesis is that IBxORDER = I3ExORDER

= PFxORDER = I3SxORDER = 0, and is rejected for the Coast Range strata at the p=O.95

level. The values of the order effect parameters are presented in Table 5-6. Only the old

Table 5-5. Likelihood ratio test results for order effect

growth forest program interaction term is individually significant. This result is surpris-

ing, given that respondents are thought to be particularly prone to context effects when

preferences are not well-defined (Mitchell and Carson 1989, pp. 240). Since preferences

regarding old growth forests amongst Coast Range residents are likely to be rather well-

defined relative to other preferences measured in the survey, this effect is unexplained.

Since there is no utility theoretic interpretation of the order effects detected, they are not

included in the estimation of welfare effects described below. The reader is cautioned,

however, that these results may suffer from a small but unexplained context bias.

Table 5-6. Magnitude of order effects

Region Critical Value
(p=O.95), df=4

2LogL-Restrict 2LL-Unrestricted Test stat (df=4)

Coast Range 9.49 2252.308 2257.294 9.986

Willamette Valley 9.49 2013.942 2015.191 1.249

E. Oregon 9.49 2124.881 2 125.753 0.872

Program/Order
Interaction

Coast Range
Willamette

Valley
E. Oregon

SXORD 0.002028 -0.000998 0.000534

EXORD -0.004114 -0.00077 0.001348



Table 5-6. Magnitude of order effects

Nonresponse Bias

A fundamental element of validity for any survey instrument is the issue of self-selec-

tion, or non-response bias. There is always a potential that the individuals opting to

complete and return the survey hold systematically different views than the sample as a

whole and the larger population. Since, by definition, the researcher has no data col-

lected from non-respondents, detection of nonresponse bias can be difficult.1 Since the

survey administration process employed in this research involves a series of reminders

following the initial mailing, one test for nonresponse bias can be achieved by comparing

the responses of individuals who responded shortly after receiving the first mailing to

those who responded only after being repeatedly contacted. The implicit behavioral

assumption is that individuals with more strongly formed preferences will respond

promptly, whereas those who respond only after repeated reminders have less defined

preferences for biodiversity conservation. If the central tendency of the later group is dis-

tinct from that of the earlier group, this is evidence that nonresponse bias is present.

90

1. in a study which employed extensive follow ups with sample nonrespondents, Mattson and Li (1994)
found that there were no significant differences in attitudes regarding recreational access to Swedish for-
ests between respondents and nonrespondents to an initial mail survey. Bostedt and Boman (1996) also
found that attitudes regarding environmental values did not differ significantly between respondents to a
mail survey and nonrespondents contacted through follow up telephone interviews, concluding that non-
response was due to general rather than survey specific factors.

Program/Order
Interaction Coast Range Willamette

Valley
E. Oregon

F3XORD 0.009961* 0.002226 -0.002034

BXORD 0.001228 -0.006952 0.003859
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As indicated in Figure 4-2 on page 64, surveys were collected over the period span-

fling from June 4 to August 30, 1999. Prior to the third mailing on July 16, which con-

sisted of a replacement copy of the survey pamphlet, 79% of all responses had been

received. A test for differences in preferences between the early and late groups of

responders is therefore employed to detect nonresponse bias. To implement the test, a

dummy variable for date of response is created in the data vector and coded= 1 if the

response was received after July 16, and 0 otherwise. As for the tests described above,

interaction terms were entered for each of the -four programs, resulting in four model

terms: BxDATE, E.xDATE, SxDATE, and FxDATE. The significance of these interac-

tion terms was tested for the group using the LRT. Results of the test of H0: I3BXDATE =

I3ExDATE = ISxDATE = IFxDATE = 0 are given in Table 5-7. As the test statistic for E.

Oregon indicates, there is a significant difference in response probabilities between the

early and late groups.

Table 5-7. Likelihood ratio test results for nonresponse bias

The values of the response date /program interaction terms for E. Oregon are given

in Table 5-8. The value of the terms indicate that respondents in the late group, who are

likely to be more representative of nonrespondents than the early group, have higher

response probabilities for higher levels of the conservation programs than the early

group. Thus, the E. Oregon WTP estimates represented in Table 5-3 are biased down-

wards and constitute conservative estimates. Adjustment for this and other bias effects is

suggested below.

Region Critical Value
(p=O.95), df=4

2LogL- Restrict 2LL-Unrestricred Test stat (df=4)

Coast Range 9.49 2426.885 2433.168 6.283

Willamette Valley 9.49 2122.574 2123.743 1.169

E. Oregon 9.49 2198.206 2209.871 11.665*
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As noted on page 69 n. 1, the 1998 Oregon Population Survey (Vaidya, 1999)

found that 14% of the Oregon public rated salmon protection unimportant, compared

to a weighted average of 15% of respondents to the attitudinal question regarding

salmon habitat in the biodiversity survey. This lends further evidence that survey respon-

dents' attitudes are generally representative of the Oregon population.

Table 5-8. Value of model nonresponse terms

Representativeness

A validity concern closely associated with nonresponse is sample bias. Sample bias

occurs when the selected sample is not drawn at random from the population. The

sample of household from each of the regional strata used in this analysis was purchased

from a professional sampling agency and was drawn from a variety of sources, including

phone company records, postal service change of address records, and others. Though

the multiplicity of sources is intended to avoid any systematic bias built into a given

source, it is nonetheless practically impossible to generate a perfectly random sample of

households. Coupled with the issue of sample source is the nondeliverable rate of the

sampled addresses (15% of the original sample) and any systematic differences between

the respondents and the general population. The test for nonresponse bias above con-

trolled for differences in significant demographic covariates between the early and late

group. This does not, however, account for demographic differences between respon-

Nonresponse term Parameter value p-value

SXDATE 0.002191 0.5204

EXDATE 0.010207 0.0228

F3XDATE 0.003318 0.5403

BXDATE 0.004706 0.582
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dents and the population. To identifr any demographic differences between the respon-

dent group and the population at large, the sample mean values of the demographic

parameters for each of the three regions are compared in Table 5-9 with statistics from

other sources which are less prone to nonresponse, e.g. US Census data. As indicated,

the sample means for age and length of residence are much higher than for the popula-

tion of each region, (-40% and _80% higher, respectively). This is common amongst

surveys, and is particularly common with mail surveys, which are much more likely to

be completed by older recipients (John Loomis, personal communication). Education

rates are slightly higher amongst the survey sample in all three strata, with about I addi-

tional year of education amongst survey respondents. The rate of environmental group

membership is overrepresented in the CR and WV samples (156% and 24% higher,

respectively), and the EQ strata reporting a 12% lower rate of membership than in the

population. Similarly, rates of forest products employment are 188%, 64% and 54%

higher amongst the CR, WV, and EQ samples than in the respective regional popula-

tions. With political alignment coded on a -1 to 1 scale (liberal to conservative), the pop-

ulation is considerably more liberal than the samples in each region.

Given the significant discrepancies in the population and sample demographic char-

acteristics, adjusted welfare estimates can be calculated by weighting the calculations by

the estimated population means rather than the sample means for the significant demo-

graphic covariates. This adjustment is depicted along with the unadjusted WTP esti-

mates described below.

1. No direct measure of the liberal/conservative distribution of Oregon residents was available. As a
proxy, voter registration in the Democratic and Republican political parties is used. With Democrats
coded - and Republicans coded 1, the proportion of registered voters in each party was multiplied by
these codes and the mean value of the two weighted proportions was taken as an index of mean political
alignment. This assumes both that proportions of voters registering in the two largest political parties is
representative of the political alignment of the Oregon population generally, and that political moderates
(i.e. those indicating "neutral" on the liberal-conservative Likert scale) are divided evenly amongst the
two parties). While this approach nests two untested assumptions, it nonetheless provides the best avail-

able estimate of political alignment by which to adjust the sample mean value.



Table 5-9. Population and survey sample mean values for selected demographics

(Oregon Progress Board 1998, Table All-RI)
(Oregon Progress Board 1998, Table All-EL 1)
(OFRI 1999)
(State oi Oregon, Secretary of State Office 1998)
(USAGE 1999)
cit

5.2.1.3 WTP Estimation

Estimation of willingness to pay for increases in the level of protection of biodiversity

for each of the four conservation programs is presented below. The calculation of WTP

is based on the utility-difference approach derived by Hanemann (Hanemann 1984; see

also Hanemann 1991; Beenstock, Goldin et al. 1998; Li, Lofgren et al. 1996) and

detailed in Equations 3-12 through 3-16 above, where compensating surplus for a

change in the quality or quantity of attributes of a good is represented as:

TWTP/TWTA = Cs =n n a -fiX.)]:
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(5-2)

and marginal WTP, which defines the compensated Hicksian demand curve, is

derived as

Coast Range Willamette Valley E. Oregon

population sample population sample population sample

Length of Residencea 20.0355 38.1890 19.4480 35.2108 19.8179 33.9482

Educationb 13.1709 13.8850 13.9073 14.7528 13.1068 14.3254

Environmental Group
Membership'

0.0400 0.1024 0.1065 0.1325 0.1115 0.0986

Political Mignmentd -0.0687 0.1457 -0.0474 0.0476 0.0427 0.0822

Agee 40.6737 56.0299 35.7637 51.1735 37.6606 54.8546

Forest Products
Employment

5.9727% 17.23% 3.5077% 0.0578% 7.7834% 12%



MWTP/MWTA 3 Cs
0X.in

The computations of WTP for the four conservation programs using the estimated

MNL parameters in Table 5-3 are the following:

ir
TWTP(Xk) =

( kIRI) (XkJ -Xk)

+ Xkj2_Xkj2)]

o:

(5-4)

1. As noted in Section 3.2, there are two separate distributional issues pertaining to welfare estimation in
discrete choice, random utility modeling: the distribution of individual WTP, which we have assumed to
be logistic, and the distribution of aggregate WTP, for which no particular distributional assumption is
made. For the former, the summary measure produced (mean, median, etc.) depends on the manipula-
tion of model parameters represented by Equations 5-4 and 5-5. For the latter, the summary expression
of individual WTP must be evaluated for some representative member of the sample, typically repre-
sented by either the sample mean or median values of demographic covariates. In the figures presented
below, the mean used to summarize both the individual and aggregate WTP distributions.

MWTP(Xk) = - 1Xk + (YklRl) + Xkk (5-5)

where Xdenotes the four conservation programs k=1...4;

R denotes the demographic covariates 1=1.. .7.

and parameters are as described in Table 5-2

The measures above represent both the mean and median oi the individual respon-

dents' logistic WTP[WTA distribution, which coincide given the linear specification of

the regression function, which is additive in the attributes and covariates, and linear in

the cost (bid) level (Hanemann 1989). Noting the caveats raised in Section 3.2, the

mean is used as the measure of central tendency in computing the aggregate 'WTP mea-

sures for the regional strata presented in the figures below1. Inspection of Equation 5-5

indicates that there is a constant component,
+ YiRi)

, and a component that
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(5-3)



1. Further discussion of the interpretation of the status quo effect is presented in Section 6A1.
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varies with X, k ,representing the intercept and slope of the compensated demand

curve, respectively. Integration of the area under the demand curves gives the TWP/

TWTA functions, which are shifted by the value of the status.quo constant.' The mean

value of the intercept and slope for the four compensated demand curves and the status

quo constant are presented by region in Table 5-10 with 95% confidence intervals for

the mean values of these terms.2 Finally, the table presents the adjusted intercept, slope

and SQ constants for the four compensated demand curves, evaluated at the regional

population means of the demographic covariates given in Table 5-9.

Coast Range residents exhibit the largest status quo preference and Willamette

Valley the smallest, and all three regions exhibit negative status quo effects. This is an

intuitive result: Coast Range residents are likely to be subject to the greatest constraints

on land use under any conservation initiative. Insofar as the status quo effect measures a

generic aversion to change of any kind (Samuelson and Zeckhauser 1988), clearly the

region that is most directly affected by this change will express the strongest aversion.

However, because E. Oregon residents express a status quo preference intermediate to

the other strata, physical proximity to the changes in land use implied by the conserva-

tion scenarios is unlikely to be the only explanation for the magnitude of status quo

effects. While extended discussion of the status quo issue is reserved for the next chapter,

it is noted that the sample includes individuals whose choice of the status quo was

explained in the follow up question as a protest of government policy, taxation, interfer-

ence in private property rights, or other form of protest. The higher degree of political

conservatism in the EO strata relative to WV respondents may therefore explain the rel-
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ative magnitude of the EQ status quo effect.'While it is customary in CVM research to

censor protest responses, they were retained in this study for two reasons: the recognition

that policy vehicles are relevant to preferences for public goods, and the ability to isolate

the protest effect from the marginal values for increases in the conservation programs by

inclusion of the status quo term in the model.

The width of the confidence intervals provides a measure of the variability in

MWTP within a given region, where wide intervals tend to suggest a high degree of

polarization on a given issue. The forest program exhibits the narrowest intervals, relative

to the size of the estimated slope and intercept terms, indicating that there is a relatively

high degree of agreement amongst residents within each of the three regions. The widest

intervals are associated with the biodiversity reserve program, indicating a relative lack

of consensus regarding the WTP for this program.The adjustments for sample represen-

tativenes are nearly uniformly increases, with 'WTP terms being lower for the reserve

program in WV and EQ strata, and all other adjustments resulting in higher WTP. This

2. Cl's are computed using the Krinsky-Robb method with 5000 random draws with replacement (Kim-
sky and Robb 1986; Park, Loomis etal. 1991). 'While reporting of confidence intervals for point mea-
sures of WTP is becoming increasingly common in the GYM literature, an added dimension of
complexity arises in calculation of Cl's for WTPJlinctions in CEA applications. In the Krinsky-Robb
method for calculating Cl's, a simulated 'WTP distribution is constructed by taking multiple random
draws from the distribution of the parameter vector using information contained in the parameter vector
and variance covariance matrix from the ML estimation. Ordering the replicated 'WTP values permits
construction of a confidence interval around the mean of the simulated distribution. In the case of'WTP
functions the ordering depends on the value of X (i.e. the level of the environmental amenity) at which
the 'WTP function is evaluated. Thus some arbitrary level ofXat which to evaluate the Cl must be
selected. The CI'S depicted above are selected from an ordering of the intercept terms alone, which
amounts to evaluating the Cl atX=0. An additional complication arises from the calculation of Cl's for
the distinct attributes from choice observations of composite goods. Distributions for the compensated
demand functions can be simulated separately and corresponding Cl's constructed for point measures of
WTP for the respective attributes. Alternatively, a TWTP distribution can be simulated for some partic-
ular composite (i.e. the summed value of MWTP for the k attributes, each evaluated at a particular level),
and corresponding Cl's for T'WTP constructed. The former method, which is used to estimate the Cl's
depicted above, represents the full variability in the marginal WTP functions, but overstates the variabil-
ity in TWTP. That is, there is more variability indicated by separate orderings of the demand curve inter-
cept values for the four programs than in a joint ordering of the sum of these four values.



Table 5-10. Confidence intervals, mean and adjusted values for WTP constants and slope coefficients

Coast Range Willamette Valley E, Oregon

Lower
Bound

Mean Upper
Bound

Adjusted Lower
Bound

Mean Upper
Bound

Adjusted Lower
Bound

Mean Upper
Bound

Adjusted

Status Quo
Constant

-330.55 -241.55 -174.13 -241.55 -234.9 -139.88 -49.39 -139.88 -233.70 -173.37 -121.64 -173.37

Salmon Program

Intercept 6.35 11.68 17.81 10.18 1.99 9.66 17.15 9.84 2.47 6.35 10.19 7.17

Slope -0.089 -0.173 -0.092 -0.173 -0.089 -0.179 -0.090 -0.179 -0.050 -0.105 -0.051 -0.105

Endangered Species Program

Intercept 0.81 5.15 13.44 7.74 16.67 27.97 35.65 27.87 3.85 8.88 14.06 9.10

Slope -0.022 -0.156 -0.088 -0.156 -0.243 -0.592 -0.360 -0.592 -0.075 -0.193 -0.138 -0.193

Forest Age Program

Intercept 18.39 20.92 30.85 22.50 22.67 28.02 38.61 31.85 11,748 12.80 19.74 13.68

Slope -0.355 -0.745 -0.450 -0.745 -0.375 -0.840 -0.522 -0.840 -0.194 -0.390 -0.231 -0.390

Biodiversity Reserve Program

Intercept -1.674 9.702 20.095 10.05 -13.19 17.45 51.57 17.0576 1.87 11.15 20.71 10.72

Slope -0.257 -0.430 -0.276 -0.430 -0.257 -0.809 -0.275 -0.809 -0.156 -0.491 -0.393 -0.491
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indicates that the unadjusted results are relatively conservative and also suggests that any

nonresponse bias is unlikely to be due to higher environmental values in the respondent

group than in the population. The difference between mean and population adjusted

values is generally quite small, with the largest adjustment being a 33% increase in CR

residents 'WTP for endangered species protection.1 All other adjustments are less than

15%. This indicates that the estimated values are relatively robust to the degree of rep-

resentativeness of the respondent group.

Figures 5-7 and 5-8 depict the compensated demand curves constructed from the

adjusted figures in Table 5-10. Note that each figure includes a vertical line identifying

the status quo level for each program and the above and below baseline levels specified

in the experimental design. The survey design included a below-baseline level for each

of the programs in addition to two above baseline levels, with the intention of measuring

WTA for decreases below baseline as well as 'WTP for increases. Also note that the esti-

mated demand curves for all four programs in all three regional strata cross the x-axis,

indicating threshold levels for each of the attributes below which program increases gen-

erate negative utility. Taking the current baseline as defining the current specification of

property rights and the reference level of utility, changes in the amount of provision that

generate negative utility would require compensation to, rather than payment from, the

individual to maintain the initial level of utility (WTA), and the theoretically correct

measure of welfare is therefore equivalent surplus (ES), where ES=-CS (Hanemann and

Kanninen 1999). Since the compensated demand functions in Figures 5-7 and 5-8

depict marginal changes in CS, integration of the area bounded by the demand curves

and the x-axis from level i to levelj provides a measure of CS for the quantity level change

from i to j (where the status quo effect is an integration Constant). Thus, for quantity

changes to the left of the baseline level in Figures 5-7 and 5-8, WTA=EV=-CS is the neg-

ative of the value shown on the figure. As discussed above in Section 5.2.1.1, the esti-

1. Note that demographic parameters oniy enter the intercept term, and the status quo and slope terms

are not affected by adjustment.
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mated marginal and total welfare functions depicted in Figures 5-7 and 5-8 display some

anomalous properties in the context of standard neoclassical conventions. Unlike the fig-

ures below, well-behaved demand curves tend to be non-negative at positive values on

the x-axis, and CS/ES functions are correspondingly non-decreasing in x. As noted

above, in the current context it is not surprising that the estimated curves violate these

conventions.

The compensated demand curves indicate distinctly different preferences for the

respective conservation programs across regions. Generally, the 'W\' residents indicate

higher WTP for increases at most quantity levels of the programs than do either of the

other regions and consistently display less elastic demand. An exception is the salmon

habitat program, where coastal residents' demand is everywhere above the other regions.

With a steeper demand function, but a lower threshold level, 'WV residents' 'WTP is only

slightly below that of CR residents over the full range of increase in protection level. EO

residents exhibit a flatter demand for salmon habitat protection, with a lower intercept

but higher threshold level than either of the other two regions.

The regional disparity in MWTP for increasing endangered species protection is

striking. All three regions indicate positive WTP for increasing protection of critical

endangered species habitat up to approximately 50% of the total. However, WV resi-

dents have much lower demand elasticity overall, corresponding to much higher WTP/

WTA for changes from the baseline level. Given the similarity of 'W\' residents' WTP

for increases in salmon habitat with that of the other two regions, the much higher WTP

for endangered species may indicate that WV residents regarded the latter program as

capturing the benefits of the narrower focus on salmon. In addition, the salmon habitat
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program was described in the information section as being associated with the Gover-

nor's salmon recovery plan, whereas the endangered species program was described in

the context of the federal ESA. Thus, the disparity in demand for endangered species

protection may indicate a higher degree of acceptability of federal intervention amongst

WV residents.

The relative preferences of WV and EO residents for increasing the proportion of

coastal forests in the >150 year age class are qualitatively similar to the endangered spe-

cies program, with both exhibiting positive WTP for increases up to approximately 38%

as consistent with attitudinal findings in Figure 5-3, and the WV demand function

being everywhere above that of the other strata. All three regions expressed higher mar-

ginal WTP for the old growth program than for any of the other programs, with the CR

demand curve having an intercept twice that of any other program. This is offset by a

relatively low threshold value, however, indicating a relatively strong disutility for

increases above the 33% level. It should be noted that the scenario described in the

survey instrument was framed in terms of age class distribution, rather than strictly old

growth forest, which is used as a proxy for the full age class distribution in the utility

modelling due to constraints in the experimental design. Given that the threshold levels

indicated by the respondents are clustered around the 33% old growth level that was

described as part of an even age class distribution (i.e. 33% young forest, 34% mid-age,

and 33% old growth), this may indicate a preference for a maximally diverse age class

distribution. It is also quite plausible, however, that the amenity benefits (e.g. recre-

ational and aesthetic benefits) of the forest age-class program apart from biodiversity

conservation were most likely perceived by respondents as being much greater than the

other programs, in which case it is not surprising that WTP is highest for this program.
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The demand functions of CR and EO residents for biodiversity reserves are nearly

identical, with positive WTP up to a level of approximately twice that of the baseline and

very small marginal values (below $5/year for increases above baseline). With approxi-

mately the same threshold level, the '\X'V region has mean WTP about twice that of the

other regions. At the baseline level, both WV and EO residents' marginal values are vir-

tually the same as for endangered species protection. The biodiversity reserve program

elicited the lowest values of all the conservation programs presented in the survey. With

respect to the threshold levels, this is indication of a solid understanding of the relative

merits of the programs, in that the other programs would have a lower impact on the

total amount of land designated, i.e. the other programs focus on increasing coverage of

certain classes of land - riparian zones and critical habitat for exampl - whereas the

reserves program would increase the percent of the total land in the Coast Range in

reserve status. It is not surprising, then, that respondents would view large allocations to

reserves as having greater implicit opportunity costs beyond those captured by the bid

price.

As a general observation, EO residents indicate a WTP of approximately $6 for small

increases above baseline levels for all but the old growth program, for which they indi-

cated a higher WTP of -$11 for marginal increases just above the baseline level. How-

ever, the elasticity of demand varies significantly over the different programs, perhaps

indicating different levels of tolerance for high levels of resource allocation to the differ-

ent programs. Again, as expected, WV residents have expressed nearly uniformly higher

WTP/WTA for conservation. Despite some significant disparities in the quantitative

levels of WTP, it is notable that no gross qualitative differences are indicated: all regions

exhibit significant WTP for the conservation programs and threshold levels tend to be

similar between regions, but distinct between programs.
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Figures 5-9 and 5-10 depict TWTP/TWTA (i.e. compensating surplus/equivalent

surplus) for changes above and below the baseline level for each of the four programs'.

For simplicity of exposition, the weighted average TWTP/TWTA (adjusted for popula-

tion representativeness) for each of the four programs, averaged over the three regions,

are presented2. TWTP functions are depicted without the status quo effect in Figure 5-

9, and with the SQE in Figure 5-10. Given the much larger population of the Wil-

lamette Valley, the weighted average TWTP is largely reflective of higher marginal 'WTP

values of the 'WV region. However, given the qualitative similarity of the compensated

demand functions between regions, the weighted average does not mask any fundamen-

tal differences in preferences.

As noted above, TWTP/TWTA curves in each graph represent the area under the

compensated demand curves with and without the negative value of the status quo effect

(SQE). For the CR, WV and EQ regions, the value of the status quo effects are -$242,

-$140, and -$173 respectively. The without-SQE curves cross the x-axis at the baseline

level, whereas each of the with-SQE curves drawn in Figure 5-10 are shifted downward

by the full value of the SQE. As discussed in the next chapter, the SQE represents a

dispreference for changing the status quo in the context of changes in all four of the con-

servation programs in the survey. It is not possible to identify interactions between the

SQE and the individual programs in the statistical model4. Thus, relative allocation of

the SQE to individual programs is ambiguous, and the curves drawn in Figure 5-10

where the full value of the SQE applies to each program, represent the polar extreme to

Again, below baseline levels are associated with otal willingness to accept compensation (TWTA) for

the reduction, compared total willingness to pay (TWTP) for increases above baseline.

1998 population levels in the three regions CR, WV and EO are 78353, 996010, and 269750, respec-

tively (USACE, 1999).

Note that the value of both sets of functions is zero at the baseline level, meaning that the with-SQE

curves have a discontinuity at the baseline level, though they are otherwise continuous. This discontinu-

ity is not visible in the graphs because it appears only at the baseline level of the respective programs, and

thus represents a single point of discontinuity in an otherwise continuous function.
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Figure 5-9. Weighted Average TWTPITWTA for Changes in Conservation Programs -
No Status Quo Effecta
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a. Markers on the curves denote above- and below-baseline design points. The status quo level is
the x-intercept in the without-status quo figure.

those in Figure 5-9 where the SQE does not apply to any of the four programs. Note

that allocation of the full value of the SQE to two or more program s separately over-

counts the SQE, and therefore each of the curves in Figure 5-10 should be interpreted

as the TWTP/TWTA for the respective program, holding the other three programs con-

stant at the baseline level. Joint changes in two or more programs would require using

4. Because baseline levels of the programs appeared only in the baseline alternative of each choice set,
and not in either of the other two alternatives, there were no scenarios in the design that features changes
from baseline levels for some programs and not for others. Including baseline levels for some attributes in
non-status quo alternatives would permit identification of attribute-specific status quo effects. While this
would decrease the statistical efficiency of the design, in future applications this should be considered.

Endangered Species Habitat - Without Status Quo Effect
Old Growth - Without Status Quo Effect
Salmon Habitat - Without Status Quo Effect
Biodiversity Reserves - Without Status Quo Effect
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Figure 5-10. Weighted Average TWTPITWTA for Changes in Conservation Programs
- Status Quo Effect Included
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the without-SQE values depicted in Figure 5-9, and adjustment in the total value of the

joint change to account for the SQE. An alternative would be to apply some allocation

rule to divide the SQ constant across the four programs. Lacking any particular basis for

such an allocation rule, the curves are presented with and without the SQE. Again, dis-

cussion of these implications are addressed in the next chapter. As a last point of clarifi-

cation, note that the FWTP/TWTA curves are truncated below the 100% attribute level

to avoid extrapolating far beyond the limits of the design. Maximum levels specified in

the experimental design are 90% for salmon habitat, 75% for endangered species habi-

tat, 50% for older forests and 40% for biodiversity reserves. Owing to the quadratic

Endangered Species Habitat - With Status Quo Effect

Old Growth - With Status Quo Effect
Salmon Habitat - With Status Quo Effect
Biodiversity Reserves - With Status Quo Effect
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shape of the TWTP curves, extrapolations far beyond the design points result in highly

negative WTP values that are not reliable. The curves are truncated 10 percentage units

above the maximum design level for each of the programs.

As indicated in Figure 5-9, exclusive of the status quo effect, all programs exhibit

positive estimated TWTP values for increases above baseline, which becomes negative

with large increases above baseline. Estimated TWTP for old growth forest has the high-

est maximum value, peaking at $384 per year for an increase to 37% of forests in the>

150 year age class. TWTP for the historical level of 50% of old growth falls from the

peak WTP, to $322 per year per household and bec omes negative at levels above 70

%.Estimated TWTP for endangered species protection peaks at $250/year at 47% of

habitat covered, falling to zero WTP at 79% habitat coverage. Maximum TWTP for

salmon habitat protection is estimated at $1 44/year/household at 57% habitat coverage

and remains above zero up to nearly full coverage of all salmon habitat in the Coast

Range. Biodiversity reserves are associated with the lowest TWTP, peaking at $46/year/

household at 22%, approximately twice the basline level of 10% of Coast Range land in

large-scale protected reserve status. All four programs are associated with negative

T'c'TP for decreaces below baseline, i.e. respondents indicate that compensation would

be demanded for decreases in current levels of biodiversity protection. The shapes of the

estimated curves jsuggest that endengered species habitat protection is associated with a

higher aversion to decreases, with twice the level of compensation demanded relative to

the other three programs. With the SQE included, only the old growth forest and endan-

gered species programs exhibit positive surplus values. Maximum TWTP for these pro-

grams are $231/year at 37% old growth forest and $97/year to increase endangered

species habitat protection to 47% of the Coast Range landscape. While both the salmon

habitat and biodiversity reserve programs are associated with positive marginal WTP up

to 56% and 21% of the Coast Range landscape, respectively, the TWTP does not out-

weigh the full value of the status quo effect for either of these programs. As this simply
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represents a uniform upward shift in the curves by a constant of $153, the qualitative

change in the results is trivial in a sense, but it again highlights the importance of the

status quo effect in the interpretation of the analytical results.

5.2.2 Dichotomous Choice/Contingent Valuation

The experimental design of the DC/CVM is derived as a subset of the CEA design

with three experimental factors. The conservation programs are merged into a single

experimental factor with four levels represented by the four conservation programs. A

policy change factor is specified with two levels of increase above the baseline for each of

the conservation programs (levels specified were the two above-baseline levels specified

in the CEA design), and the eight-level cost factor. This comprised a 4x2x8 full factorial

design. Each respondent received one treatment which elicited WTP for a specified

increase in one of the four programs. The response rates by treatment, pooled over the

bid level factor, are listed in Table 5-1 1 for the three regions. An informal inspection of

the response rates does not indicate any clear pattern of invalid or "don't know" (DK)

responses by treatment. Two modelling techniques were employed in the analysis of the

DC/CVM data produced in the survey: a standard binomial logit model and a nonpara-

metric method based on the empirical distribution of positive response rates plotted

against bid level. In both models, the DK responses were censored from the data set.1

The latter method was employed in the attempt to address the small sample properties

of the data and to further investigate the decision process employed by respondents.

I. In addition, an ordered logit model was estimated, treating the DK responses as intermediate between
'yes' and 'no' responses (Wang 1997; Cameron, Poe et al. 1999; Svento 1999). 'While the results were
interesting with regard to incorporation of preference uncertainty, the results of the ordered model did
not differ significantly in the 'WTP calculations and are not reported here.
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Though the pooled data set contained a total of 765 valid observations with yes or no

responses (with 244 DK responses and 225 otherwise invalid responses), estimation of

both the effect of regional preference differences for different conservation programs and

the sensitivity of responses to scope, through either stratified models or covariates in a

pooled model, drew on very small subsamples (Table 5-11).

Table 5-11. Item Response Rates by Survey Treatment

Region Program Increase level Observations Valid % Valid DK %DK Used Obs

Coast Range reserves 20% 51 - 38 75% 10 26% 28

40% 63 53 84% 9 17% 44

old growth 33% 58 46 79% 8 17% 38

5Ø% 52 43 83% 12 28% 31

salmon 40% 62 49 79% 6 12% 43

90% 56 44 79% 10 23% 34

end. Species 20% 68 49 72% 13 27% 36

40% 48 39 81% 9 23% 30

Willamerte Valley reserves 20% 47 38 81% 14 37% 24

40% 57 48 84% 15 31% 33

old growth 33% 41 35 85% 5 14% 30

50% 47 42 89% 14 33% 28

salmon 40% 37 29 78% 8 28% 21

90% 47 38 81% 9 24% 29

end. Species 20% 36 31 86% 3 10% 28

40% 53 40 75% 14 35% 26

E.Oregon reserves 20% 51 42 82% 9 21% 33

40% 56 43 77% 10 23% 33

old growth 33% 48 39 81% 11 28% 28

50% 49 44 90% 10 23% 34

salmon 40% 62 59 95% 14 24% 45

90% 53 45 85% 10 22% 35

end. Species 20% 46 37 80% 8 22% 29

40% 46 38 83% 13 34% 25

Total 1234 1009 81% 244 24% 765
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5.2.2.1 Model Specification and Selection

The general form of the logit model employed in the analysis of the data catalogued

in Table 5-1 1 is defined as:

logit(P1) = In1 = c+aBID+ 'X+y'R1 (5-6)

where i denotes the individual respondent, P is the probability of a 'yes' response; c is a
model intercept term; BID is the bid level and a is the associated parameter; X
is a vector of variables associated with the conservation programs with coefficient
vector 3 and R is a vector of demographic variables with coefficients y.

The logit model results are presented in Table 5-12. Data were pooled across pro-

gram and regional strata in order to preserve degrees of freedom given the small sample

properties noted above, and the effect of program and region was represented by inter-

cept terms. As in the CEA, the percentage of old growth forest in the age class distribu-

tion is used in the model as proxy for the full distribution described in the scenario.

Several alternative model specifications were tested, with the inclusion of additional

demographic variables for income, age, and length of residence in region (CR, WV, or

EO). These additional terms were not found statistically significant and were dropped

from the final model. Several linear models with interaction terms between the program

intercepts, the strata intercepts, and the demographic variables were tested and not

found significantly different at p=O.9O from the final model using the likelihood ratio

test. Thus, the data do not provide any evidence that the program constants differ by

region or that the effect of respondent characteristics interact differently with the respec-

tive program attributes across the regional strata, or that stratified models would be jus-

tified. A loglinear specification of the utility model was estimated as well, with the

natural log of the bid replacing the linear effect of the bid in the original linear specifi-

cation, but did not perform as well as the linear model. The restriction of nonnegative

WTP imposed by the loglinear model is also inconsistent with the structure of prefer-

ences indicated by the CEA models.



Table 5-12. Dichotomous Choice Contingent Valuation Model Results

a. * denotes parameters significance at the 95% level and ** denotes the 99% significance level.

Generally, the linear model fits the data quite well, with a pseudo-R2 value compa-

rable to the CEA models. Nearly all parameters are significant at the p=O.O5 level. The

important exception is the term for level of program increase, suggesting that respon-
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Parameter Model term Variable Description Parameter values2

C INTERCPT Model intercept 0.1291

B 0/1 dummy set to I if biodiversity reserve program spec-
ified in CVM question

Q7Q34**

IE E Oil dummy set to I if endangered species program spec-
ified in CVM question

-0.731 8**

S 0/1 dummy set to 1 if salmon habitat program specified
in CVM question

_Q7549**

F Oil dummy set to I if forest age program specified in
CVM question; used as reference level for the program
dummies - no parameter estimated

IL LEVEL 0/1 dummy set to 1 for higher level increase -0.0582

ci CVBID quantitative variable for bid level _0.00228**

Ysi STRATA1 Oil dummy set to I if resident of Coast Range 0.7196**

STRATA2 0/I dummy set to I if resident of Willamette Valley;
used as reference level for the region dummies - no
parameter estimated

Ys3 STRATA3 0/I dummy set to 1 if resident of Eastern Oregon Ø7449**

rLOR RESLOR quantitative variable for length of residence in Oregon -0.021 **

'tFp FPCODE Oil dummy for employment in forest products industry -1.1 358**

tENv ENVIRO O/l for membership in environmental organization I .2365

rpOL POLAFF 1-5 Likert scale rating for political orientation, l=lib-
eral, 5=conservative

_0.4588**

TED EDUC quantitative variable for years of education 0.1 038**

Obs 879

Log Likelihood -438.9405

218.523

Adj. Pseudo R2 0.2 10253702

Correct Predictions 77.80%
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dents may be unresponsive to the degree of quantitative change of the program'. The

negative sign on the level term indicates that the higher level of conservation program

implementation elicits lower TWTP values, consistent with the results of the CEA mod-

els2. The negative sign on the three program dummies indicate that respondents are less

likely to select the 'yes' response for these programs relative to the forest program. As

expected, the parameter on the bid level is negative and significant. The negative value

of the strata 1 and strata3 terms indicate that respondents in the Willamette Valley are

more likely to give a positive response than the other two regions. Both environmental

group membership and education contribute positively to likelihood of choosing the yes

response, while length of residence, political conservatism and an occupation in the

forest products sector all contribute negatively.

Calculation of willingness to pay for increases in the conservation programs is done

in the following manner:

For the linear model specification, WTP/WTA is:

WTPIWTAJ = CSjES = _[c+I+YJ+tkRk] (5-7)

where i = 1 . . .3 denotes conservation program, (old growth program = reference level);

j=1 ...3 denotes region, (STRATA2 = reference level)

k= 1.. .5 denotes demographic covariates

(Hanemann 1984; Hanemann 1989).

While this insensitivity to the scope of the program change provides some evidence of the embedding
effect for which the CVM is frequently criticized, the results of the choice experiment analysis provide an
alternative interpretation. Given that the TWTP curves estimated in the CEA exhibit regions of falling
TWTP above the threshold levels, individuals may be indifferent to high and low levels of increase,
though they may exhibit increasing TWTP up to the threshold. Since the levels specified in the DC!
CVM design span the threshold values, it is conceivable that the insensitivity to scope measured in the
DC/CVM analysis is due to the underlying bell shape of the TWTP Rmnction. The two level design of the
CVM experiment is thus inadequate to identify this quadratic effect, which is strongly indicated in the
CEA.

Inspection of Figure 5-9 reveals that a line intersecting the two above-baseline design points for each
of the four programs would be negatively sloped.
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Table 5-13 presents average 'WTP values for each of the three strata, based on the

respective sample means and medians. Given the characteristic sensitivity of the mean

measure of central tendency to the tails of a distribution, comparison of mean and

median estimates gives an indication of how well-defined the tails of the estimated dis-

tribution are. 'WTP is not significantly different between the upper and lower level of the

programs specified, given the insignificance of the level term, so a single point measure

is identified in the table, derived from the model estimated without the level term. In

addition, a population mean adjusted value is identified, consistent with the adjustment

applied to the CEA results for the difference between sample and population mean

values of significant demographic covariates. Finally, an adjusted TWTP value for each

of the programs, by weighted average over regional strata, is identified.

Table 5-13. WTP/WTA Estimates from Bivariate Logit Model ($fyear)

Reserve Program Endangered
Species Program

Forest Age
Program

Salmon Habitat
Program

Coast Range median mean median mean median mean median mean

la. Linear model - No Level -279 -258 -302 -281 -4 17 -284 -263

Adjusted for population
means

-228 -241 80 -251

Wllameue Valley

2a.Linearmodel-No Level 121 133 98 110 396 408 117 129

Adjusted for population
means

146 134 454 124

E.Qregon i :

3a. Linear model - No Level -214 -202 -237 -225 61 73 -218 -206

Adjusted for population
means

-211 -223 97 -233

Weighteda'verageof I

adjusted nacans
51 138 . 359 28
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The results of the model indicate that CR respondents would require substantial

compensation (ES) to offset the utility loss associated with increases in any of the con-

servation programs except for the forest age program. The biodiversity reserve, endan-

gered species and salmon habitat programs are all characterized by negative WTP

estimates of nearly equal magnitude. The median values are all more strongly negative,

though the sample means and median values are close in magnitude, indicating a well-

defined upper tail. The adjustment for population demographic values shifts the esti-

mates in the positive direction, increasing mean WTP for expansion of old growth forest

to $80/year, though WTP for other programs remains strongly negative.

Sample mean results for the WV stratum indicate again that increasing forest age is

the most strongly preferred conservation program, with an estimated sample mean WTP

of $408/year, increasing to $458/year with adjustment. The other programs are all asso-

ciated with positive 'WTP, estimated at $1 10/year for the endangered species program

and approximately $130/year for both the reserve and salmon habitat programs. Median

values are very similar to the means, again suggesting well-defined tails and adjustment

for population demographics increases the estimates by proportions ranging from 4% to

20%.

Results for the EO strata indicate a pattern similar to the CR stratum. Estimated

values are negative for increases in the biodiversity reserve, endangered species and

salmon habitat programs, somewhat less in magnitude than revealed by CR respondents,

and all within a -$200 to -$225/year range. Adjustments for population representation

only slightly exceed this range. Positive WTP for increased forest age is somewhat higher

than the CR estimate, though the disparity is decreased after adjustment.General obser-

vations of the above results suggest substantial heterogeneity in welfare effects between

the WV and the CR and EO regional strata. However, while 'WTP estimates differed

substantially, the preference rankings were very consistent, indicating a strong preference

for increased forest age class diversity and old growth forests, and similar values for the
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other programs. This conclusion is supported by hypothesis tests indicating statistical

insignificance of region/program interaction terms in the regression model. While the

results of the choice experiment suggest an explanation for the negative WTP values if

one assumes that the status quo effect indicated therein is also expressed (though not

identified statistically) in the DC/CVM results, concerns about the influence of func.-

tional form and specification bias in both the CEA and DC/CVM analysis suggest fur-

ther investigation. Lacking an a priori basis for selecting an alternative functional form,

the nonparametric methods discussed below offer some possibility of revealing WTP

while avoiding some of the potential for specification bias inherent in the parametric

approach.

5.2.2.2 Non-parametric Analysis of DC/C\TM Data

The contingent valuation literature has recently seen the development of a number

of nonparametric and semiparametric techniques for analyzing dichotomous choice data

(Kristrom 1990; Duffield and Patterson 1991; Creel and Loomis 1997; Haab 1997;

Boman, Bostedt et al. 1999). The principle advantage of these techniques is the indepen-

dence from non-theoretical distributional assumptions. While the techniques are math-

ematically rather simple, the utility theoretic foundation is well established and is

consistent with the RUM framework . As in the RUM approach of specifring the prob-

ability of an individual respondent accepting a contingent offer at bid level A as

P1 = H(A1) = I - G(A) where G(.) is a parametric specification of the TWTP

(CS) distribution, the alternative method specifies H(A) nonparametrically using the

proportion of yes responses as a function of the bid level (Hanemann and Kanninen

1999). Thus, the specification is based entirely on the empirical observations without

relying on distributional assumptions. The only restriction is that H(A) must be mono-

tonically nonincreasing, which is the discrete equivalent of the restriction that

as specified in the random utility formulation.
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The sample proportions of P[accept(A)]=t1are plotted in Figure 5-1 1 for each of the

four programs, based on the sample pooled across strata. As is quite clear from the plots,

the ir. functions violate the monotonicity restriction, which is a common result, partic-

ularly for small samples. Kristrom (1990) introduced an algorithm originally proposed

by Ayer, Brunk et al. (1955) into the CVM literature which converts a nonmonotonic

function into a monotonic one.The algorithm, known as the pooled-adjacent--violators

rule (PAVA), specifies the replacement oft1 and it,1, where with the mean of the

two values such that

(k1+k11)
rt1 = jt =

(n1+ n1 )

Equation 5-8 is solved iteratively until the sequence Tr1...Jtm is smoothed into a non-

increasing monotonic function. The resulting functions calculated for the survey data

are labelled Smoothed(P[Accept]) in the figures. In addition, a linear regression line esti-

mating t=a+A is also fitted for the purpose of comparison. Recalling that the median of

the WTP distribution is the value of C that solves 1-G(C)=0.5, the figures suggest the

basis of the negative welfare estimates produced in the logit models - in all but the forest

program, the linear estimated function takes the value p=O.5 in the negative quad-

rant.Similarly, without restricting WTP to be non-negative, the mean is calculated as the

area below the curve to the right of the vertical axis, less the area above the curve in the

negative quadrant, and clearly negative mean values would be estimated based on the

linear estimates depicted below. On casual inspection it appears that, with the exception

of the salmon habitat program, both the empirical and smoothed functions appear to

have an approximate logistic shape, though they do not appear to be strictly positive and

may pass into the negative quadrant in the lower (leftmost) tail of the distribution.

(58)
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Boman, Bostedt et al. (1999) identifr three welfare estimation techniques based on

the smoothed empirical distribution which have been used in the literature which repre-

sent, respectively, an empirical maximum likelihood estimator of'WTP (Mi) and esti-

mated upper and lower WTP bounds (iu, AL):

ML = (5-9)

=
(lA+ ii JAI) (5-10)

(5-11)

Since rt is decreasing in i, L produces a lower estimate than An intermediate

value is produced by LML, which sums the area under the linear interpolation of points

Though terminology varies somewhat, is commonly cited as the Kaplan-

Meier-Turnbull estimator and ML is cited as the Spearman-Karber estimator of mean

WTP. Notice that both of these estimators truncate the tails of the 'WTP distribution at

A1 and Ak. Results of these two estimators for the pooled data for each of the four con-

servation programs are presented in Table 5-14. A disadvantage of the empirical distri-

bution generally is the difficulty in either incorporating covariates or extrapolating

beyond the endpoints. A variety of semiparametric techniques have been suggested

which break H(A) into components with known and unknown distributions (Horowitz

1994; Hanemann and Kanninen 1999). A simple semiparametric alternative is proposed

in this analysis and implemented in an attempt to identif differences in the WTP

between the regional strata. This combines a parametric specification of strata-specific

intercepts (analogous to the strata specific constants in the logistic regression model

described above) with the nonparametric specification of choice probability as a function

of the bid level.
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For each conservation program, separate linear OLS models were estimated for the

function t=a+A on each sample strata. The three resulting intercept terms from these

regressions for each of the conservation programs are used to adjust the Turnbull and

Spearman-Karber estimates from the pooled data set in the following manner:'

sML = (5-12)

sL

kI
(5-13)

1= I

While the Turnbull estimator is regarded as a lower-bound estimator of WTP

(Boman, Bostedt et al. 1999), this specification maintains the restriction that P(A0)=1,

i.e. that WTP is nonnegative. Haab (1997) maintain that this assumption is appropriate

in the context of most public goods, since an unwanted public good can simply be

ignored, and attribute the frequent occurrence of negative welfare estimates in CVM

analyses as artifacts of statistical fit and functional form. Thus, the authors argue, it is

theoretically justified in most cases to impose the restriction of nonnegative WTP. As

noted above, however, there are reasons to remain more agnostic regarding nonnegativ-

ity of preferences in the current context, and the interpretation of the Turnbull estimates

depicted below as lower bounds only holds insofar as this assumption is maintained. Fur-

ther consideration of this assumption in light of the CFA results will be taken up in the

next section.

1. This method is employed in an exploratory manner to investigate the structure of preferences
expressed in the data, and the influence of regional preference differences. While this appears to be a sini-
pie and intuitive means of incorporating the effect of one covariate into the nonparanletric method, and
is consistent with the general approach of semiparametric methods discussed by Hanemann and Kan-
ninen (1999), it is not formally supported. Thus, use of the stratified results in Table 5-14 for any pur-
poses other than qualitative comparison is strongly cautioned against.
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Table 5-14. Results of nonparametric and semiparametric analysis of DC/CVM data

The results of the nonparametric analysis suggest distinctly different preference

rankings of the four programs than those drawn from the logit analysis. Unlike the logit

analysis, preference rankings are not found to be consistent across regions. Most notably,

for CR respondents, the biodiversity reserve and endangered species programs are ranked

first and second, respectively, and WTP is substantially higher than the old growth or

salmon habitat programs. This result is contrary to findings of the CEA as well as to the

attitudinal statements depicted in Figures 5-2 and 5-3. If one regards the CEA results as

more robust, this suggests that truncation of the negative portion of the WTP distribu-

tion significantly distorts the estimation of preferences for Coast Range residents, both

in terms of magnitude of welfare estimates and the relative preference orderings. Results

for 'WV and EO respondents are generally more consistent qualitatively with the choice

experiment results, with both ranking endangered species protection first and biodiver-

sity reserves last.

Reserve Program Endangered
Species Habitat

Program

- Old Growth
Program

Salmon Habitat
Program

Pookd ' ' ' ''
213 375 273 294

147 307 222 293

CastRange

WTPLB 218 177 131 138

'WI'PML 152 120 88 132

Willamette Valley

WTPLB 252 578 415 436

186 503 361 429

E.Oregon

180 494 322 179

125 419 268 173
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While the visualization of the empirical WTP functions is useful for developing

insight on the nature of the negative WTP estimates resulting from the logit analysis, it

is unclear whether WTP estimates based on this analysis are more accurate than those

from the logit results. While the latter are certainly more consesvative with respect to the

status quo, they may overstate the magnitude of negative 'WTP to some degree. Inspec-

tion of Figure 5-1 1 suggests that the left tail of the empirical distributions for the endan-

gered species, forest age and reserve programs are likely to be quite small. That is, it

appears that the empirical distributions conform roughly to a logistic shape, though it is

likely that they intercept the vertical axis. An informal visual extrapolation of the

smoothed empirical curves into the negative quadrant suggests that the tail might be

small relative to the negative tail indicated by the linear regression line. While this obser-

vation is purely speculative, it does suggest that the linear specification in the logit anal-

ysis may overstate the size of the left (negative) tail, leading to larger negative 'WTP

estimates and smaller positive estimates.



Chapter 6: Discussion

The objectives of this study encompass both empirical and methodological issues in

the investigation of public preferences for passive use resources in the context of land-

scape-level planning and resource management. With competing, and to some extent,

mutually exclusive demands for resource use and allocation in the Oregon Coast Range,

there is a clear need to investigate the preferences Oregonians hold regarding priorities

for conservation, as well as commercial use, of resources. This research attempts to

empirically map the structure of Oregonians preferences for four distinct approaches to

conserving biological diversity currently in effect on this landscape. The demands of this

empirical objective suggested the need for a multiattribute approach to non-market val-

uation, which offers the opportunity to investigate the properties and effectiveness of a

variant of the conjoint approach to preference analysis (Carson, Louviere et al. 1994;

Louviere 1988).. With a common utility theoretic and statistical foundation, both the

choice experiment variant of conjoint analysis and the dichotomous choice CVM

approach produce comparable welfare analyses. A further objective of this study is to

investigate the advantages of CE relative to the more commonly used CVM. This dis-

cussion interprets the results of the analysis in light of these objectives.

6.1 Methodological Implications of Study Results

6.1.1 Status Quo Effect: Interpretations

A central issue in the interpretation and application of the study results involves

understanding the nature of the status quo effect identified in the CEA model. As indi-

cated in Figures 5-7 and and 5-8, the inclusion of the SQE influences estimation of total

WTP by shifting the respective curves downward by a large lump sum. The puzzling

implication is that any change in the current state of forest management and biodiversity

123
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conservation induces a discontinuous drop in the welfare of Oregonians due to the loss

of the status quo itself, though this loss is offset to some degree by further incremental

increases in conservation measures which are regarded as beneficial, ultimately produc-

ing positive welfare effects. This interpretation of the statistical result probably reflects

respondents' preferences to some degree, but likely also reflects survey instrument and

cognitive effects as well. Thus, what exactly the SQE measures and whether it is included

in calculating the welfare effect of changes in Coast Range conservation policy bear fur-

ther consideration.

A review of the literature reveals a number of papers which indicate that a status quo

preference arises, at least in part, from a pervasive cognitive bias. Kahneman and Tversky

(1984) termed this loss aversion and it is widely known in the valuation literature as the

endowment effect. This effect is apparently inherent in choice behavior (Kahneman,

Knetsch et al. 1991; Samuelson and Zeckhauser 1988) and in essence causes individuals

to overweight losses relative to gains in decision making. Even in the case of apparent

gains, the uncertainty associated with change can be perceived as a loss. Interestingly, this

cognitive effect is also cited as a causal factor in the disparity between WTA and WTP

welfare measures for equivalent goods (Brown and Gregory 1999). Several recent or

pending publications identify the status quo effect in the context of non-market valua-

tion survey research. Beenstock, Goldin et al. (1998) and Hartman, Doane et al. (1991)

both identified a status quo effect in simulated markets for improved reliability in elec-

trical service. This effect was expressed as negative value estimates for small improvements

in electrical service, i.e. respondents required compensation for improvements in reli-

ability resulting in reduction in power outages of four hours annually. As service

improvements increased, the investigators found that increasing utility eventually out-

weighs the status quo effect, resulting in positive net WTP for greater levels of improve-

ment. Both authors interpret this effect as a nuisance parameter inconsistent with

rationality, though both are ambiguous about how to treat its effect on WTP estimates.

The broader implication is that any disturbance of the status quo in itself is perceived as
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a "bad" because it increases uncertainty, though with sufficient gains from the change,

the negative effect of uncertainty is outweighed by positive benefits. The perceived cer-

tainty of the status quo can thus be seen as an endowment in itself.

Adamowicz, Boxall et al. (1998) employed a choice experiment in a valuation con-

text quite similar to the one reported herein, with the inclusion of a status quo alternative

in the experimental design and an alternative specific constant in their econometric

model to capture the ceterisparibus inclination of respondents to choose the status quo

alternative. As in this analysis, the authors identify a negative status quo effect, indicating

a disutility for taking any action to increase attribute levels, though parameters on the

environmental attributes themselves were positive and resulted in positive WTP esti-

mates. While recognizing that the SQE is consistent with an endowment effect where

respondents perceive change in itself as a loss, the authors speculate that it could also

indicate doubts on the part of respondents that programs would be implemented effec-

tively. It could also be the default choice of respondents who were uncertain about pref-

erences between the other two alternatives. Carson, Louviere et al. (1994) note that the

principle liability of specifying a status quo alternative is that it provides an "easy out"

for the respondent when the choice task is complex, but that it is necessary to provide a

reference level for welfare calculations. The authors find that a quadratic model with a

status quo ASC provides the best statistical fit, and interpret WTP adjusted downward

by the amount of the SQE to be the most accurate estimate of TWTP.

Mazzotta et al. (2000), using similar experimental and statistical methods in a study

of amenity values of the Peconic Bay estuary, identified a negative value for maintaining

the status quo, i.e. there was a ceteris paribus preference for taking some conservation

action to alter the status quo. The author attributes this "yea-saying bias" to the value of

conservation that is symbolic and not sensitive to the level of conservation program

attributes. If this interpretation is correct, this would appear to be the embedding effect

that Kahneman and Knetsch (1992) attribute to "the purchase of moral satisfaction" and
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is one of the chief points of criticism of passive-use value estimation and stated prefer-

ence methods in genera! (Diamond and Hausman 1994). In contrast to Adamowicz, et

al., however, the baseline scenario in Mazzotta et al. was described in terms of expected

conditions 20 years hence under current trends. This was contrasted with alternative sce-

narios that mitigated the current trends and maintained environmental conditions closer

to those of the present day status quo. Thus, rather than being a symbolic preference for

environmental protection, the effect measured in their research is entirely consistent

with the status quo preference revealed in both Adamowicz and this thesis, which the

former interpret as an endowment effect. In calculating aggregate 'WTP estimates, Maz-

zotta et al. used only the part- worth values of the attributes of the conservation programs

and did not include the status quo value attributed to symbolic bias, thus reducing the

magnitude of the WTP estimates1.

In the context of the research reported herein, there are a number of possible expla-

nations for the status quo effect, and it is likely that multiple factors are in effect. Given

the apparent ubiquity of the endowment effect, it is likely to account to some degree for

the magnitude of the SQE. However, there are most likely other factors in effect. The

choice task with which respondents are confronted is fairly complex, and it is likely that

some respondents choose the SQ as a proxy for a "don't know" response.2 Like the

1. It is interesting to note that, while both Mazzorta et al. and Adamowicz et al. reflect careful and
insightful analyses, they make what appear to be contradictory assumptions regarding interpretation of
the SQE in order to produce conservative estimates of WTP. This may be indicative of a tendency
throughout the literature to produce conservative estimates of WTP as recommended by the NOAA
Panel (Arrow, Solow et al. 1993). 'While a conservative bias in WTP estimates may be advisable in a dam-
age assessment context, the aggregate effect of such a bias in policy analysis may ultimately lead to under
provision of public good amenities, particularly if cost benefit ratios are heavily weighted in decision cri-
teria (Knetsch 1990).

On a related note, the endowment effect is frequently cited as a reason for using a 'WTP elicitation when,
in many cases, a WTA measure is more consistent with the property rights allocation in a given valuation
setting. Given the NOAA Panel's dictum to use conservative estimates, the WTP measure is frequently
used when the WTA measure is more appropriate. Although inclusion of the status quo effect in the cal-
culation of welfare estimates may produce more conservative estimates, it would be logically inconsistent
to do so when using 'WTP in place of WTA when the latter is the theoretically appropriate measure as
this would, in effect, double count the endowment effect.
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endowment effect, this introduces a downward influence on the TWTP estimate if it is

included in the calculation, at least relative to what we would expect in the context of

well-behaved utility functions. Notwithstanding the reinterpretation of the results in

Mazzotta et al. above, to the extent that there is a "warm glow effect" to choosing a non-

status quo alternative, it will also be captured in this term, pushing its value upward.

Thus, the tendency to choose the status quo (in the face of uncertainty or undefined

preferences) and the yea-saying effect influence the value of this parameter in opposite

directions. Ideally both factors would be excluded from welfare estimation as they are

both response biases which hold no information on preferences, though neither can be

identified independent of other factors influencing the status quo term.

It should be noted that the approach to treating "protest no's" in this analysis differs

from the more customary approach: 76 respondents indicated that they chose the status

quo due to distrust of the government, opposition to property rights interference, oppo-

sition to taxes in general, or other forms of protest relating to the policy mechanism or

bid vehicle. While it is customary to censor protest responses such as these, they are

retained in this data set with the recognition that their effect on estimation of mean

WTP estimates will be captured in the SQE. Protest responses are typically censored

because they are not interpreted as revealing anything about preference for the good

being valued, but rather for the policy mechanism or payment vehicle specified in the

survey instrument. In the context of this study, however, the goods being valued are

inseparable from policy mechanisms, and therefore "protest" responses do reveal some-

thing about preferences. In any case, these responses are particularly relevant to consid-

eration of the choice scenarios as hypothetical public referenda. The SQE is largest in the

Coast Range strata, which suggests that it may reflect respondents' reticence to undergo

further dislocation due to additional regulatory changes in resource management insti-

2. One area for further investigation would be the inclusion of a DK response in addition to the SQ
alternative, in order to isolate the effects of uncertainty. While this may help to better isolate the SQE, it

carries the liability of further reducing the incentive for respondents to think carefully through the choice

task. An alternative may be to include a strength of preference follow up question.
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tutions (Keith, Fawson et al. 1996). Though it is not possible to isolate this component

of the SQL from the bias effects discussed above, it has the most interesting implications

in terms of application of welfare estimates to public decision making. From the perspec-

tive of policy makers, should reticence on the part of the public to advocate government

action influence welfare estimation? In a sense, the SQE could be viewed as a sunk cost

which should not influence decision making, provided some initial public choice deci-

sion has been made to take action. That is, once a sunk cost is sunk, it no longer con-

tributes to efficiency analysis. Thus, it must be decided where society is on the decision

making continuum - before or after the point where regulation is unavoidable and the

cost is sunk. While this could easily become either a semantic or philosophical debate,

and neither would be appropriate in the current context, the point is worth further con-

sideration. The question posed, then, is whether it is possible to remain at the status quo

point, i.e. can government legally or feasibly refrain from taking further regulatory action

in a dynamic environment? If not, then the aversion that the public has to any govern-

ment action, regardless of the merits of the action itself, should not influence welfare esti-

mation, though it undoubtedly influences decision making more broadly. While the

answer is ambiguous and beyond the scope of this research, the significant effect of the

SQL on welfare estimation implies that the question is an important one.1

Clearly, an advantage of the choice experiment approach is its capacity to more fully

model the respondents' choice behavior. It is notable that the status quo effect is implicit

in DC/CVM approach, but that it cannot be isolated in the dichotomous choice sce-

nario. Thus, DC/CVM estimates are unavoidably influenced, though there is no way to

discern the direction, much less the magnitude, of this distortion2. This should provide

1. (Diamond 1996) also makes the point that there are difliculties in the BCA context of including pref-
erences over (government) action by the following example: "Assume that people have a utility gained
from seeing a development proposal blocked. Then a government with no interest in developing wilder-
ness could raise welfare by proposing such welfare and then not doing it."(Diamond 1996, p. 345). As
measured by the SQE, social welfare could be improved by proposing a conservation policy and then not
implementing it. While Diamond's point is arguable, it does point out the awkwardness of the status quo
effect in the context of orthodox welfare economics.



2. Ready, Whitehead et al. (1995) for example used a polychotomous choice format which allowed
respondents to express ambivalence to the yes/no alternatives. Comparison to a parallel DC/CVIvI elicita-
tion demonstrated that respondents in the DC/CVM format who are ambivalent tend to vote no. WTP
estimates were as much as an order of magnitude smaller for the DC/CVM results.

1. Optimal only in the sense of maximal \VTP, not maximal net private or social value.
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strong incentive to further develop the choice experiment method and suggests that it is

a more powerful tool for measuring public preferences for non-market goods.

6.1.2 Interpreting the magnitude of welfare estimates

An examination of the TWTP functions in Chapter 5 reveals that, under the maxi-

mum benefits scenario (where TWTP is evaluated at the peak of the respective curves),

mean TWTP of Willamette Valley residents for the optimal' level of all four programs

is in excess of $800/year. Excluding the status quo value would increase this by an addi-

tional $140/year. With a median household income in the Willamette Valley of less than

$50,000/year, this represents approximately 1 .6% of annual income. Estimated TWTP

for increased old growth forest alone reaches as high as 380, 0.76% of annual household

income. Estimates of maximal joint TWTP. for both the Coast Range and E. Oregon

strata are both approximately $275/year. Statistical tests indicate a high degree of validity

and reliability, and comparison with the DC/CVM results indicates that the CEA pro-

duced relatively conservative estimates of WTP, particularly in the Willamette Valley

stratum which predominates in the statewide weighted average. The reader is cautioned

that summing accross the T'WTP estimates for all four programs is problematic in that

this could produce TWTP estimates for policy scenarios that are patently infeasible.

While a definitive validity test is not available, some insights gained both from the anal-

ysis as well as from comparable studies shed some perspective on the empirical results.
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Estimated WTP for biodiversity protection amounting to as much as 0.76% of

annual gross income represents a nonnegligible reallocation of household resources.

Given the general aversion of Oregonians to income and property tax increases, and

numerous competing demands for public funding and private spending, any estimate of

this magnitude should be considered carefully. It should also be noted, however, that the

values being estimated in this survey are not exclusively existence values, but most likely

encompass an array of amenity values. Given that the scenarios specified in the choice

experiment described different degrees of reallocation of Coast Range land to alternative

uses which benefit biodiversity, respondents may have perceived other amenity benefits

to the reallocation apart from the passive-use values associated with increasing species

and ecosystem diversity.

In a telephone survey of Oregon residents, the Oregon Forest Resources Institute

(OFRI, 1999) found that a majority of Oregonians place the highest value of the state's

forest resources on wildlife protection and ecosystem services (principally protection of

water resources). While 84% of respondents stated that private property rights and

financial returns to forest owners were important, these values were generally attenuated

by the public goods values of forests. Forty-eight percent of respondents rated "tax and

other [voluntary] incentives" as the best means of promoting environmental protection.

Haynes and Home (1997) estimated that 89% of economic benefits produced on federal

land in the Columbia basin in 1995 were environmental amenity values. In a study sim-

ilar to that reported herein, Xu (1997) estimated an average household annual WTP of

$1417 to increase the forest age class distribution in western Washington from 25% to

45% mature and overmature stages (i.e., greater than 50 years) and extend biodiversity

protection to a similar degree.

While these and other studies suggest that WTP for biological conservation is sub-

stantial, there are significant concerns about the potential for overestimating mean val-

ues. There is some evidence that the estimates suffer to some extent from
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misspecification bias, which is problematic in most dichotomous choice valuation stud-

ies (Creel and Loomis 1997; Haab 1997). The magnitude of the estimates would likely

be reduced with the use of a more flexible functional form, possibly with the inclusion

of cubic terms for the program attributes. Unfortunately, any changes in form to

improve fit would require additional model terms and the current model specification

exhausts the degrees of freedom in the experimental design.

Of particular concern is the inability to model the disparity between WTP for

increases in program attributes and WTA for decreases below the baseline. There is

ample evidence in the literature that there is a strong discontinuity between WTP and

WTA (Knetsch 1990; Hanemann 1991; Beenstock, Goldin et al. 1998). Hanemann

argues that this disparity can be explained in utility theoretic terms and arises when there

are no close substitutes for the public good in question. Other arguments suggest that

the disparity arises from cognitive biases and is inconsistent with utility theory. In either

case, empirical results in the literature indicate that there may be a kink in the actual

compensated demand curves at the status quo point', with the curve being much steeper

for decreases below the baseline. The failure to incorporate this discontinuity, if it indeed

exists in the data, would have the effect of biasing above-baseline estimates upward and

below-baseline estimates downward. It should be noted that an advantage of the choice

experiment approach is that it is possible to specify a design that will estimateboth WTP

and WTA values by including levels of the attributes below the WTP/WTA reference

point, while suppressing the tendency of WTA questions to elicit protest responses.

Researchers should be cautious if using a design of this type, however, to have sufficient

statistical flexibility to model the discontinuity in the compensated demand curve. The

first priority for extending this research is to improve the accuracy of welfare estimates

A model was tested which included a dummy variable for decreases below baseline for each of the con-

servation programs. While the parameters on these terms were highly significant and negative, suggesting

a discontinuity in demand at the baseline and proportionately higher WTA for decreases, there were

insufficient degrees of freedom to estimate more than one of these terms in the model, and none could be

estimated simultaneously with the status quo term.
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through the use of more flexible functional forms. A promising direction is the potential

for bootstrapping the experimental design to simulate responses to additional experi-

mental treatments, thus gaining additional degrees of freedom. It is unclear at this point

if this will ultimately be successful, however, and the required statistical research is

beyond the scope of this thesis. if successful, however, this could provide a useftil tool

for controlling the need for large designs and simplifring the complex survey design and

administration process attendant with CEA.

6.1.3 Comparison of CEA and DC/CVM Results

In addition to the empirical objectives of estimating WTP/WTA for changes in the

implementation of biological conservation, a methodological objective of this research is

to compare the results of the choice experiment and DC/CVM methods to determine if

the CEA produces results that are systematically different. The null hypothesis is that the

CEA will produce more conservative (lower) estimates of compensating or equivalent

surplus for each program. The reason this might be expected is that the CEA has been

suggested as an improved method for passive use valuation in that it avoids the embed-

ding problem associated with contingent valuation. While the method certainly offers

advantages in terms of efficiency and flexibility, the accuracy of measurement of true

welfare effects of environmental change is the most essential criteria. While DC/GYM

is not without critics who dispute the validity of the method and of hypothetical meth-

ods generally, comparison of CEA can shed some light on whether some improvement

in accuracy is achieved with the alternative method.

Cameron, Poe et al. (1999) argue that the literature on comparative analysis of non-

market valuation techniques mistakenly focuses on mean measures of willingness to pay.

Of greater importance, the authors argue, is the compatibility of underlying utility func-

tions revealed in alternative applications. Thus, pairwise comparisons of WTP for simi-

lar goods estimated in separate studies are not particularly meaningful if the ad-hoc
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assumptions regarding the form of the average respondent's utility function (e.g. func-

tional form) are inconsistent. In a case study, the authors employ a set of survey instru-

ments which are carefully designed to permit comparison of seven different preference

elicitation techniques, including DC/CVM and CEA, finding very little statistical evi-

dence that there is any distinction between preferences elicited with these two tech-

niques.

While the need for a consistent basis of comparison is well taken, it is ambiguous to

what extent this criteria applies to pairwise comparisons of empirical results which do

not fully meet the standards of experimental control established by Cameron, Poe et al.

(1999). In the context of the thesis research, such experimental controls are not available.

The investigative objective is to identify the effect of including multiple attributes in the

CEA, which function to some degree as substitutes, compared to the single attribute

specification in GyM. It was necessary, therefore, to vary both the elicitation format and

the description of the valuation scenario in comparing the CEA to the GYM. While it

may be possible to construct a more rigorous experimental design for this comparison,

which controls one or the other of these confounding factors, the other study objectives

in this research imposed limitations on the experimental design for the comparative anal-

ysis. The comparisons which follow, therefore, are not fully generalizable to differences

in the CVM and CEA framework.

While Cameron, Poe, et al. (1999) criticize comparisons based on different ad hoc

statistical model formulations rather than identical utility specifications, there is some

intuitive appeal to pairwise comparisons of results based on models which best fit their

respective data sets. In order to address both of these comparative standards, Table 6-1

presents comparisons of the DC/CVM results with results of three different model for-

mulations for the CEA data. The DC/GYM model is that reported previously in

Table 5-12, which used a linear specification of the utility function with a number of

demographic covariates. Given the key importance of both the quadratic and status quo
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terms in the CEA, which are not estimable in the DC/GYM specification, the statistical

model which best fits the CFA data is not applicable to the GYM data. For purposes of

comparison, then, a pair of linear models with and without the status quo term are esti-

mated using the CEA data.1 The linear CEA mode! with no SQ term is equivalent to the

model specification in the DC/CV. Also, recall that the scope of increase in the four pro-

grams was not found to be significant in the DC/CV. Thus, the estimates in Table 6-1

represent TWTP/TWTA evaluated at the midpoint between the upper and lower

attribute levels specified in the GVM design for each of the respective conservation pro-

grams: 25%/50% for the endangered species program, 20%/40% for the reserves pro-

grams, 33%/50% for the forest age program and 40%/90% for the salmon habitat

program. Given the concavity of the TWTP/TWTA curves estimated in the quadratic

specification of the CEA model, the means of the estimated WTP values at the above-

baseline levels for the respective programs, rather than the midpoints on the estimated

curves, represent the valid measures from the quadratic CEA model results to compare.

Comparison of the linear-without-SQ CEA model (i.e. the linear model with no

status quo term specified) to the DC/CVM results indicate that the CEA is nearly uni-

formly more conservative than the GYM, with the CVM estimates being lower in two

of the twelve pairwise comparisons, though not to a large degree. The relative rankings

resulting from these two models are almost identical, with only small rank reversals (for

example, switching between rank 1 and 2, but not 1 and 3) occurring. In the E. Oregon

results, there are larger rank reversals, but this is attributable to rather small differences

in estimated WTP for three of the programs.

A comparison of the linear-with-SQ GEA model with the G\TM is qualitatively sim-

ilar: in four of the twelve pairwise comparisons, the DC/GYM 'WTP estimates are lower

1. Statistical results of the linear model with SQ term are presented in Table 5-3. The specification of the
linear model without the SQ term is identical except for the dropped SQ term. Parameter estimates for
the latter model are not presented in the thesis, though it is noted that the parameters will be biased
downwards due to misspecification given the high degree of significance of the SQ term.
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that those from the CEA, though the difference is relatively modest. In the remaining

eight comparisons, the CEA results are substantially more conservative. Preference rank-

ings models are identical within the Coast Range and E. Oregon strata, though a signif-

icantly different preference ranking results from the CEA in the WillametteValley strata.

The WTP disparity is smaller than that resulting from the linear-without-SQE model.

Given that excluding the SQ term clearly generates a misspecification bias, it appears

that controlling this bias increases the convergence of the CEA and CVM results. Results

of the quadratic CEA increase in the positive direction for most programs across all three

strata relative to the linear specifications. A notable exception is the forest age program,

which is ranked first in all strata according to the DC/C\TM model, eliciting the only

positive WTP values out of the four programs from the CR and EQ strata. This program

does not stand out as strongly in the quadratic CEA results as in the DC/CVM estimates,

and is associated with WTP estimates which are not significantly different from the

values estimated for the endangered species and reserve programs in the CR and WV

regions. A possible interpretation for this effect is that the forest age program is not char-

acterized as highly by the status quo effect as the other programs. That is, it is not pos-

sible to differentiate the SQE between programs in the CEA results since there are no

alternatives that hold one program at the status quo level while other vary. In the DCI

CV, the SQE is not identifiable, but since the programs appear in separate elicitation

questions, it is quite possible that the SQE affects the estimates differentially. Thus,

given the much higher WTP estimates for the forest age program produced by the DC!

CVM elicitation relative to the other programs, it is plausible that respondents are much

less averse to the institutional mechanism of increasing diversity in the forest age distri-

bution than is the case for the other programs.

Stevens, Belkner et al. (2000) reviews the small published literature on comparative

analysis of DC/GyM with variants of the conjoint method, including CEA. They con-

clude that, contrary to the null hypothesis above, conjoint methods tend to produce

WTP estimates which are biased upward. In three of the four articles they review, con-
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joint methods produce estimates of WTP that are considerably larger than the standard

GYM approach. The exception, cited above, was Boxall, Adamowicz etal. (1996) which

used a CEA elicitation format similar to that employed in this study, including the spec-

ification of a status quo alternative. The strong evidence of status quo preference in both

the CEA and DC/GYM results of this research, as exhibited in the pairwise comparisons

depicted above, suggest that careful consideration of the effect of the status quo on

responses must be considered in the design of CEA studies and is critical in the compar-

ison of this technique to the GYM.

Region 'WTP Measure

-

Salmon
Habitat
Program

Endangered
Species

Program

Forest Age
Program

Biodiversity
Reserve
Program

coast Range
DC/CVM Linear Model - -258 (2) -281 (4) 17 (1) -263 (3)
CEA-Linear Model, No SQ
Term

-205 (1) -404 (4) -290 (2) -368 (3)

CEA Linear Model with SQ
Term -92 (2) -378 (4) -88 (1) -289 (3)

CEA-Quadratic Model -57 (1) -287 (4) -272 (3)

408 (1)

-241 (2)
WIllamette Valley

DC/CVM Linear Model 133 (2) 110 (4) 129 (3)
CEA-Linear Model, No SQ
Term

-195 (2) -219 (3) -172 (1) -264 (4)

CEA Linear Model with SQ
Term

-162 (3) -45(2) 275(1) -257 (4)

CEA-Quadratic Model -99 (1) -143 (3) -140 (2) -171 (4)
E Oregon

DC/CVM Linear Model -202 (2) -225 (4) 73 (1) -206 (3)
CEA-Linear Model, No SQ
Term

-222 (3) -142 (2) -21 (1) -302 (4)

CEA Linear Model with SQ
Term

-127 (2) -166 (3) 7 (1) -202 (4)

CEA-Quadratic Model -70 (3) -20 (1) -57 (2) -155 (4)



6.2 Implications of Study Results for Landscape Planning and Policy
Analysis

There is considerable evidence that protection of biological diversity is of great

importance to Oregonians. The results of this study lend further definition to the pref-

erences that Oregonians hold regarding conservation of biodiversity in the Coast Range,

specifically the relative priorities of particular elements of biodiversity and institutional

approaches to conservation and landscape management. By employing the perspective

of welfare economics to identify the structure of public preferences, including preference

differences between stakeholder groups and regional communities, this study provides

valuable information which should help to inform public policy deliberations over forest

management and land use planning.

6.2.1 Attitudes and Preferences

At one level, the results of the study provide measures of political support for con-

servation policy initiatives. The framing of the survey instrument in the context of hypo-

thetical public referenda, while intended to provide a greater degree of realism for

respondents, also provides projections of support that the hypothesized scenarios would

receive in actual public voting.1 The attitudinal data collected in the survey provides a

gauge of public support. The CEA analysis provides at least an alternate measure, and

potentially a much more precise one.2
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The predictions of the analysis unadjusted for representativeness of the public at large (see Figure 5-2

on page 70) most likely provide the best predictor of voting results. While voter participation was not
indicated as a significant predictor of preferences amongst survey respondents, the degree to which the

sample overrepresents political conservatives, elderly and environmental group members most likely cor-

relates strongly with the degree to which it represents active voters.

Vatn and Bromley's (1994) caution regarding misplaced precision is, however, well taken.



a. MWTP is evaluated at status quo level for each of the conservation programs. Attitudinal ranking
(taken from Figure 5-4 on page 72) is mean attitudinal score in a 1-4 preference ordering, with I indicat-
ing most important. Attitudinal ratings (taken from and Table 5-2 on page 70 and Table 5-3) are % of
respondents rating the progran as "somewhat important" to "extremely important."
Figures in parentheses are ordering by WTP and attitudinal criteria, noting thatsome differences in prefer-
ence orderings are probably not significant.

strata, the forest age program stands out as a preferred program according to the WTP

criteria. This is largely consistent with the attitudinal criteria, though WV residents do

exhibit some inconsistency between rating and the other preference measures. Endangered

species protection consistently stands out as the least preferred program amongst CR res-
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As noted above, the relative rankings of the programs as indicated by marginal WTP

depends on the levels of the programs at which the respective demand functions are eval-

uated. The ranking question in the survey instrument asked respondents to rank the

importance of making increases in each of the four programs, with the most important

ranking 1 and the least ranking 4. There was no indication in the question about the scale

of increase being referred to. For the purpose of comparison to importance inferred from

'WTP statements, it seems reasonable to assume respondents attitudes toward increasing

the programs referred to the importance of marginal increases above baseline, and there-

fore the marginal WTP at the baseline levels provides a reasonable basis for comparison.

Table 6-2 compares MWTP for each of the four programs with the mean attitudinal rank-

ing and rating values, and the preference orderings indicated by each criteria (though this

is a qualitative comparison not intended to provide testable hypotheses). Across all three

Table 6-2. Preference ordering of conservation programs by mean MWTP and mean
attitudinal rankinga

Program Coast Range Wilamette Valley E. Oregon
Baseline
level

MWTP
$/year

Attitude
Rank

Attitude
Rating

MWTP
$/year

Attitude
Rank

Attitude
Rating

MWTP
$/year

Attitude
Rank

Attitude
Rating

salmon 15% 9(2) 2.0 (1) 81%(1) 7(4) 2.2(1) 88% (1) 5(4) 2.2 (1) 75% (1)
end, species 15% 3(4) 3.1 (4) 68% (2) 19 (2) 3.0(4) 86% (1) 6(2) 3.1 (4) 65% (3)
oldgrowth 5% 17(1) 2.2(1) 69%(2) 24(1) 2.2(1) 80%(3) 11(1) 2.1(1) 77%(I)
reserves 10% 5 (3) 2.7 (3) 70% (2) 9 (3) 2.7 (3) 55% (4) 6 (2) 2.7 (3) 65% (3)
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idents, though the rating criteria indicates a much closer ordering than the other criteria.

Both the 'WV and EQ strata exhibit less consistency in orderings across the three preference

measures, most notably exhibiting an apparent preference reversal regarding salmon hab-

itat protection, with the lowest marginal WTP compared to the highest importance rating

and ranking scores. This may indicate that WV and EQ respondents regard salmon pro-

tection as highly important, but captured by broader conservation measures, although

endangered species protection is ranked last in importance. Whether these differences are

attributable to greater consideration of trade-offs in the CEA questions or general pref-

erence instability in the CR and EQ strata is unknown. A further test for preference insta-

bility may be possible by testing for preference reversals by individual respondents in the

four CEA elicitations in the survey instrument, though this extension is not attempted

in the thesis.

As the marginal 'WTP/WTA curves in Figures 5-7 and 5-8 indicate, 'attempts to allo-

cate large proportions of the coast range landscape to biological conservation, regardless

of cost to the public in the form of taxes, is unlikely to receive political support in public

referenda. It is important to note that the estimation of the threshold levels of the con-

servation programs associated with the transition from positive to negative welfare effects

are highly sensitive to the specification of functional form. While further work on func-

tional forms in CEA was discussed above, the salient point in the policy context is that

there are most likely threshold levels of resource allocation to biodiversity conservation

that would not currently receive the support of the Oregon electorate. Given that the

policy scenarios described in the survey instrument specified that a portion of the cost to

households would be used to compensate landowners for financial burdens imposed by

conservation requirements, it appears that survey respondents inferred additional negative

externalities associated with excessive reallocation of Coast Range land to conservation.

Since the primary and secondary economic impacts of harvest restrictions subsequent to

past ESA listings have extended beyond landowners to other elements of local economies,

particularly to forest products employees, it is highly plausible that allocation thresholds
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are an important component of preference structures for the types of public goods char-

acterized in this study. In a similar study which included changes in rural forest products

employment as an attribute of ecosystem management, Xu (1997, pp 101-102) found

that both urban and rural respondents expressed significant WTP to prevent rural employ-

ment impacts.1 This disutility, though not measured directly in this study, most likely

accounts to some degree for the estimated negative marginal benefits at high levels of

resource allocation to biodiversity programs.

6.2.2 Benefit Aggregation

Figure 6-1 displays the aggregated TWTPTPTA curves for each of the four con-

servation programs, adjusted for demographic representation (see Section 5.2.1.3), with

and without the status quo effect. The reader is reminded of the caveats stated above

regarding concerns about overestimation of total and marginal willingness to pay resulting

from misspecification bias and is advised to interpret these figures with caution. It should

also be stressed that these figures do not represent net social benefit, but rather estimates

of the maximum WTP to compensate land owners and management entities for costs of

implementing these changes. As this scenario describes substantial changes from the status

quo condition, the costs associated with this change are likely to be quite high and it is

conceivable that the cost-benefit ratio of such a change would be less than one. Speculating

at the magnitude of these costs is, however, beyond the scope of this analysis.

As noted above, the T\X'TP curves for individual programs which include the nega-

tive value of the status quo effect represent conservative estimates of economic value

(again, any unmeasured misspecification bias notwithstanding). It is assumed for the

sake of discussion that the status quo effect mainly reflects respondents' disutility for

1. For many respondents, particularly in the urban strata, this represents existence values for rural jobs
and economies.
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a. Markers on TWTP curves in upper graph identif,' the levels specified in the experimental design.
Curves are truncated to give better resolution to graphs over the range specified in the design, though
truncation is otherwise arbitrary Points on the curves beyond the upper design point represent extrapo-
lations and should accordingly be interpreted with caution.
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government regulatory changes and that this disutility properly belongs in the calcula-

tion of welfare effects. It should also be noted that, to avoid double counting, the status

quo effect should be deducted only once from the aggregated WTP for any joint change

in two or more of the programs. Thus, the lower graph in Figure 6-1 indicates estimated

value functions for each of the programs in isolation and any joint conservation initiative

would have a greater net value than the summed values indicated by points on these indi-

vidual curves. Rather, aggregated value should be the sum of the values indicated in the

upper graph, less the value of the status quo effect.

As an example, one possible scenario would specifr a comprehensive policy which

implements each of the four programs at the level that maximizes the aggregate benefit

as indicated by the curves in Figure 6-1. The (gross) benefit maximizing levels and asso-

ciated values are listed in Table 6-3. The joint TWTP for a comprehensive program

aggregates the benefits of the respective programs exclusive of the status quo cost, and

deducts a single lump sum in the amount of the (negative) status quo effect from the

aggregated value1:

JTWTPk = TWTP + Qk

JTWTP = JTWTPk = TWTPk+Q
k ki

where k denotes region, i denotes conservation program, and O<O is the status quo con-
stant.

Note that the equity effects of this policy scenario are generally unbiased. That is,

given that the joint T'VTP of Willamette Valley residents for this alternative is an order

of magnitude greater than that of the other two regions, there is the potential that the

1. The caution is repeated that summing accross conservation attributes to produce a joint TWTP esti-
mate must be done with recognition of the feasibility of the underlying scenario. Indeed, it is entirely
possible that the scenario depicted in Figure 6-3 is beyond the bounds of what can be produced on the
Coast Range landscape, and is presented for illustrative purposes only.
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preferences of WV region would dominate in the context of the Kaldor-Hicks criterion,

though the other regions may suffer net losses in utility. Despite a degree of preference

heterogeneity between regions indicated in the data, aggregation does not appear to

result in identifying an aggregate benefit maximizing alternative that is associated with

qualitatively different regional preferences.

This discussion, of course, does not consider the opportunity costs of devoting

resources to conservation apart from any negative passive use values, so reference to the

scenario depicted in Table 6-3 as benefit-maximizing is only in a limited, partial equi-

librium sense.

Table 6-3. Household and Aggregate TWTP for Maximum Estimated Value
Conservation Scenario

Program Level Coast Range

Household

\Wiliamette
Valley

E. Oregon
State Weighted

Average

wrP
52 166 142 143 144

48 93 304 99 249

37 219 455 176 384

21 37 50 34 46

-242 -140 -173 -153

78,353 966,010 269,750 1,314,113

Aggregate TW'FP

52 13,035,185 137,485,973 38,580,265 189,101,423

48 7,304,846 293,644,049 26,829,429 327,778,325

37 17,166,704 439,455,724 47,471,684 504,094,111

21 2,913,423 48,009,828 9,242,094 0,1 65,344

-18,926,553 -135,124,743 -46,765,287 -200,816,583



6.2.3 Use of Model Results in CLAMS

'While the results of this analysis bear relevance to any consideration of changes in

biodiversity conservation policy in Oregon, an important motivation in the develop-

ment of this study was its role as an ancillary model in the context of a larger study, the

Coastal Landscape Analysis and Modeling Study, which is at its core a complex, inte-

grated model of landscape change over time in the Oregon Coast Range Physiographic

Province. The CLAMS model ultimately is expected to produce projections of an array

of resource outputs and conditions of alternative management regimes, which will

include multiple elements of biodiversity as well as commodity and recreational

resources, land use and availability and ecological services. Thus, this research is, in part,

an attempt to partially fill the boxes in the lower right corner of Figure. Other elements

of the CLAMS project address the opportunity costs of alternative conservation scenar-

ios.

144

Figure 6-2. CLAMS conceptual model
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As an example, a hypothetical management scenario might include a change in min-

imum rotation ages on public and private forest land. The CLAMS model simulates

landowner responses to policy restrictions as well as other exogenous changes such as

market values for stumpage. Amongst other model output, projections of changes in

forest age class distribution on the Coast Range landscape over time will be produced,

including the change in the old growth component of the age class distribution. Another

ancillary model will predict stumpage production under the hypothetical scenario.

Using market values for stumpage and and applying these to the changes in timber pro-

duction on the Coast Range, the analyst can directly compare the economic welfare

effects of changes in stumpage values to the change in economic welfare reflected in the

compensatiing surplus measures for changes in the proportion of old growth in the Coast

Range. Combining these estimates with the welfare effects of any additional chages such

as increases in recreational resources, the analyst can calculate the net welfare effect in

terms of the benefit-cost results of the policy scenario.

6.2.4 Caveat on strict interpretation of welfare measures in BCA

The model sketched above would not, of course, provide a decision making

"machine", but would provide a powerful information tool to managers and policy

makers attempting to cope with the spatial complexity of resource planning. Further

social and ecological concerns would have to be addressed in the decision making pro-

cess, including equity concerns. Additionally, relying solely on estimated demand curves

for biodiversity resources to motivate conservation potentiates irreversible losses. The

adequacy of benefit-cost analysis as the sole decision rule in the face of irreversibilities

has been the subject of much discussion in the economics literature (Castle, Berrens et

al. 1994; Berrens and et al. 1998). Notably, Hanemarin and other widely published non-

market valuation practitioners advise against relying on benefit-cost calculations as the

sole decision rule in environmental policy determinations, particularly in the case of irre-

versibilities (Hanemann 1994; Hanley 1992; Turner 1999; Castle, Berrens et al. 1994;
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Stevens, Glass et al. 1991). As a result of these concerns, the safe minimum standard

(SMS) has received increasing attention in the environmental economics literature

(Swallow 1996; Berrens, 1998; Berrens, 1999; Farmer, 1998). As a decision rule, the

SMS places irreversible decisions under a spotlight, invoking a broader decision making

process than suggested in the algorithmic approach depicted above. As described by Ran-

dalI:

The SMS rule places biodiversity beyond the reach of
routine trade-offs, where to give up ninety cents worth of
biodiversity to gain a dollars worth of ground beef is to
make a net gain. It also avoids claiming trump status for
biodiversity, permitting some sacrifice of biodiversity in
the face of intolerable costs... The idea of intolerable
costs invokes an extraordinary decision process that takes
biodiversity seriously by trying to distinguish costs that
are intolerable from those that are merely substantial.
(Randall, 1992)

If, in fact, minimum viability levels for species populations and other ecological

thresholds can be identified, they could be incorporated as constraints in an optimiza-

tion model such as that sketched above. Under the SMS, optimization proceeds nor-

mally at above threshold levels, and decisions to relax viability constraints are considered

in light of the costs of maintaining the constraint and other concerns. Thus, in the event

that SMS constraints imposed on the optimization model are binding, shadow prices

could be deduced from the model to identify preservation costs, which would reflect

opportunity costs net of nonmarket conservation values.

In summary, as is typically the case in application of new techniques, the research

presented in this thesis raises as many questions as it answers. This is not to say that the

empirical measures of willingness to pay have not value. On the contrary, it would

appear that the measurement of relative preferences amongst the alternative conservation

measures analyzed with the CEA method should provide significant guidance to

resource managers and policy makers. 'While there are concerns regarding the absolute

accuracy of the simulated prices, there is promise that further refinement can improve
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the accuracy of these measures, at least insofar as correction of presumed misspecifIcation

problems move estimated surplus measures closer to their "true" value. Perhaps the prin-

cipal value of this research, however, is the questions raised. These are provocative and

should provide important directions for future inquiry and development of the CEA.



Chapter 7: Conclusions and Future Research

Conservation of biological diversity is a complex undertaking at any scale. At the

scale of regions or landscapes, biodiversity conservation represents a massive commit-

ment of public and private resources. The management of forests in the Pacific North-

west and throughout the US has undergone a paradigmatic change since the listing of

the northern spotted owl in 1992. 'While the intervening period has seen heated, even

violent controversy, management of public and private forests alike has been fundamen-

tally, perhaps irrevocably, changed. The debate has largely moved beyond whether to

conserve biological diversity, to how and to what degree in will be conserved. The appli-

cation of economic methods for weighing the value of biological conservation has been

criticized from all directions, from advocates of preservationism to staunch neoclassical

traditionalists in the economics discipline. However, the very complexity of conservation

efforts, particularly at regional and landscape scales, generates multiple (innumerable?)

alternative strategies for achieving broader conservation objectives. Though technical

expertise is crucial in making intelligent decisions about the long term management of

living resources, in many cases, managers confront multiple alternatives with little tech-

nical criteria for choosing preferred development paths. The input of the public is essen-

tial in providing policy makers and resource managers with guidance to make decisions

that have important consequences over large temporal and geographic scales.

Estimation of passive use values for biological diversity and other environmental

resources and amenities represents the locus of one of the most energetic debates in the

economics discipline. The hypothetical nature of passive use valuation methods, and the

very nature of passive -use or existence values, places a spotlight on neoclassical consumer

theory and its attendant assumptions regarding the formation and stability of consumer

preferences. A confounding factor in the debate is the broad variety of biases and mea-

surement effects that are attendant in survey-based, "stated preference" approaches to

measuring economic value. Improvements in survey techniques which help to amelio-
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rate measurement effects arising from more standard techniques have the potential to

provide greater clarity to the debate over the nature of preferences. At the very least, new

techniques may offer insights into the choice process which further stimulate the meth-

odological debate.

The objectives of this research are, therefore, twofold. By confronting the inherent

complexity of biodiversity conservation planning, at least to a greater degree than has

been achieved in previous valuation efforts in the OCR, this study endeavors to produce

improved empirical estimates of public preferences regarding the management of biodi-

versity. Further, the study focuses on regional heterogeneity to disaggregate the prefer-

ences of Oregonians into distinct regional preferences. In conjunction with the Coastal

Landscape Analysis and Modeling Study, the insights offered by the study results can

contribute significantly to envisioning alternative development paths for the OCR and

the attendant benefits and opportunity costs of use and preservation. In addition, this

research has provided valuable insight into the relative merits of the choice experiment

analysis and the more commonly used dichotomous choice contingent valuation

method.

The choice experiment analysis technique is used in this research to estimate the

preferences of Oregonians for four elements of a composite biodiversity conservation

strategy for the OCR. Extension of habitat conservation plans under the Endangered

Species Act to a larger portion of the private land in the OCR is one alternative program

that brings the protection of T&E species in the OCR to a level closer to that achieved

on public land under the Northwest Forest Plan, while still maintaining commercial

production, though likely at reduced levels. The restoration of coastal riparian areas and

resident anadromous fishes focuses on one very narrow group of species, but would

enhance a crucially important landscape feature and habitat element with broad benefits

for numerous species and ecosystem functions. Protection of large scale biological

reserves is an important feature of current landscape management occupying approxi-
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mately 10% of the Coast Range landscape and is an important mechanism for the main-

tenance of small, nondescript species that would be difficult to maintain in a targeted

approach, as well as the persistence of minimally altered ecosystem function and natural

disturbance regimes. Finally, altering active forest management to restore greater struc-

tural and age class diversity to the forested landscape addresses a move toward the his-

torically dominant vegetative characteristic on the OCR. These four alternative

conservation mechanisms represent the principal institutional conservation initiatives

operating in the OCR, as well as key themes in the applied conservation literature. These

approaches are to a degree complementary, but given the constraints of opportunity

costs, decisions regarding how to allocate resources amongst these efforts are unavoid-

able.

The CEA approach is used i this thesis to measure the relative preferences of resi-

dents in Coast Range communities, the Willamette Valley, and Eastern Oregon for these

four alternatives at different levels of implementation. The CEA survey instrument

reviews the essential background information to set the context for choice statements,

and then offers choices between sets of alternative conservation plans that are distin-

guished by the level of representation of each of the four attributes and the associated

(hypothetical) cost to the respondent in increased income taxes. The random utility

frame work is used to model the exhibited choice behavior to estimate Hicksian com-

pensated demand functions and compensating and equivalent surplus functions for each

of the conservation programs.

Econometric analysis of responses to CEA WTP elicitation questions proved to be

highly significant with respondents expressing identifiable preferences over the four pro-

grams. A key finding was that the individual programs were characterized by downward

sloping compensated demand curves which intersected the x-axis and became negative

at high levels of resource allocation to any one the four programs. Programs differed in

the threshold levels at which marginal WTP fell to zero: residents of all three regions of
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the state expressed marginal WTP < 0 for any increases in endangered species habitat

above 48% of Coast Range land, while the threshold level indicated by all three regions

for biological reserves was approximately 21% of Coast Range land designated with this

status. With respect to increasing forest age diversity, Coast Range residents indicated a

threshold somewhat lower than the other two regions at approximately 30% old growth

in the age class distribution compared to 39% for the other two regions. Finally, for the

salmon habitat program, Eastern Oregon residents indicated a significantly higher

threshold at 69% of salmon habitat in protected status compared to the other two

regions clustered around 57%. With the exception of the salmon habitat program, Wil-

lamette Valley residents expressed higher positive WTP for all levels of the programs.

Coast Range residents indicated higher WTP for salmon habitat protection up to

approximately 40% coverage of Coast Range streams, where the compensated demand

curve is intersected by that of the Eastern Oregon strata.

A finding which has significance for nonmarket valuation generally, and conjoint

methods particularly, is the identification of a substantial status quo preference amongst

all three regional strata, which is most strongly stated amongst Coast Range residents.

That is, holding all other changes constant, respondents indicated a tendency to choose

the status quo alternative. This effect is echoed elsewhere in the literature and appears to

be motivated at least in part by an endowment effect, though it is likely also a reflection

of cognitive and instrument effects. In this context, the endowment effect arises as

respondents perceive the possibility of regulatory policy changes in land and resource use

which are regarded negatively. Thus, while increases in the conservation programs were

regarded with positive MWTP up to the threshold levels noted above, the disutility of

varying from the status quo has the effect of shifting TWTP downward for changes in

one or more of the conservation programs. The nature of the status quo preference is

something of an anomaly in the context of neoclassical economic theory, and it has

important implications for modeling consumer preferences using CEA as well as more

common valuation techniques.
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In comparing the dichotomous choice GYM with the CEA approach, the latter

appears to generally produce more conservative estimates of 'WTP. 'X'hile this effect is

not uniform, it is expressed more strongly when estimation using the CEA and DC/CV

data sets employs similar utility specifications (i.e. linear effects only). Quadratic effects

in the CEA model improve model fit substantially, and also tend to decrease the diver-

gence of the CEA and DC/CV estimates.

Several caveats should be noted. There is evidence that there may be misspecification

bias in the quadratic CEA model due to inability to specify a sufficiently flexible func-

tional form. Insufficient degrees of freedom in the experimental design prohibit estima-

tion of higher order terms or a Box-Cox specification. There is particularly strong

evidence that there is a discontinuity in the compensated demand curves at the baseline

level such that the curves are much steeper below the baseline level than akove it. This

also is echoed elsewhere in the literature and suggests even further that misspecification

may be a significant problem in the CEA analysis. The high level of significance of the

estimated models suggests that the qualitative results derived are most likely accurate,

though literal interpretation of marginal WTP values and threshold levels must be

treated with caution.

The representation of biodiversity attributes as identified with institutional

approaches to conservation carries some liabilities as well. A more standard approach in

the valuation literature is to divorce the estimation of value from means of provision, e.g.

the institutional context. However, it was felt that this is a rather artificial distinction, in

that the institutional framework of conservation planning and management carries

important welfare implications in itself as clearly indicated in this research. This

research has attempted to extract from the literature key elements of the biodiversity

complex that are distinct in terms of public preferences, represent distinct management

objectives, and identifr key indicators of the biological integrity of the Coast Range land-

scape. While focus group research indicated that the portrayal of biodiversity attributes
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was meaningful to group participants and survey respondents, it necessarily simplified a

complex management issue and may well have missed key issues to which public prefer-

ences may be sensitive. On a similar note, the survey instrument relied on a very limited

information set upon which respondents were asked to formulate or express preferences.

While the evidence is quite strong that respondents were successful in comprehending

and executing the decision task with which they were presented, the weight given to the

welfare estimates derived in this research must give note to the divergence between the

complexity of the decision scenario in reality and the simplified version portrayed in the

survey booklet.

Further research: The length of the results and discussion sections of this thesis are

less indicative of the depth of the analysis than of the richness of the data set. The choice

experiment approach offers a research technique which has very considerable advantages

relative to the more standard techniques in use. Though survey design and administra-

tion in CEA is an order of magnitude more complex than in the DC/CV, the well devel-

oped statistical foundation of DC/CV adapts readily to the CEA. An exception to this,

however, is the recent work in nonparametric and semiparametric analyses of DC/CV

data. The CEA places proportionately greater demands on the ad hoc assumptions on

utility structure that characterize discrete response choice models generally. Extension of

empirical techniques have shed considerable light on a number of DC/CV studies to

which CEA would potentially be very useful.

The repeated measures dimension of CEA studies, wherein each respondent receives

several choice elicitations, is largely and regrettably overlooked in this thesis, but for this

comment. The repeated measures aspect offers the capacity to measure the stability of

respondents' preferences. Swait and Adamowicz (1996) have identified learning and

fatigue effects that develop as a respondent answers successive choice elicitations. Thus,

measurement of preferences may be influenced by the cognitive demands of the choice

exercise itself. It is also possible to test for preference reversals exhibited by individual
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respondents and the use of decision heuristics such as lexicographic preference maps

(Mazzotta and Opaluch 1995). While the issue of insensitivity to scope in GYM WTP

estimates increasingly appears to be a red herring, the stability of preferences in the face

of complex choice tasks over unfamiliar goods is a more cogent issue. CEA provides

somewhat greater possibilities for assessing the general stability of preferences than other

methods currently available.

This analysis has employed a multinomial logit (MNL) framework to model the

choice probabilities. While this model is perhaps the most commonly used in empirical

work, it has well known limitations in terms of sensitivity to the independence of irrel-

evant alternatives property. Improvements over MNL that have appeared relatively

recently in the econometric literature include random coefficients models and numerical

approximation methods for multinomial probit models (Alberini, Kanninen et al. 1994;

Revelt and Train 1998). While the inclusion of alternative specific constants appears to

account sufficiently for correlation in choice probabilities between alternatives, models

which are less sensitive to this property nonetheless offer clear advantages.

On a final note, the chief limitation encountered in this study is the inability to spec-

ify an econometric model which is sufficiently flexible to allow the GEA data to fully

express itself. As noted above, a more flexible functional form would be highly desirable,

but is constrained by confounding in the experimental design. Additional terms that

would ideally be specified in the econometric models would be dummy variables for

below baseline attribute levels and potentially attribute specific status quo terms. An

interesting potential for extending experimental designs may be bootstrapping to permit

estimation of additional model terms. Given the complexity of CEA designs, the ability

to extend relatively simple experimental designs to permit model flexibility offers con-

siderable promise.
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Appendix A: Survey Mailings

Figure A-i. First mailing - cover letter

June, 1999

Dear Mr. Pruett,

The forests of the Oregon Coast Range are among our states most valued natural assets. For generations, Oregonians
have enjoyed a host of benefits provided by Coast Range forests, including timber and wood products, wildlife, rec-

reation, and scenery. In the last decade, there has been much controversy over how to manageOregon's forests as com-

peting uses have come into increasing conflict. Better understanding of what Oregonians want from coastal forests is

essential for managers to use and conserve these resources responsibly. Currently, forest managers lack information on

Oregonians' preferences for the full range of forest benefits, particularly the value of ecological conservation.

Your participation in this project is very important. You are one of a very small number of people receiving the

enclosed questionnaire, which asks you to give your opinions on forest management policy. Your name wasdrawn

from a scientific sample of Oregon residents. In order for the study to accurately represent the range of views held by

Oregonians on forest and wildlife management, it is important that you complete the enclosed questionnaire. It

should only take about 25 minutes to complete.

Any information you provide is strictly confidential and will be used only in combination with information provided

by other Oregon households. The identification number on the front page is for mailing purposes only. It will be used

to avoid sending you any unnecessary follow-up mailings.

The answers that you provide will be important for forest management in Oregon. The results of the study will be

used by federal and state forest management agencies and will be made available to government representativesand

any interested citizens.

When you have completed the questionnaire, please place it and any comment pages into the addressed, stamped

return envelope and drop it into any mailbox.

The dollar bill in the envelope is a token of our appreciation for your participation in the project. Your answers are
much more valuable than this, and we understand you are busy. Please accept our thanks for your time and effort.

Again, your answers and comments are very important to the success and reliability of this study. Questions about this

survey can be addressed to Brian Garber-Yonts at (541) 737-5874, orby email at yonts@cof.orst.edu.

Thank you very much for your assistance!

Sincerely,

Professor Rebecca John son

Project Leader
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Figure A-2. First mailing - survey booklet
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Figure A-2.(Continued) First mailing - survey booklet

he Forests of the' Oregon Coast Range
I are amoug the most

productive in the world. Coastal
forests provide lumber and

wood products. wildlife.
recrearion, enery, and water

tL1aliry. Forer managers are

finding better ways to produce
all of these benefits together.

Nonerheless nunagement o
coastal forestlands olien involves

inaki ng so me t radeoifs between

different forest benefits.
Forest managers and policy

makers would like to know
what you as an Oregonian
want from Coast Range
forestlands. Please answer
all of the questions in this
survey This is your chance to
give us your opinion.

Mooc nd itc Iuw iupruarIt the following Cjo lt.ute i,rcL ciicIt arc

Hac you ever 5NR'd the

Octon Coast Range befurc ......circle one) Yes o
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Figure A-2.(Continued) First mailing - survey booklet

SECTION I: BIODIVERSITY MANAGEMENT

A)h Ii' SIoAivefrjI(7
Sieniisrs use the teini bioeli ereiry to cksenhe the variety sIlife found in ls Ircin as srnifl as a mud pciddk to as

as the Oceg ii Cast Rangc 13i diversity inchidc the number and sarkty sf individual slreces, as sslI es the
satiety f habitats and natural cominitnutk-s fiund v-I the I. c&Le.apc
State and I -tal slilciats is well as
priscte laiid,wut-ra, are eonsnkriiig
ways to cun'rYc hnxltsvrtnty cii
Or-egrrn's Coast l.angc This requires

rirakiiig decisions about whkh spccie
and habitats to gi se the hg liesi
priority and the best ways to celserve
them. There arc diffetent appriad-ics
that can he takeir to conserve
h isid I 5CtSIt. For csunplc sonic
approachs may target etidarigerel
species at high risk of exiunclicir while
uthenc lUcite on protecuing large areas
of torest habitat

The following pagea will deacnbe four different bkcdiwreity consecration

programs and ask yoUr opinion out their imp r*ancs to you

PROGRAM I: PRoTEcrlore OF COASTAL SALMON 1-IABITAT

Scientists seam that most n1tivc saJmon
and stcelhcad spsdcs on thc Oregon
coast arc at lcsl tar hclow their
historical inimhis. Threc species have
hcen iduititid as endangered by thc
tcdcrd gs'clnmcnl.

The population.s oicoinc species of
salmon arc maintained by hatchcrk,
hovcr, many wild salmon populations
riarice to individual erreanis in thc Coast
Range are at very lw kvs-b

Are haahery iicdarnM t acitpubk SIJbcII hue wild sausP
Ikfinlirly lkfiuIkly

I.dllTer.i No

2 3 i S

Whe. I buy salami Ia a sInce w rcrclauraat, I pn4er wild scdo. to haichers
or

StrouØy Strnur,
Agree ludliferetfi Iheagree pp1kcIe

2 3 S 6

Whe. I fish Iiw salmue. I preler to catch wild italian..
SIrnnJy Stmngy

Agree ludlflereni Disagree

I 2 3 S
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1)0 you thiuk thatkbmudisrriiIy
jell lapuctait 6csue lu the
Orew Cui {llr? YES NO NlY SLIRE

Abun4aof

----I Coho S!mon
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Figure A-2.(Continued) First mailing - survey booklet

ixir strain Iiahitat in addition to rthcr factors i believed to he all iiliporttint ausc o elecluic in niany
saint In popu Ia ru on Rtd bit I id tug. Lt ml ing, I oggi rig. it rita it and rex dent al dccclopntcti t 2nd 0 t her I and

Lives live all c,tnrihutcd to th potxknx by
c utainiiiiaring SiLL aints with trtili per, soil, and other piilhuiants

aIteti Og itesh Watct flow itd icixising sealet reittr1tiuic
dt-cn..asiiig sticaritside wgctithvn
redticiiig orhr strcani hahttat elements needed try salitnin

Scientists Irelkve pr.$eiioi1 of wild salinort itt each individual Coast Range rrcaifl Is ifirprrrtailt to Iflaintal fling

r Ftc ri ii g rerin lialtli of salitto species. Pir,tj nit would a10 iinpttvc water quality nd ois.anl habriats hit rnrhti

Ilaw oe read or heard about
the decline fOregous
nittite talmoa populatioist vi;s NO Nor MIWJi

hair you rend or beard about

the ( rilt,rnL shuon

resioratkiui pIan ES IO NEil SUItE

Current1 y. si rca vs on lede rally owned Ian d are in an aged 10 gi se tire highest level of pri ott (or

salmon habitat Many individual land owners ate ilso involved in iinprrnving salittinri habitat oii their own land
Exteridi rig salmon hab it at prirecrir in nfl other public arid prtvatc I and us the next vtcp in titipros lug the coitdi tiotis

(or wild slrnou populations tin the Oregon Coast.

There are about 14000 miks of salmenul streams in the Coast Range
Curt cit ii y thou 15% ire UI 211 aged Lii give saintori lie Ft igh ext Ic id of

prrueetion. Increasing the nit1cs ol strc.uirs with higlt-quality nralttwtri habitat
would require rest Ocr iuit manic acti stiles oii land near each strealil
-1 his could reduce the number ol trees available for harvest and limit
the b ui ldi rig and use of roads rica r St reams F 2t tiling grail ng loggi 1g.
and buildi rig practices t Fiat cause erosion. and polIu(ivrn would all be
reduced and the cost of titew activities would go tip. Habitat rcstoratioun
such areunlnsal nI artificial harriers anid crrisixtii couutrxnl will entail additional

Costs.

Ii It imporul h ,ai. In the mhkn of Ciail Ranjc reaa thai v

ma.ard t' prei ,ral.wui, htthttat!
Nut lmpurtaai ehat

at All Important Impute U.t
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Onuterni of peltate lauti lear tahiti. nulreaioi ma be nrJnaiJ Iii m,4rk* aclhWrt out
theIr bad that are hanniul In salmu. habitat. Do uu think that the titeral puhili.

rJM4kI pa ptivaw la.uh,iitrri 11w the mitts of thenir rtiutr.elirais?
tkfluIid Uc11nikl

Nulral No
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Figure A-2.(Continued) First mailing - survey booklet

PROGRAM H: THREATENED AND ENDANGERED SPECIES PROTECTION

Endangered spc 5 arc those

plant and animal species which arc it
very high risk of becoming extinct
The kckral g&ivcrnnicnt ha identified
4 en ngeivd specks iii the state oI
Orcgon. 12 of which are nauve tis th
Oregon Coast Range. Natural facri.t
have plavcd a rok in the deelme if
on es, however livu iilhajniar tm
amid uses like agricuIturi., timber

harvest and rcsidcuiiil and urhaim
developnscnr is often the noi
Important cause isi decline in coast
range species. Other factors are the
effects cmi lion-native specks iiumpimrted

by humans and direct uses lmk htuiniig
and fishing

TIIR}ISrFNI1) AL) ENt)NriIi) Sricii
mix ivy ro Till Ornormi COAS r Rw;c

ManmwL%

I. Wrslmm ,
w4sn.i r8dtkra

ftIns
h. ,bkd i..r,km
I bid k

p'rwn1mW IIIOAI

k (std.mmlmm n.rd..r
I r$cni mpoi.d

binfl5

In lime table above, pleaae circle any of these spedes thai you have heard

of,

WhIch ihiee species do you think shouki be is* priority
lop priority for oanervatlon efforts? 2nd prIority
(pIeewrttelheIeneroieathspedes) 3rdprIorIt

The fcderjl Endamigcrcd Specks Act requires kdcral agencies to
develop recovery plaits wkh (he goal of restriririg each endangered
species that they are no singer in danger of dying out Federal land
makes up about 15% of h Coast Range. and species recovery plans
give thc highest priority to protection of endangered rrisate
indisidmials and state and local governments arc also rcsricrcd from
harming endangered species. Species that require very large areas of habitat
or whine populations exiSt mainly on norm-federally owned land
receive somc protection, hut their long-term survival s much Ins' certain,
One way to increase the level of protection given to endangered species is itt
extend recovery plans to some non-federal land in rhc Cmiasr Range.
Th15 wiuld allow habitat protection and active mecosery efftts to
include up in an additional 85% imf the land in the Coast Range.

Species recovery plans are expensive to design and pin in work. In
additioii Sit the limmtatmon tin Luid misc's that harm endangered species, p1ans

require the wotk if many scientists and othet usanred individuals Recuvesy
plans br rmoii-Icdcr'aI land would require the coperatmon of private
Iatidnwvmers and state and local cncic', and ii would limit the use cif land
fur recreational, residential timber, and larrmn uses

bit hnportafl 10 you to extend reaier protectIon and recovery efforts for
endered species on noii-derai bndf

'tot lmportanl Someimliat Extremely
at All lapomilant Important

1 2 3 4 5
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t4 'Iw community ofqwcie and their complex nrcractions with each other and the phykal cnYirOt2iflcnt.
There arc 'vet SI Hi spC(io 'if plini. nd animals titivc it' ilit Oregon C*la%I Range. anti a much laicr hut
muiknown ru,mhcr of snafl spccicc such as itmcccs. hingi. lichen, and still micro-orgniirns. F-coloicaI proccssa arc

nijwiriaIlt II muannhumuig tiit rkh diverücy of spcck-5. Many natural prursws. like the cycleof Iore%l flit and

natural forest renewal. havc been dnruptcd hy human O%c of the landscape durinr this ccnrtur The lnng Ecrifi

0 40 SoMitec

hisuag biodhaiiry scwna are utuade up of
brpanas of 110J. from 40o I$O.q nilia
radi. This map iilsaente, site PITt of dine area

Br

Figure A-2.(Continued) First mailing - survey booklet

PROGRAM III: BIODIVERSITY RESERVES

Proration of Coast Rangc ccosyncint is an important dcmcnt o(biodivcrsiiy protection. E ystcms arc made

concqucnces if this disruption for hiodivcisity and the health of Coast Range tecsts arc unknown,

Forew managers hac act aside

some reserved areas that are large

enough io maintain complex natwal

procscsThcsc biodiveri rcscrvca

s.esve as natural laboratories to
protect a large variety ut species and

habitats and limit the unknown
effects ulbuman land uses. To be

cffccrive. hindiversity reserves insist
be located on large area.s of land,
from 40 to lP0 square miks in size
The map at right illustrates the
location and sire usl auras currently

rcscrvcd for h,odivcrsity mainrcuancc.

About 10% sICoaas Range forests are now in biodiversity reserves almost all
of which arc on land owned by the kdcrai goverlunenc Expanding the network of
hiudiversüy reserves would focus on protecting other habitats nor presently found on
federal lansk Practices like kuging, road building, graaing and residential development
are sharply limited in biisdivecsiry reserves. However, many types of low-impact
recreation are permitted. Devoting private land to biodiecraity reserves would require
the cooperation of lamlowuiers and possibly the payment of compensation for lost
Land value.

bit Imp.irl , esp.á e Idsiork o(O1O aqIe mile IuiodheulIly reaen&
Mol lmpot So.ebal

at .411 ImpoulalI I.pwM
1 2 3 4
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PROGRAM IV: THREATENED AN[) ENDANGERED SPECIES

Endangered pccks arc those
plant aird animal xies which are at
ery high rrk of becoming extinct.

The federal g vernnienr has identified
411 endangered pccks ur the state of
Orcrrri. 12 of which are ristist- to he
Ogoir Coast Range. Natural fcrois
have played a role in the dechne of

sonw specks. however hiitc of habitat Iii
land 'ives like agriculture timber
harvcsr and residential and urban
developnseni is often thc most
important cause crf decline in cast
range species. Other factors arc rhc
cliects of lion-native xpecies inip.orted

by humans and direct rises hike buntinig
and fishing.
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MAT VI It) liii OIt;oN Cosi RNer
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. %dr..s sidmk

h. ..,hkd ,rreki
bki r.k

k. IrirS, rofld.w
0'r ''° t Su.thr... poUd

In the tabk thove, p3rte circle iy of iheure species tbnt you h heard

of,

Thdi ihtee species do u think should be Isi priority
top priority for co.ersaUon efforts? 2nd prIority
(phe write the letter of each spedes) 3rd priorIty

Thc kdcrzl Endangered Species Act requires fedcrai agencies to
develop recovery plants with the goal of reswring eeh endangered
species urn that they are no lunger in danger of dying out. Federal land
makes up about 15% of the Coast Range. arid species recovery plans
give the highest priority to protection of endangered species. Private
inirlividuals and state and tocjl govcrnmcnls are also restricted from
banning eiudangewd species. Species that require very large areas of habitat
or whose populations esist nsrainly on norifcdcra1ly owned land
receive sonic protections, hut their hmg-rcrm survival is much less cerrain,
Oe way to increase the lcvl of protection given to endangered species is to
extend recovery plans to private and state and. Thir would protect
endangetcil specks habitat on the remaining 11% of land in the Coast
Range.

Species recovery plans are cspcnsivc to design and psit to work. In
addition to the Iimitation.c on land uses that harm endangered species. plans
require the work of many scientrists and orhet trained iridividsials, Rt'coveiy
plans 1 r non -federal land would require the cmurperati oil mit pri rate
lnduwners and stare and local cncics, and ii would limit the usc of land
for iscreational, residential, timber, and farm uars

Is It 1mportit to you to extend gresier protection reid recosery efforts foe
endrnne'rttd speclea no prh'e and5te (nonkderal) Ireid?

Not Important Somewhat Kthemely
*IAII Important Important

I 2 3 4 c



troict bfrDqfrdMJ: 4 ,1uA fret'lea'
hopam I: Sglmoa Stinms
This program locusts on pnxcclhig and restoring
sabnon habitat In Coaq Range 4rearns. This would
Improve condlitogn Ins- endangered salmon, and
rnuM lactic on Iringtng all popcihdlons of salmon
to peater levels of abundance.

hvgMm It forrw Age Manenu'nt
Th5 progna Iocu,cs on changing the nrage age
of the working (ores of the Oregon Cna't Rant.
This would Improve species mid habitat divessity on
lands managed mainly For timber production

Fmg ran, lit Riodln'njttr Resents
lnsieadofmodtfrtng land u,'es over the entire Coast
Range loproted Individual species, this approach
ttscfles large patches of land from most human
uses In order io protect whole ecosystems and
retain natural pmce%ts.

hnmm IE' En4annS &n
This program focuses protection on the most
severely threatened species. This approach gives
omne pnnection to other species using the saint
habitat. hut generally doei't become effective until
a spedes Is at extreme risk.
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Ott the nest few pages, we
ask that ini consider rhc four
soltstvatiort pruigraims and decide
which sinus you preler. All of the
programs require public funding and
si unit- lirni rat ii ties oil other hit use usec,

One way to pay 1or these programs
would he ii, establish a hiodiver.siry
ruSt 1uii d that would by paid i 1110

1w thy general public through
Income taxes, Forest users such as
the timber industry and
rycrcaliuunisrs would also
e ciii tribute th rinughi nicer tees. 'ihis

nil icy will Id it ni v gi lii piy fit
Initatitui iiispecit's and I titacs ill
the Coa.su Range through some
cub nation of the four
hi odi s eric i pr uLran s

ladi su(thc peoetais sihuwe atldrtaaces Impottiut oc.cr.s Iii onler lit pausred

with a cuasersifikifi pIiii. II ts cceLary 10 l)rtiWltuie. PIcce rani (1w ki1hriusg In

IelIm4 olibelr mpttrLre to !i0V.

hspnIamtraitld.stj: (do *01 'with Ibr s*meh
lii rease hue .umhtr of miles of stream habItat iuusaged at the highest kit-I
sit proitxllois tiw coastal salmon.

Increase endangered speties ressnery on non.iederal laisti

Increase the amount of furviil In mkI-e and old 5tirs.
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MAKINC A BIODIVERSITY PLAN
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Public agencies. working with
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Figure A-2.(Continued) First mailing - survey booklet

Your Chance to Vote
0c polestlal acdn. to Impiore hkidherslty pmtection In Coast Rauge foreq laud aould he to Increase *bc amount land set

aside In Nodlversb) resents Program III). fll program would lncrcasc the amousiof laud Ii reserves (rout the curreut

10% In a total of 35% of the toast Mange, a. .aease of Li mllllo. acres. Ijnd uses Ithe kamIng. road buIlding. 'mlag and

resildeadal de bipitcit ire Mrkdy liulted I. biodiversity reserves, though umny recreadoual .ctMiIca are permUted. (oats

tusk public would tadude mauagcmenl espe.dltures hy goser..eM agencies is wcll as payments in compensate pclsa*c

liadowuers. Suppose this program ieee presented to you asi haliot .easure lithe neat state cictilon. tsould you sole (or

this change If 5* cost your household a. addidosal $46 per yenc a Increased l.com taics? Keep In .I.d the sn.uld .comC

aid eapeases of y'o.v household nbc. you aiswcr,

[ Not, I would sole fur this change.

[,J So, I would lot sole For this change.

1 to4sanr.

Pleaie briefly describe the reason (or your response

On the next few pages, we ask that you cvaluate and vote on several different potential conservation plans

Suppose that each of the foHowitig four pages is a ballot in a state rcfcrcndunc Ott each ballot, there arc three

nite-rnatis'c conservation plants for the Orn'toni Coat Range Each aILernStisc is inade up by eninibinting and pritiriti/ing

the four pringrama in difkrciit wavs The "NoChange' alternative it the same on each page and represents the

current management situation and no Odditiou4lcosIs to Oregon households.

On each page, compare the iio change alwrnadte to the tnthcr aiterliatives lot changing bioditersiiy consenaticin
iii the Coast Range. Other alternatives would entail management ctwtt which would be paid by households through an

increase in Oregon income taxes We would like to know how you would tote lone of these choices appeared on a
5tit halln. Even though we are prcscntilig you with four different Inallois. please approach them independently, as ii it
were the unIt hal lint on which ou were sotimig.

These are difficuh chokes, but your answers are critical for infonning polkynsakcrs. There arc no right
answers - we want to know your opinion. Please consider the alternatives offered on each of the neat four ballots
and make your choices earcfulh Again pLvv,se complete allfourpdges.
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Habitat
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Species
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(check one)

Figure A-2.(Continued) First mailing - survey booklet

Li No Change

1'k.v bridb dcQrIl ihc FI%UTI fr your lciion:

Li Alternative A LI Alternative B
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HAl.! II No (lange Alternatie A Al lerihi Ii se B

Biodiversiry
Reserves

Endangered

Species

Protectiøn

I prefer
(check one)

Figure A-2.(Continued) First mailing - survey booklet

Oregon voters are presented wiub only the following ballot and iliac no other conservation
are being voted on. Compare the three alternatives and consider which one you would vote for.

Annual Cost to
Your

Household

Salmon

Habitat

Forest Age

Management

ko.. bncfl dc%cri1,t tlH rc0.nl Iv yiir
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BALLOT III No Chaiigc Alternati'.e A Alternative [3
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01 IC1 LOflSI% .11voters are nieserned with onli' the töllowing ballot and tha5 no
are being vosed on. Compare the thtec alternatives and consider v4ucb one you would vote

Endangered
Species

Protection

Salmon
Habitat

Forest Age
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Biodiversity
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I prefer
{chcck one)

Figure A-2.(Continued) First mailing - survey booklet

Li No Change
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(check one)

Figure A-2.(Continued) First mailing - survey booklet

are being vrned on. Compare the three alternatives and contider whkh one you would vole for.

Alternative A Alternative B

Annual Cost to
Your

Household

Salmon
Habitat

T'Icjs& hridly ikcrjbc ris ii \tur

IJ Alternative A Li Alternative B
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Figure A-2.(Continued) First mailing - survey booklet

Section III About YOU:
'Iiw lacE fcs iions it1 Ikdp is o ncu thU wee It; i)CiI .1 ('tii1l t(iLifli.lUS With
this sur.cv Your aiis%vcrs arc str;cly corilidciutai am1 will univ hc ucd in thc .tiidivsIs ot clus udy.

\ur .iriwcr.s wil mini hr ,i si;ircd with vnur ,anme cr tdrcss iii mriv v.iy ,irid wmli lit rckased

under joy i rt 'ii nu a

Arc you _mak k malt

Wltai i your ag rcars

What is our zip coik?

4, Hmw 04 t1avtvcsi iWd in Orcton? vczmi'c

5_ 11cc buy, h.t you lived in time region ofOrey,on iii hJi vu cuirrenriy reside? esampic.

Cuasial Oregon. \Vilianieie (:d Oriri. Easrcrn t. )imit

6Arc you a iiieinbcr cit a cm.IriservaIion or cnviroiuncIlrai orgiuItiotu YES NO

Are ymI; .1 member of spuriin dub? YES NO

!hat is 'our
vcc.upa t

I)d ni vote in th 1ai Luinnal eietiu? E.' \()

II ighcst level of lornial sdvv]

1 23456 789 1011 12 13 i. 15 1 17 IS 1920 21+

(Elcinmntary1 Jr. Fligli) IIiçh Schmitifl .lkc, )&ra;{tm.mi i l'r lm'.I nI S.1m, iL

11 HOW mai1 pc' m I 1 sc cit sur h mo.J mid people

1 2 How ItuJ v onrribuirc In pavi tig in mu.wliold e tists) people

13. Including thcsc pcupk. about ii w nuh . as your houschold irvorlic ror1u all sourccs?

bin S t)000 ScOOt () io S'm) .'))t _SXU,012m() i).')')')

$lO.Ot.tO to 5 19,999 S S0.O()0 ti i) i)i))

_S20.t)00 to $29,999 5(0,000 sS(9,)U') $1 iX).00') SI

$30,000 to $39,999 5'),iE It n $1 5(i.Ot "(1 :r iii.'
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Figure A-2.(Continued) First mailing - survey booklet

Comments
\Ve would ;ppreciate any fnr-rher comments you may wi5h to provide.

Thank you for your participation in this study. When you have completed the questionnaire, please
fold and insert it into th induded swuped. addressed return envelope and drop it in any mailbox.
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Figure A-2.(Continued) First mailing - survey booklet

OGOf 5T*TIu,vt.rrY
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Figure A-3. Second mailing - reminder postcard

June 8, 1999

Dear <tit1e cover+ narne2,

Last week a questionnaire asking for your views regarding forest and wildlife management in the Oregon Coast
Range was mailed to you.

If you have completed the questionnaire already, please accept our sincere thanks. If not, could you please
return it today? Because it was sent to a small representative sample it is most important that your views be
included in the study if we are to represent the views of Oregonians adequately.

If by some chance you did not receive the questionnaire or have mislaid it, please call Brian Garber-Yonts at
(541) 737-5874 or email him at yonts@cof.orst.edu and we will send you another copy immediately.

Yours sincerely,

Professor Rebecca Johnson

Project Director
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Figure A-4. Third mailing - cover letter

July, 1999

Dear Mr. Pruett,

I am writing to you about our study of public preferences for forest management policy in the Oregon Coast
Range. We have not yet received your completed questionnaire.

The large proportion questionnaires that we have received so far are very encouraging. However, whether we
will be able to describe accurately how Oregonians feel on these important issues depends upon you and the
others who have not yet responded. This is because our experience suggests that those of you who have not yet
sent in your questionnaire may hold quite different views on forest management than those who have.

This is the first statewide study of this type that has ever been done. Therefore, the results are of particular
importance to officials and representatives in Oregon State government, members of Congress and all interested
citizens. The usefulness of our results depends on how accurately we are able to describe what the people of
Oregon want. It is for these reasons that I am sending you this letter.

Any adults in your household can complete the survey. In case our other correspondence did not reach you, a
replacement questionnaire is enclosed. May I please urge you to complete and return it as soon as possible?

Your contribution to the success of this study will be genuinely appreciated.

Sincerely,

Professor Rebecca Johnson

Project Leader
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Figure A-5. Fourth mailing - final reminder postcard

July 29, 1999

Dear <tide_covem <name2>,

I am writing to you again about our study of public preferences for forest management policy. We have
not yet received your completed questionnaire. If you have just sent out the questionnaire, please accept
our sincere appreciation and ignore the following message.

Your opinion is important to the success of this study. Your name is among a small group which was
drawn through a scientific sampling process in which every household in Oregon had an equal chance
of being selected. In order for the results of the study to provide accurately srepresent the views of Ore-
gonians to forest managers and policy makers, it is essential that each person in the sample return their
questionnaire. As mentioned in the last letter, any adult in the household can complete the question-
naire.

If you have any questions, please contact Brian Garber-Yonts (541-737-5874, yonts@cof.orst.edu).
Your cooperation is greatly appreciated.
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Appendix B: Experimental Design

Table B-i. Choice set design
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BLOCK SET salmon habitat endangered spe-
cies habitat

age class distribution biodiversity
reserves

cost

1 1 90% 25% 40%/45%115% 20% $86

1 1 90% 75% 25%/25%150% 40% $325

1 2 90% 5% 55%145% 5% $45

1 2 5% 25% 55%/45% 40% $236

1 3 5% 75% 40%/45%115% 5% "$1,272"

1 3 5% 25% 25%/25%/50% 5% $648

1 4 5% 5% 25%/25%/50% 20% "$1,272"

1 4 5% 5% 4o%145%/15% 40% $22

2 1 90% 75% 25%/25%/50% 20% $648

2 1 90% 25% 40%/45%115% 40% "$1,272"

2 2 40% 75% 40%/45%/15% 5% $22

2 2 5% 75% 55%/45% 40% $45

2 3 5% 25% 40%145%/15% 20% $325

2 3 5% 5% 25%/25%/50% 5% $236

2 4 40% 75% 25%125%/50% 40% $145

2 4 40% 5% 55%/45% 20% $86

3 1 90% 75% 25%/25%150% 5% "$1,272"

3 1 5% 75% 40%/45%/15% 20% $648

3 2 40% 5% 25%/25%/50% 20% $325

3 2 5% 5% 4o%145%/15% 40% $236

3 3 90% 25% 40%/45%/15% 20% $86

3 3 5% 25% 55%/45% 5% $22

3 4 90% 75% 55%145% 40% $145

3 4 40% 75% 40%/45%115% 5% $45

4 1 90% 5% 25%125%/50% 5% $22

4 1 5% 75% 40%/45%/15% 40% $86

4 2 90% 25% 25%125%/50% 40% $45

4 2 40% 5% 55%/45% 40% $22

4 3 5% 25% 55%/45% 5% $145



Appendix B: Experimental Design

Table B-i. Choice set design
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BLOCK SET salmon habitat endangered spe-
cies habitat

age class distribution biodiversity
reserves

cost

wv
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E4$1

Vk.

6 2

Wk E4s1

90% 25% 55%/45% 5% $22

E4W

I I,1I1I EI%IiW4I
7 3 90% 25% 55%/45% 20% $45

7 4 5% 5% 55%/45% 40% $648

7 4 40% 75% 55%/45% 40% "$1,272"

8 1 40% 5% 25%125%/50% 5% $648

8 1 40% 25% 55%/45% 20% $22

8 2 5% 75% 25%/25%150% 20% $86



Appendix B: Experimental Design

Table B-i. Choice set design
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BLOCK SET salmon habitat endangered spe-
cies habitat

age class distribution biodiversity
reserves

cost

8 2 90% 25% 25%/25%/50% 40% "$1,272"

8 3 5% 25% 40%/45%/15% 5% $45

8 3 90% 75% 55%/45% 5% $86

8 4 40% 75% 40%/45%/15% 40% $648

8 4 5% 5% 55%/45% 40% $145

9 1 90% 25% 25%125%150% 5% $325

9 1 5% 5% 55%/45% 20% $648

9 2 5% 25% 40%/45%115% 40% $22

9 2 40% 5% 40%145%/15% 5% $86

9 3 5% 75% 25%/25%/50% 5% $145

9 3 40% 25% 25%/25%/50% 20% "$1,272"

9 4 90% 75% 40%/45%/15% 20% $325

9 4 40% 5% 25%/25%/50% 40% $236

10 1 90% 5% 55%/45% 5% "$1,272"

10 1 40% 25% 25%/25%/50% 40% $86

10 2 90% 5% 25%/25%/50% 20% $648

10 2 90% 25% 55%/45% 20% $145

10 3 40% 75% 55%/45% 5% $45

10 3 90% 75% 40%/45%/15% 40% $325

10 4 5% 75% 25%/25%/50% 20% $22

10 4 40% 5% 40%/45%/15% 20% $236

11 1 5% 75% 40%145%/15% 5% $325

11 1 40% 5% 25%/25%/50% 5% "$1,272"

11 2 40% 25% 40%/45%/15% 20% $45

11 2 5% 5% 25%/25%/50% 20% $86

11 3 90% 5% 40%/45%/15% 40% $648

11 3 40% 25% 25%/25%/50% 40% $22

11 4 90% 75% 25%/25%/50% 5% $236

11 4 40% 75% 55%/45% 20% $145

12 1 90% 75% 40%/45%/15% 5% $145



Appendix B: Experimental Design

Table B-i. Choice set design
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BLOCK SET salmon habitat endangered spe-
cies habitat

age class distribution biodiversity
reserves

cost

12 1 40% 25% 55%/45% 5% $45

12 2 40% 75% 55%/45% 20% $236

12 2 40% 5% 40%145%/15% 40% $325

12 3 90% 5% 55%/45% 40% $86

12 3 90% 25% 25%125%/50% 20% $145

12 4 5% 75% 25%/25%/50% 40% "$1,272"

12 4 5% 5% 55%/45% 20% $22

13 1 40% 75% 25%125%/50% 5% $86

13 1 40% 25% 40%145%/15% 40% $325

13 2 90% 75% 55%/45% 40% $22

13 2 5% 25% 25%/25%/50% 20% $236

13 3 90% 25% 40%145%/15% 5% $648

113 3 40% 75% 40%/45%115% 20% "$1,272"

13 4 90% 5% 40%/45%/15% 20% $145

13 4 40% 5% 55%145% 5% $45

14 1 90% 5% 55%/45% 20% $325

14 1 40% 5% 40%/45%/15% 40% "$1,272"

14 2 40% 25% 55%/45% 20% $648

14 2 90% 25% 40%/45%/15% 5% $236

14 3 90% 75% 25%125%/50% 20% $145

14 3 5% 5% 40%/45%115% 20% $22

14 4 5% 75% 55%/45% 5% $22

14 4 5% 5% 25%/25%/50% 5% $45

15 1 5% 25% 25%/25%/50% 5% $22

15 1 90% 25% 55%/45% 40% $325

15 2 5% 25% 40%145%/15% 20% $648

15 2 5% 75% 55%/45% 5% $236

15 3 90% 5% 40%/45%115% 5% $145

15 3 40% 25% 55%/45% 5% "$1,272"

15 4 40% 5% 25%/25%/50% 20% $45



Appendix B: Experimental Design

Table B-i. Choice set design
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BLOCK SET salmon habitat endangered spe-
cies habitat

age class distribution biodiversity
reserves

cost

15 4 40% 75% 25%/25%/50% 40% $236

16 1 40% 25% 25%/25%/50% 5% $145

16 1 90% 5% 55%/45% 20% $236

16 2 40% 5% 55%/45% 40% $45

16 2 5% 25% 55%/45% 20% "$1,272"

16 3 40% 75% 40%/45%/15% 20% $86

16 3 5% 75% 25%125%150% 40% $648

16 4 90% 75% 55%/45% 5% $648

16 4 5% 5% 40%/45%/15% 5% $86




